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* PRAYER FOR THE DEAD.
We bless thee, Lord, for

those

ries!
The thanks rise swift, swift

sweet

memo-

upward

to thy

feet,

But old-time love doth follow them as fleet,
Forth-breaking
still in long-hushed, tender
cries;.
E’en for the blessed must its pleading rise:
“ Make them more blest; make heaven doubly sweet,
Their safety surer, glory more complete;
Their feet more glad in paths of high emprise !”
O happy prayer! that hath no spur of fear,
No prick of care or pain to urge its way,—

That hath no need, but rises free and clear
“To them, that have be given!”
ji st to say.
By right of purest love it claims thine ear,
And sings assured its sweet,spontancous lay.

—M. E. Bennett, in Sunday Afternoon.
tr

fA

‘ SHALL THEY GO?"
BY

A

MEMBER.

At the beginning of next month, when
I am paid for this month's work, I have

decided to spare five dollars for some benevolent purpose. This is all I can afford to give now. As itis not often that
I think I can spend five dollars outright
; £ this way, it is a matter

of

some

con-

Mission first to pay its honest debts.
But charity dictates that some opinions
may be as good as some other opinions.
And the largest charity desires to hear
both sides and judge between them. The
past year Dr. Phillips has remained in’
this country to raise $25,000 for this purpose. He now says it has not been raised,—has not been secured, which amounts

to the same thing.

A

few

months ago,

the Bible school project was partially, at
least, laid aside, and the energy of Dr.

Phillips and the denomination generally
awakened to the necessity of lifting the
debt of the Society.
A thoroughly good
beginning has been made ; but right in
the midst of this grand effort, comes the
cry for re-inforcements, and so great
seems its necesgities that Dr. Phillips himself gives $200 towards it.
And we are
appealingly asked, * Shall they go?”
But who is this ¢¢ they”? If we are appealed to to neglect completing the Bible
school fund, and the raising of the debt,
and to make another of these repeated
¢¢ special” efforts to send re-inforcements,
have we not a right to know what and
who

are

meant

by

re-inforcements?

There are rumors afloat that this new
missionary and that ncw missionary is
going. Perhaps we may be told that that
is the Board’s business, and that members

of the Society must trust the Board.
Perhaps it is necessary for the Ministry
to embark troops from India without letting Parliament know what it intends to
do. But only a crisis can excuse it even
in a Beaconsfield. For my part, I can
not, before God, give the five dollars to
the Foreign Mission Society, if they
send new missionaries at this time, when
the Bible school fund is not secured, when
the debt is only begun to be raised, when

the one prolonged and repeated cry from
India has been that the effectiveness of a
good
f the missionary labor has

cern tome what I shall do with it, as Iittle as the sum is.
I am anxious that I
far want of funds for employshall put it where it shall do the most ‘been 10st,
good. I can find plenty of people who ing native hé]pers; I can not do it when
so many other pressing calls for aid are
will be a deal more confident than I myat hand, and. to which 1 can lend my
self am, as to just what this prospective
At present it seems to
five dollars should be devoted to; but I hearty support.
me
that
there
is
better
use for missionary
feel that the Lord will hold me 1esponsimoney than to-pay the outfit and

-that I must use what reason

sense he has given

me

and common

in deciding

this

matter.

These are hard times, and my heart
aches as I get glimpses of the heavy burdens which are laid upon the shoulders
of some to carry. A father who sees slow
starvation undermining the health of a
boy or a girl, who is Tar dearer to him
than life, whose system needs wholesome
nourishment, and he can not find an hon-

est way in God's world

possibly

by which

he can

give that wholesome

nourish-

ment.
The husband literally sees his
wife working herself to death over the
machinein making sale clothing.
And
has not the wife and: mother and sister
needs which I ‘can not even imagine?
How I have despised myself for the hardness of my heart when sometimes Tam
made to realize the awfully sad tragedies
that pass unnoticed around me. Is there
not many and many a family into whose
midst five dollars would be a godsend;
perhaps, just the item which shall. save
from crime, or ruin,” or death-starvation ?
I have thought of giving the sum to our
pastor's wife, who being closely connectod with a home charity is thus actively
brought into contact with needs that are
not sham needs, and I know the five dollars ‘weuld ‘be expended wisely, and
would it not also do the heart of that
pastor's wife good to thus expend it? I

do not think it would be difficult to find
some one out of work who would be glad
enough to doanything I could find for
them to do, for five days for the five dol-

lars, and the good it might do him and
his family, I am not willing to. compute.
There is a Reform Club in our place, and

isnot that worthy of help? And as I look
beyond the immediate circle of my neighbors, the many charities, the homes for
the lame

and the halt and the

blind, are

everywhere opening their hahds for support. © There is the yellow fever, and
there are the desolations wrought by fire
and wind and flood.
There are to be
- supported the missionary labors among
the constantly increasing dangerous elasses of our cities, than which I ean not con-

ceive of a more important work.

'Iwould

rejoice to help many a, humble

minister

who is doing double work on half pay in

passage

to

have been told so often and go

many

of

them that at first we. are strangely -confased in our notions about the matter.
But, I take it, that the end towards which

all others should more

work

is

the

or less directly

evangelization

of

India,

through its own people. And to this end
there was imperative need of a Bible
school. Dr. Phillips bent his energies

towards raising the funds.
‘Some may
think that it would have been best to begin at the root, of the matter, and

for the

BOSTON

AND

BAVARIAN S0OCIAL LIFE.
BERCHTESGADEN, UPPER BAVARIA,
August 28, 1878.

costume, these mountains like theirs have

or have had their strange dwarf dwellers
and

these lakes, too, their haunting

spec-

ters. Itis difficult to tell how much of
the old superstition remains among the
people, butit is safe

to

call the

amount

with the story the shop-windows

tell and

one may see how great a change has
taken place within a few centuries.
I
mean the story wrought by the woodcarvers

wen

they make those

ever-re-

curring gnome shapes that leer at you
from behind an - empty tankard or revel,
unconscious of your presénce, around a
cask of beer.
And this leads me to speak of the chief
industry of Berchtesgaden, its wood-carving. In its better days, this little village,
much smaller-then than how, was

one of

the world’s chief manufactories for articles of this class.
But in the time of

which to

carry on their work?”
Dr.. Bacheler writes in a letter which
is published in Star of Sept. 11: ¢ We
have been anxious for the means

of car-

rying on our work. For six months we
received almost nothing for the support
of schools and native preachers, and so
our flgating” resources’ were used up.
Just as we were at our ¢ wit’s end,” the
long wished for relief came.
But as we
have carefully noted the receipts in the
Star, we see no indication that the

home

closes with these words: ‘¢ We need, and
greatly desire, to have our missionaries
now in America return, but for one I beg

the Society to song no new ones until the
debt is all paid.’
rR
RR LO

Amid the deep gloom caused by the
ravages of the pestilence in the -Southwest, there are some ‘things to alleviate
and cheer. One is the behavior of the
colored people. Reports disparaging to
them have been denied by authority, and
cheerful commendation is given to their
deportment in every respect as nurses,
watchmen, ete.—Christian Intelligencer.

though we have found,

many

times,

at home and thus, however unintentionally, were revenged upon the. persecutors

deed to save it, we shall not do well to
allow our other benevolent work to fall

into neglect.

and of chamois,

ed,or to ornament clocks,

as has

been’

inkstands, can-

“dle-sticks and the thousand other articles
thatgo to make up the stock in trade.
It may be that the crucifixes come first in
the order of number; for they stand to
remind us at every turn that we are ina
Roman Catholic land.
But they are
mostly of rude workmanship and unspeakably shocking to our New England senses.
Among the curious customs of this region is that

of setting

up

a tablet

near

the spot where a fatal “accident has occurred with a crude painting and an inseription showirte the nature’ of the accident.

thrge

to

know

them.

God help them

to remember

it, that

spoke

words to the Association,

the

while

coasting;

near

another, a

and it has always proved most Haney and
helpful. |
The incoming class in ‘the Theological

sor-

rowed most of all, because of the thought,

that they might ¢¢ see his face no more.”
On
Wednesday
evening Dr. Ball |
preached from 1 John 5:4. No one who
listened to him could help feeling that
the faith of which he spoke was a
part of his own life, and that he
knew of its power by blessed experience.
A union communion service on Thurs-

day evening closed the Association. The
time during the day on Wednesday and
Thursday was mostly spent in discussing
questions of interest.
¢¢ The relations
of the Association to the Foreign Mission
Society,” Church Extension and Wom-

an's

work

in the

Central

Association

were among the subjects considered.
Reviewing the work done, we should
say that the general feeling of those present was as follows:
(1). That the women of the Association should be urged to organize Missionary Societies in all the

churches,

cities.
(3).

That

the

Morning

Star

done in perfect harmony,

and

school, as compared with other years, is
both quite good in numbers and promise.
All who are dependent on the Society for
aid in prosecuting their studies have been
encouraged to expect as much at least as
has been appropriated in former years.
It is left with the churches and individuals
to say, whether this expectation is to be
met, or some of them be compelled as

as

:
our

if the

ex-

young lady fell from a window and met pressed intentions of the brethren present
her death. All this the artist has pictured ‘are any safe indices of their work in the
in such a primitive manner that it always coming year, we can expect a general
needs the inscription to make you' sure and most hearty rally to the support of all
you are right.
the Associational interests.
May the.
. Every night at eight o’clock,the curfew cause of Christ be dearer to our hearts
tolls and all ‘business ceases. About nine
during the year to come than ever bea watchman goes his rounds, erying out fore.
through the streets :
E
The village of Phenix has a popula¢¢ Ladies and gentlemen, listen well;
tion of some two thousand, and is pleasYou soon will hear the nine o’clock bell.”
-antly situated on the Oswego river, some
The point
‘This is repeated every hour until four 16 miles north of Syracuse.
o'clock, the necessary variation in naming is an important one, and we are glad to
fhe hour being made, as a matter of say that the present condition of our
church is most cheering.
Bro. Durkee,
course.
:
Altogether, we find much of interest in the faithful pastor, persuaded the breththis quiet Bavarian village. Its people ren last spring that God called them to
have learned that this is the nineteenth arise and build, and they have gone forcentury, to be sure, but they have thought ward with great courage and wisdom.
it befitking to join the rabble that cheer on The new edifice is now nearly enclosed,
the grand procession without knowing and when done will be an: ornament to
what it all means, rather than to form a the town and do credit to the church

enclosed, and the question of the

hour is,

what next? Shall Bro. Brackett

dismiss:

his workmen, after they

have

the doors and windows

of Myrtle Hall,

nailed

up:

and go wearily back and forth, planning and:
contriving
how to take care of the scores of
eager young women crowding towards

Storer Normal School? No, no, it must
not be so.

Come,

brethren

all along the line,
now we are

and

sisters;

let us finish this job

at it, and

let

the

reserves

a few loads
of December,

for we feel a strong impression that
will be needed soon after that time.
A MISTAKE

it

CORRECTED.

Inthe Star of Sept. 11, a letter fron
Dr. Bacheler was published in which he:
expressed his
opinion freely on theWeekly Offering” plan, as was proper,
since he wrote over his own name. One:
or two statements therein may perhaps.
convey to some minds a wrong impression,.if allowed to pass withott -a: fuller:

explanation. Our missionaries in this.
country have not been instructed to take
no collections, except in places where the card system was already introduced.
They have been at liberty to take collections wherever it would not interfere
‘with the settled arrangements of the
church for raising funds.
They. have.
made special efforts in many cases whieh»
have resulted in the raising of a consider-able sum for the mission.
The work of
Dr. J. L. Phillips for the Bible school:
was a special effort and resulted in pledg- es or cash amounting in the aggregate to
twenty-five
thousand
dollars.
Other similar efforts have been made by them
with marked good results.
Had the
Weekly Offering System been well introduced and stuck to in one half of our
churches

when it was first proposed,

should probably have had
carry, and no lack of funds
expenses.
vs

we

no debt to
for current.

HINDU PREACHERS.

We have often alluded to the ‘flict that

the work of preaching the gospel among
the
heathen is being done more and
others have been, to leave the school for
more by native preachers. It is the settled
the want of means.
The plan inaugurated by certain Y. | policy of ‘all boards to develop this talFle reasons
Meetings, and taken hold of by some of ent, as fast as is consistent.
the churches, is an excellent one, viz.,

to

make the raising of the money to liquidate the Foreign Mission debt,a specialty,
and let the regular system of carrying on
the Mission and other enterprises go on
as usual. This is the only expedient that
will

relieve

us

of one

embarrassment,

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

BY

REV. G.

that before

this

reaches

our readers the walls of Myrtle Hall will
be completed
and the roof on.
Something yet remains in the treasury from
the generous contributions made last summer for this purpose, but not more than
will be needed to complete the work so
as to secure from loss what has already

been done.

To finish the rooms for occu-

pancy will require several hundred dollars more.
It will be remembered that
the estimated cost of finishing the student's rooms is twenty-five

practical skill of one’ whose name has:
been in our Register for several years,and

we give an extract from Bro.
report in which he
Kamal Naik :

speaks

Marshall's

at length

withthe friends beyond our mission limits.

C. WATERMAN,

WHAT NEXT ?
It is probable

for this are many and plain.
Our readers will be glad to know somethingof the

of

“ The native preachers who have labored so
hard in connection with this station during
the last year, deserve to be made acquainted

without inviting another.

feeling

that only by their continued and hearty
co-operation will the Association be able
to carry on. its work successfully.
(2). That we must rally around the
churches in important points, as Phoenix
and Norwich, and as far as possible plant
interestsin as yet unoccupied towns and

thoughtful

tributed in this way to the general fund,

his farewell
and they

special

do something-in this direction especially.
A few years ago, there was a dear young
woman, teaching in one of our institutions, who sent at two or three different
times ten dollars, with the direction that
it be given to some worthy student especially needy. But she is in Heaven now .
Did any one see her mantle fall as she
went up? Such broad loving souls don’t
quite leave this world of ours. They
linger in example, and in inspiration.
Many others have from time to time con-

cause of missions shall be dearer than
ever before, and their prayer and earnest work be given to the bringing of the
world to Christ.
There were few dry
eyes in the room, when on Thursday

noon, Dr. Phillips

of"

ness and consideration,
who feelita duty to

prefgnce and stirring words have been
nspiratfon to our workers.
His address before the Association on
‘Tuesday evening last, upon the ‘¢ Duties
of our home pastors to the Foreign Mission work,” was one longto beremembered
by the men to whom it was addressed. May

we have seen it and felt it, but the Lord's

work must not stop for hard times.
The
cost of living is not high and the cost of
building is unusually low. It is a favorable time to make investments tor benevolent enterprises. No such expenditures
have brought larger returns than those
made for the Freedmen.
None are likely to yield greater revenues in proportion
to the outlay.
_ Here is the new building now nearly

of furniture about the first

compared with the vitality of the object,
and ought not to be overlooked.
;
Some dependence has been placed also
upon individual contributions. We often

some-

times a church or a Sunday-school may
doit. ‘We all know the times are hard.
We bave been told it overand over again ;

destined to a disappointment.

In one in-

Sometimes-

a family may unite in the work;

be getting ready to send in

eign Missions, leaving out this third item,
Education.
If is but a small proportion,

his

sound of hammer and saw cease for a

day until the work is done.

that the weekly offering system, a part of
the results of which goes to the aid of
young men preparing for the ministry,
would in a measure supply this want.
But if the receipts published for the past
few months be a specimen of what we
are to have from this source, somebody is
stance at least, they amounted to little
more, if any, than the agent's salary for
that time. It is obvious from the figures,
that many churches, which perhaps contribute regularly, do it for Home and For-

For

years in our annual gatherings,

allow

need not be disguised, that at the same
time, it was done with the expectation,

_the Empiyé State; than Bro. Phillips;-but-|
——{-meetwith-personsyet

time

othersto run dry, or even to suffer a
corresponding diminution, the. gain will
be more apparent than real.
When the friends of educdtion consented, as they most certainly did cheerfully
and heartily, to allow their special agency,
which was doing a good work, to be absorbed in the general one, they did it with
a view to the general good; though it

Sept. 20.

organ, and as reaching nearly every F.
Baptist home in N.Y. and Pa., should be
Near one, a child has been’ drowned in used more freely in reporting receipts of
the swift Alm;
near- another, a certain money by the Treasurer.
prince was thrown against a tree and
The business of the Association was
killed

If whilst stretching out one

hand to gather more, we withdraw the
other so as to gather less, if we make one
channel of our beneficence full even to
overflowing, and at the same

is not true, though some would be glad
to have it so, and would certainly fling
the lying taunt at our teachers and students in the Normal School if we should:
give them the chance.
We are able.
There are a hundred or two of men and!
women in our churches who would be:
greatly blessed by giving the money to.
finish a room. Will not enough of them
do it, at once, to secure the prompt com--

pletion of the entire building? Let not the

BY PROF. J. FULLONTON.

from its present embarrassment, if not in-

The Central Association has just closed one of its most pleasant, and we
trust profitable sessions. The church in
this place has afforded ample and hearty
entertainment, the weather has been delightful, and the brethren and sisters

w¢have

--0

Whilst engaged in the present extraordinary and well nigh desperate struggle
to relieve our Foreign Mission enterprise

an

‘desire to plan wisely and well for the
work of the coming year. The Association sermon on Tuesday evening was delivered by Bro. J. L. Phillips. It may
be that there are men holding a larger
place in the hearts of the }'. Baptists of

Are there not
McDoNALD.

!

N EW YYORK STATE NEWS.
THE CENTRAL ASSOCIATION,
Y.,

helping lift this burden?
many of them?
OB

.

N.

The brethren have
friends outside the

EDUCATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS.

honest man, yet enlarging the thought of
Diogenes, we are now searching for an
honest community.
~ Guore H. STOCKBRIDGE.

Pa®nix,

187 8.

church have contributed most generously,
and still the entire amount required: is
not provided for.
Is there not some
Christian brother or sister who feels like

is it but an addition of
an act which every Chrisspirit?
from being an ideal coun-

learn-

Luther, a thousand of its workmen

already intimated ; but these often serve
to support tables also elaborately carv-

with

pleasing. What
outward form to
tian performs in
Yet this is far

25,

which has built it.
sacrificed nobly, the

town, or the forester returning from the
hunt, has something in it that is very

ed and loved the new doctrines and were
compelled to go forth and seek their fortune in an untried land.
Settling in
Nuremberg and Bamberg, they transplanted thither the art they had learned

double our native agency, and add largely to our other facilities for carrying on
the work.”

hold from them the means

part of the steadily advancing column. In
| general, they are a simple people and even
their failings lean to virtue’s side. Send

have seemed to be filled with an earnest

of gnomes

quoted from a letter of Rev. J. Phillips:
“ What does it avail to support midsionaries in a heathen land, and then with-

SEPTEMBER

small. I asked one of them yesterday if try folk. Traders and, indeed, nearly all
any one still believed the old legends of that have had to do with the traveling
dwarfs and giants that were supposed to public, have learned knavery in its most
inhabit these mountains.
¢ Ah,” said he, hateful forms. Untaught in the art of
¢* this is the nineteenth century.” ¢ But,” dissembling, they practice their deceit
I persisted, ¢ arethere none that retain with a sort of bravado,—which merely
the old belief?”
means that they are as whole-souled in
‘¢ Let me see,” he answered thought- their roguery as formerly in their devofully, ** I know one, two, three such per- tions.
Farther down towards Innsbruck,
sons, but that sort of men don’t amount
we hope to visit some village whose
to anything.”
Compare these words threshold no traveler has yet crossed ; for,

force now in the field, we should at once

In the Mission column of July 10, the
following,
among other sentences, is

CHICAGO,

Not quitein the country of the Tyrolese, the house servant on an errand and, if she
yet so near that the breezes bring us tid- does not return promptly, it will be beings of their snow-clad mountains, a few cause she has called in at some wayside
friends and myself are spending a week chapel to say her prayers to the virgin.
among the peasants; - and, but that the There is absolutely no pretension in this.
Postmaster gives us Bavarian stamps and They may be seen, alone, or with others,
takes his pay in German money, we at their devotions, but, in either case,
might as well consider ourselves in a lit- they are devout and, I doubt not, simply
tle Tyrolese village among the Alps. sincere. To seé them thus step aside to
The people wear the same picturesque pray—the market woman on her way to

and salary of new missionaries.
Buta | who had banished them. Thereafter; unmore practical question is, Where is the til within quite recent times, Nuremberg
money for the outfit,passage and salary of took the lead; but of late, it appears that
Poise
is regaining its old suthe new missionaries coming from? One
answer will,doubtless,be,
“local support.”
about 2000 workmen, in
I can not now enter upon this subject,
d about Borchtosgaden, are engaged
otherwise than to say that it seems uln carving wood ; yet there is nothi
wise for the Foreign Mission Board to a
ike a factory where these workmep-are
cept these offers of local support of mj
iced in 400
sionaries until the money has been
d,
ns the principal
the interest of which shall pay the salaries.
whole family:
This
of said missionaries. If this can not be occupation
done, had not the money bétter be turned state of things, arising when the art
into the general fund? For a number of was new and when, no doubt, it was
merely a family amusement during the
reasons, it seems to me so.
But Iam only one member of the F. M. winter evenings, has become fixed, and i
Society,and have only five dollars to give will be long before another will surper
sede it. So strongly has this principle
somewhere.
obtained among
these workmen
that;
T append a few facts and opinions:
In the Star of Feb. 21, 1877, Dr. J. L. even now, the son of 4’ crucifix-carver
Phillips commences an article on ¢ A must become a crucifik-carvérin his turn,
This
Training School for Native Helpers” with and so on through the whole list.
these words:
The apostolic missions feeling is’ gradually dying out, and the
were self-supporting, and every modern art promises'to develop itself with greatFven as it
missionary enterprise aims at the same er freedom than heretofore.
is, one can but wonder atthe almost endresult. Just as fast as a people becomes
enlightened and Christiandzed, it should less variety in form and posture that the
provide for its own spiritual wants, and ingenuity of these men has wrought. The
allow the foreign missionary to pass on Chamgis-carvers have, at least, exercised
to other parts, where his labor is more ur- liberty within their own sphere, as the
hundred varied productions in this degently demanded.”
The last India Report says: ¢ To make partment testify.
The most common carvings: are those
the most economical use of missionary

the back districts. There is the Harper's treasury has been replenished, so it
Ferry Mission in whose management I would seem that that which has been sent
have the greatest confidence, and which to our relief has added just so much to
is doing but a mite of what it might do, the already formidable debt of the Socieifit had more money.
(an any one ty at home.”
All readers of the Mission column can
count the number of benevolent projects
not
fail to remember Miss Crawford's
which néed aid?
letter in the issue of June 12, and which
Finally, shall I give the five dollars
the Foreign Mission Society ? What are
the pressing needs of the Society ? We

STAR,

dollars

each,

and several persons have already pledged
that amount for the purpose of finishing
aroom.
But the entire basement story,
which is to contain the Kitchen, dining-

As

I look upon the daily lives of these men, and
reflect upon the spirit in which they engage
in their duties, I feel that too much can hardly

be said in

their

praise.

They

are making

their mark on the intellects
and faith of this
people.
This is: more apparent with those
who have labored longest among the people.

Kamal Naik is loved and respected by a large

noted for the disposition of the people to raise

questions of doubt concerning all that was
said, an instance of the force and kind of his.
wit

occurred.

A

large

number

of Hindu:

priests had taken up their position for hearing -

steward, is

and discussing in the front ranks of the eon-.

gregation. The brother began his remarks in.
his usual cool and quiet way, but had’ not proceeded far before, having dropped some re-mark that met with an objection from the
priests, the discussion began, and continued:

and occupied

freely admitted that the brother was right, except one who would not be convinced by any~

of the

immediately

thereafter.

Shall it be done ? Rather, shall itnot be
done ? Must this building, well built and
securely enclosed, stand with locked
doors simply for the storms to beat

against and winds

to

whistle around?

Shall it shelter nobody?
‘be huddled

they can get,

together

Must
in

crowded

the girls

such

rooms

as

to the

point

of

great discomfort, during another winter?

Let it never be said

that

build and were not able to

we

begun

finish.

to

That

-

number of people in all parts of the district.
Many times in his absence, when I have been
far from home, attending some marketor festi~
val, have men come to me and inquired for
“the old man,” as they call him:
Again,
when he has been.present, I have seen men
press forward after one of his talks, seize him
in their arms or by the hand, and. talk to hin:
in the most affectionate manner.
At a market

to be provided for, as well as the halls
and stairways of the upper stories. Itis
very desirable that all this should be done
before the winter sets in, so that the
building may be dedicated at Christmas

hall and family rooms

.
-

until all the priests were not only silenced, bat:

thing that could be

said either by the

preach-

er or his fellow priests. The preacher stopped short, and addressing the crowd, asked:.
“You have seen 3 snake killed, have you.
not?” *“ Yes,” was'the reply. * Have you not: !
noticed that long after the head and body are
dead, the tail continues to wriggle?”
Yes»
The obstinate priest did not await the application; hooted by every member of the large
audience, be left the place in great haste, and
we enjoyed the most generous respect and attention of the audience afterwards.”

a

L

ning

)
-

i

25, 1878.
;

Lesson

Papers.)

* Strive to enter in at the
GOLDEN TEXT:
for many, I say unto you,
strait gate ;
will seek to enter in and shall not be able.
— Luke 13:24.
Luke

PART

IN

REVIEW-

ING.

FORMALISM.

AGAINST

WARNING

THE TEACHERS’.

13:2%-30.

A great deal more
about the part of the

is commonly said
superintendent in

his review of the school a3

a

whole

ing;

for

it better fastens

and

than

tests

the

knowledge of the individual scholar.
The superintendent of the Cherry

« He went through the cities and vilSt.
lages.” Of Perca, u country east of Jor- Union Sundiy-school of Poughkeepsie, N.
dan, extending from the Dead Sea to the Y., writing of a quarterly review in his
Sea of Galilee. It was under the rule of | school, says:
Two weeks previously I
Philip.
* Teaching.”
The contents of | invited twelve of my teachers to review
the next five chapters are usually thought | one lesson each, in the presence of the

to have been spoken at this period.

¢*7o- |

school

on

review

Sunday.

They

con-

wards Jerusalem.” He was going to Jerusalem ¢ to die there.” * Lord.” The
term was used in salutations as equiva-

sented to de so. Five wereyoung ladies;
seven were gentlemen.
When the time

lent to ** sir,” and sometimes

ready for their work. To say that it was
a complete success would but poorly express the real beauty of the exercise, especially when it was considered that four
of the young ladies had never before said
one word in any such public way.”
In the Broadway Congregationhl’s. S.
of Norwich, Conn., the superintendenthas been accustomed to bring the teachers to a part in reviewing, at the teachers’ meeting at the close of each month of
the quarter.
By previous assignment
several teachers take each one of the lessons of the month and lead in its review.
All the teachers present are requested to
‘close their Bibles and lay aside all halps
during the asking of questions in the
teachers’ meeting.” The questions to be
prepared by the reviewing teachers are
to ¢ consist of one each onthe title, the
topics, and the golden text of the lesson

er.”
« Few that be saved?”

to ‘‘ teach~

is usually

It

thought that the questioner meant,

there few that will be
language may mean,
entering the kingdom
ed” implies something

came for review all were in

‘* Are

finally saved?” The
“Are there few now
of God?”
¢ Savto be saved from,

a state of danger, sin, guilt.

It

implies,

also, a place in which the rescued are
safe, viz., the kingdom of God. The answer to this question is given in verses
twenty-eighth and ninth. .
« Strive to enter in.”
The term for
<¢ strive,” in the Greek, is very energetic
and strong.
Our word agonize comes
from it, and well preserves the force of
the original. ‘¢ Strait gate.”
A narrow
gate through which oneenters by an effort.

Itstands

at the

entrance,

and

as

the only mode of entrance to the kingdom
of God.
It was not arbitrarily made
strait. Angels find vie enough. The
state of the human hehrt makes it difficult to enter. Notice that in proportion to
the difficulty is the need of exertion to
reach eternal life.
“ Many will seek.” The time of this
seeking is when itis too late, as we see
from what follows. We need not consider seeking as something very different
from striving,

and

think,

if these

the lesson is to be stated by the question-

er, and enforced by a Biblical or other illustration.”
Such methods as these tend to lay upon
teachers a proper sense of their responsibility in reviewing. And each plan has
its advantages ; any way of reviewing being better thanno way.
But better than
the assignment of a particular lesson to

who

each

before

is

truth Christ

repeatedly

teaches

shut.

even
This

er.

classes shall ses all the
as one symmetrical and
—8S. S. Times.

Lord,

Notice that the word ‘ lord” is

aised here in the same sense as it was in
verse 23. ** Open unto us.” This is what

“all the wicked will wish, when

they see

their true condition, and the true condition of the saved.
.
« I know you not whence ye are.” As
strangers might apply for admission toa feast, and be refused because they had
no connection, or common interest with
the happy guests, so was it with these.
They were

regarded

known to the master

as strangers, as not

making

the

feast.

God knows them who are his.
“« We have eaten and drunk in thy pres-

ence.”

They claim to be acquaintances

of the master of the house,but not friends.

To eat and drink in the presence of a person is not the same as to eat and drink
with him.

the

In the East, to do

latter,

secured peace and friendliness between
the parties. * Thou hast taught in our
streets.” They can not say ‘‘we became
thy disciples;” they simply heard the
gospel.
“I never knew you.”
They
never embraced the gospel and loved
Christ. The
master of the house” represents Christ. ¢ Depart from me all ye
workers of iniquity.”
Here is the only
reason for which any one is ever rejected
of God. They would not enter by the
‘gale of self-denial, humility and faith into
the kingdom of God.. They would not
.give up their pleasuresand course of life
for righteousness.
They reaped what
they sowed.
:
“ Weeping and gnashing of teeth.” Sorrow and rage are thus described.
‘When
ye shall see.” Inthe next werld.
Also,
when the Jews, as a people, shall in after
ages see.
* Inthe kingdom of God.”

"The kingdom of God is that realm where
God reigns and his will is law.
gathers in all the Old

Hence, it

Testament saints,

_ and shuts out most of the Jews of Christ's

and of later days.

~

“Thrust out.” Because of unbelief, an
unbelief that a sincere and devout spirit

«could not have entertained in the pres«ence of the truth of our Lord.
And they
shall come.”
A prophecy of the ingathering of the Gentile nations.
* Last which

shall be first.”

Compared

With the Jews

the Gentiles were last to hear the gospel,
but first to receive it.

¢* First that shall

be last.” True of the Jews, who were
first to hear and are last to believe our

Lord.

It is alsotrue of those who hear

him gladly, and soon, in the heat of the
day, “having no root in themselves” fall
away.
j
Practical Lessons.
(1) The kingdom

of God hus anarrow and low gate. (2)
The gate is one day shut.
(8) The time

is

is toward this

of

childhood

home

liquor

reform,

writer has come to

whosoever

is deceived

Sen-

next to the

cause

the

for us.

that

in fu-

owmen have upon us, and that our

of its vo-

RE

you

Mas-

Wa

WY

WS

A FUTURE STATE.
BY

REV.

but they are also

pained to know that many

but

play of

practice it, even.

are still in[4

« Many workers in the ranks of temperance, who are not only living temperate

lives but doing all in their powerto reform and save others, but who are outside of the church, complain of the posi-

tion professed Christian people occupy
toward this cause.
They want to see
them

unite with

them

in

the

biographical, another Scripture parallels,

another be prepared to answer questions
on the home-readings, another on the
marginal references, and so on throughont the class—a division of labor largely
contributing to the general interest.
to see the

Historian above.

different

Jointhem, then, and if

they are not what they should be, help
make them so. The non-Christian members of these societies plead for the identification of church members

with

and need their help

American Scholars’ Quarterly,

most right-

to do this, is apparently the greatest
drawback to the prosperity of the cause.

the S. 8.

ability

And, would that our pen could never record it, these stills all over the rural districts, the cider mills, which too often are

that

sustains it, are not likely to be deterred

from a further venture specially for the
for the scholars’s benefit, If in America
a Scholar's Quartely can be produced at

a cost of a quarter of a dollar or a shil-

ling a year, it can doubtless be produced at the Old Bailey at a price considerably less. ...
;
J
Lastly,
take note of the salient points
of the lesson as a basis for sealing home
and applying great practical truths. Do
not prepare too many prominent points.
By seeking to impress everything you
succeed in impresssng nothing. Being
at all points,nothing is prominent—like a
regiment of soldiers composed exclusively
of officers. Do not leave’ the application
to the end of the lesson.—8. S. Chronicle.

some localities, the failure

counsel.

them,

day whenthe [London] Sunday Union will
publish something corresponding to the
ly termed ‘“ A Help to
Teachers and
Scholars.”
The enterprise that started

and

In

of Christians

owned and operated by deacons and
members of our churches ; is it not a shame
that this is so, that they manufacture this

beverage for themselves and others. in
which the slimy monster of intemperance
lurks, putting it in their homes for their
children and neighbors’ children, starting them on the downward road by the
formation of a habit which too often ends
in the lowest degredation of intemperance? This can not be poohed nor ridi-

culed out of sight.

and

skepticism

gathering over every argument; and often covering every proof he summons.
He reasons from the nature of man, his
mind, his hopes, his fears, his joys, his

securing the signatures to the same pledge
of the eighteen millions of population
over whom they are estimated to exert an
influence. Do they all do this? Alas!
we are obliged to answer in the negative.
Tt rejoices the hearts of the friends of
this cause everywhere that so many of
of this total abstinence,

D.POWELL.

feels the clouds of doubt

heart and his scholar’,too. In planning, temperance organizations and labor with
collecting, and arranging materials the them to carry forward the work they are
teacher will,of course, have his own class doing. True, many do this, and the charbefore his mind—the little tiny children, acter and efficiency of these organizations
the big boys or girls, the young men or is largely vested in the Christian memTrue, also,
women, each requiring different material bership which they contain.
that
the
churches
at
their
large
Quarterly
or a different use of the material collectand
Yearly
Meetings
resolve
‘
that ined. Better still for the teacher to individualize his class, and in preparation to temperance is an evil and that Christians
have before him the inner life and outer should sympathize with, and aid in all
circumstances of those who gather round movements for its suppression.” But too
often it rests just there, until they meet
him week by week.
Lesson-helps for busy teachers are as again,and again ‘‘resolve.” This is all good
plentiful as blackberries. Use these les- so far as it goes, but, brethren, what we
son -helps ; they, are intended te be used, want is to put these resolves in practice.
but used as helps. Do not be a slave to And we can not afford to withhold our
them. Do not let themdo all your work. connection and co-operation with the temOn the other hand do not ignore them, perance societies. Education in regard
and for the sake of being original sacri- to the nature and effects of the traffic in,
fice thoroughness, and lose the benefit of and use of, intoxicating beverages is one
others’ careful, methodical preparation. of the great needs of this reform, and the
Make your scholars working partners. agitation of the subject furnished by these
Enlist their services in the work of pre- organizations, reaching those whom the
paration. Give them something to do church, as such, could not possibly reach,
that shall make them think aboui the can not be dispensed with, They are a
lesson. Let one write: a paper (to be necessity to the prosperity of this cause,
read in the class) bearing upon the sub- and what they have done to lift up poor
ject generally; let another specially pre- fallen humanity and to prevent the young
pare geographical information, another from falling, is known only to the great

and the

this

sorrows.

the teacher may enrich his own mind and

Chronicle,

of

ance, and then let them see to it that they
do not stop here, but exert themselves in

from which

live

phases

When one begins to reason on the
doctrine of a future state of existence, he

and the recreations of mature

may

other

ter has declared, ** No drunkard shall
inherit the kingdom of God” and has commanded that, *¢ Whatsoever ye would
that others should do unto you, do yé
even so unto them.”

different to its claims,nay, that all do not

life, are all stores of wealth

Some of us, I hope,

There are

From

these,

It is a startling reali-

he

often

catches

inspiration and boldly asserts man immortal. © The universal expectation of
man, is often made proof of alife beyond
the region of the dead—faith, strong and
steady, for a while,views the life beyond.
The soul, big with futurity, glows with

ardor strong for the life. to - come.
The
unfaught savage and the sage alike an-

hich their | theclergy and laity are earnest advocates | yoipate-the-skies.

the

not

taries have but little faith in any other
organization or means for promoting this
reform.
Very well. Then let every one
of the sixty thousand ministers—some
statistics give the number as eighty thousand—of our land, and the seven millions
of church-members in the country, first
be pledged solemnly before God and all
the people to total abstinence from everything that will intoxicate, for this we understand is the true definition of temper-

reviewed as

travel,

and

is

who are ordained to stand upon the walls
of Zion, and laymen who are seeking the
Master's glory, what are you doing for
this reform to-day? what position are
you taking toward it? which side of this
conflict are you on? Let us earnestly,
prayerfully, ask ourselves, Are we doing
whatwe can to promote this cause, remembering the claims God and our fel

tant element of Christianity itself—there
is no question before the people, which
begins for a moment to compare with
it in importance.
Recognizing it as such,
how are we to meet it?
:
The church is said to be the depository
of the elements by which all social re-

of the

foundation,

thereby,

question which will be considered

of Christianity—if in-

forms are advanced, and many

¢ Wine is

is raging

ture articles, but, brethren in Chris,

impor-

conclusion,

that

drink

wise.” Is this overstating
the duty of the
church toward this reform? Let the ruin
and untold miseries of the past, and the
sighs; the tears; and the agonies of the
present, caused by intemperance, answer

traffic is

is of vital

we teach

strong

deed it may not be called a very impor-

Teso
complete lesson.
!

the

and

¢* The

should

a mocker,

tance to the cause and to ourselves. After
a careful and thorough investigation, the

not the only source from which the teacher may draw his supplies.
The daily
scenes and employments of life, the incidents

means,

the gigantic crime of crimes,” and in the
estimation of alarge portion of the peo=
ple of Maine and elsewhere, this is no
exaggeration. What ever our conviction
as to the exact magnitude of this subject,
all must admit that it is a terribly grave
question, and what our position and duty

HELPS IN TEACHERS’ PREPARATION.
old Book

One of Maine's honored

ed States Senate,

+404

The

evil

ators declared upon the floor of the Unit-

one new lesson.
Teachers need help in
this. It is a superintendent's duty to aid
his teachers in the teachers’ meeting to

open unto us.” The eagerness to gain admission is denoted by this repeated ad-

dress.

humanity.

being shown

of ‘review by

whether in the White House or in our
different State . capitols, upon any and
every occasion, public or private. Every
Christian home, every church, every Sabbath-school and every secular school,
should be a temperance society, and from
every pulpit and in the religious press
and in all these plans and by all these

believe,

greatest

indiréct cause of nearly all the crime of
of every name and nature known in the
whole catalogue of crimes; the prolific
source of pauperism, unhappiness, and
the most exquisite suffering, physical and
mental ; then above every other reform
does it appeal to all who love God and

Proper reviewing includes the com-

form a plan

the

frown upon every form of social drinking,

which effects our race, and the direct’ or

relations to each oth-

prehension of all the lessons

in his

¢ Lord,

that intemperance is

is the bringing

teachers the lessons

in their harmonious

parables. Butthese not striving to en‘ter now by the right gate, are striving
by ¢“ wide” gates of every kind to gain
.entrance to the kingdom of God.
¢ The master of the house.” The figure
of a marriage feast is here used.
After
the guests were assembled, as we see in
the parable of the ten virgins, the door
of the house was

the

four lessons or the twelve

a peri-

od when none can gain admittance
“ifrthey apply at the Tight gate.

teacher for review,

be true, as its friends claim, and

month, or of the quarter, as a whole; the

* gate, but at other gates.
There

stated in

the lesson—the questions so framed as to
elicit answers in exact Bible language;
and two on spiritual truths learned from
these facts. A practical teaching from

sought had only striven, they would have
succeeded. That is not the thought here.
The seeking was not done at the strait
¢ Shall not be able.”

their places,

under review ; five on the facts

The intelligent Christianity and enlightened temperance sentiment of to-day,
demand that this should cease and they
will insist upon it, too. The church must

ME .

This is an important question and demands more consideration than some of
us, I fear, are disposed to give it.
If it

about the part of the teachers in the review of their classes ; yet class reviewing
is even more important than desk review-

Notes and Hints.

DIXMONT,

Thus we reason

makeg

a

a healthy system.
Our lives cleansed by the inbreathin
of the holy Spirit, affords a healthy gc.
tion to the whole inner mar,

destined to a life "of accountability be- | whole man

and

so the

is brought in subjection to

yond the grave.
He feels that he must the Spirit of life, or life-givin
g Spirit
meet the record of life, That beyond is
and we become new creatures in Christ
a day of judgment; a day of reward, as Jesus,
Christ dwelling in us, and we jy,
his works have been. No logic, no rea- him. And
as he dwells in the bosom of
son that he can bring to bear, can totally the Father,
our lives are thus ¢ Hid with
erase the thought, and sink the mind in- Christ
in God.” And ‘ The life we now
to a perfect rest in skepticism and deubt. live, we
live by faith on the Son of Gog.»
Does not this argue man’s immortality p And now there
is manifest (to Christians)
a future state of being? a life beyond ? a well-kno
spirittal
law,
which
wn
What shall that life be to you and to me ? admits of * God working
in us, to will
This question is of more than passing in- and to do of his
own good pleasure.”
terest to each of us. The life that man now
lives, the character that he now forms,

This working of God in us: through the
Spirit brings to pass that ‘statement of

are they to tell in his future state of
being ? in his future life of conscious existence ? What does reason say ? What
does conscience say ? What do all things
around thee say ? What does God say ?

Paul in 2 Cor. 4:10.
** Always bearing
about in the body, the dying of the Tord
Jesus, that the life also of Jesus might be
made manifest in our body.”
:

‘“ Be not deceived,

ding the life of Jesus abroad to the world;

God

is

not

And so we

mocked ;

are

for whatsoever a mansoweth, that shall
he also reap.” This life is the seed time;
eternity is the harvest. ‘0, what shall

and in shedding

Dear reader, what are your prospects
for eternity ? What hopes have you for
the life to.come. If you are sinful and vile,
God says, Repent and believe in Christ’
and you shall have life. If you are full
of doubt and fear, he says, Doubt not
and cast your fear away.
If you doubt

vation.

we ure

the life to come,

Christ says,

‘‘IfI

Christ lives; then

The life of the

life.

future

that he now

doubt not your

lives, is not of

own

unbeliever,
himself,

but

Shall the
of Christ that lives in him.
believer then, doubt the life he shall live
with Christ? Have faith in God, and in
his Son Jesus Christ, and you shall have
life eternal.
We conclude by stating, that if men can
not fully and satisfactorily prove a future.
state of existence and remove all doubts
of a life after death; neither can they
prove or wholly extinguish the thought
of a lifebeyond.
In spite of all their
reasoning to the contrary, thoughts of a
future life will inhere and consciously
impress the human mind with thoughts
of alifeafter death, The soul responsive
to its own eternal future, can not and
will not deny itself. God grant that the
writer and the reader, may share the
life of love and joy beyond the scenes of
present.
eth

BEN,

blood,

the

death

.

But according to the Scripture it is
we that have become reconciled by accepting God's plan of redemption‘through
Jesus Christ. Hear Paul in 2 Cor 5:20.
‘“ Now then we are ambassadors for
Christ, as though God did beseech you
by us; we pray you in Christ's stead be
{ ye reconciled to God.” And also Rom.

|

5:10,11.

** For if when we were enemies,

| we were reconciled to God, by the
| of his Son; much more

| we shall be saved

being

by his

death

reconciled,

life.

And not

| only #0, but we also joyin God,

through

| our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we have
| now received the
tion.)

atonement

(reconcilia-

|

We can not atone for our own sins. It
{ isonly when we are reconciled to God's
{ plan through Jesus Christ,and have Christ
{ dwelling in us .* Formed within thehope of
| glory,”and thus have ** God working in us
{«

£3

.

| to will and to do of his’ own good pleasure.” tan we * work outour own salvation

| with fear and trembling,”
through Christ complete

and

thus

for ourselves.
A

||

MOREY.

in English, and twenty

the

“My God is reconciled
His pard’ning voice I hear.”

This word,according to Cruden, occurs
but once in the New Testament (Rom. 5: |
11)

shed.

This completes the plan of atonement,
and makes reconciliation complete.
This brings us tothe second view.
‘“ Who is reconciled p”
According to a familiar hymn it is
God, for it reads thus

ATONEMENT.
BY

constantly

or presenting the lite,

presenting

live

ye shall live also.” You ean not doubt
that Christ lives, then doubt not that

thus

and resurrection of Christ in accordance
with the Bible-revealed
plan of sal-

the harvest be

13
—thus|——
TH

we hope, and thus we flatter ourselves
that we believe.
But man dies. We gaze upon him in
death. We feel his pulse, it beats not.
His heart is still; the breath is gone;
and he is cold and stiff.
We gaze upon
the features; but no anxious, loving look
in return.
We speak; but the ear is
deaf to sound, and the tongue makes no
reply. We weep; buj there is no response. The eyes and features that once
glowed with beauty, soon decay, and we

system, and so a healthy blood

times in the

HELP THAT LkYOUNG MAN.
BY ce

During the first months of the present
year God graciously poured out his Spirit
upon the people in the village of P. Old
professors that for a long time had to all
appearances been dead, were revived
and became earnest workers in the cause
of the Master. Others that had borne
the burden in the heat of the day, were

Old Testament.
The Greek word from
which this was derived, is Kalahkayny
(Katallagane) and is in every other place
in the New Testamentrendered * reconcile.” The true rendering of the word, according to Donnegan’s Lexicon, is to excan no longer gaze upon them with de- change, the profits of a money-changer,
cheered and gladly
entered into
the work
light. The arm that was once strong to to reconcile. Should this be translated of saving souls with new courage and a
defend, has lost all its power.
Such is as the two words in Rom. 5: 11,which are
power never before felt by them, Sinthe work of death. The form once ad- rendered reconciled, we should have it ners thronged the courts of the Lord.
mired and loved is hurried to the grave, reading thus. ‘“ And not only so, but we
Night after night many asked the peothrough our Lord ple of the Lord what they must do to be
that we may no longer behold its de- also joy in God
Jesus Christ, by whom we have now re- saved. ‘It was a time of great rejoicing.
cay.
ceived the reconciliation.” Bat it really Husbands and wives, fathers, mothers,
Buried, and no voice from the dead;
we exclaim, This is the end of all living. makes but little difference which word is sisters, brothers and friends were surrenReason reels and faith fails.
The heart used, as there must needs be an atone- dering themselves to the Lord. Often
sickens at the thought of death, and an- ment before reconcilation could be effect- were heard the words sung with a joynihilation is a thought too dreadful to be ed, and areconcilation presupposes an. ful heart, ** Hallelujah, ‘Tis done, I beborne. Darkness covers all, and "there atonement to. have been made.
lieve on the son, Iam saved by the blood
“Two questions here present themselves ; of the crucified one.”
appears no way of escape. Life and be1.How does the atonement effect maning extinct. How dreadful! and yet we
Among the converts was an adtive, inkind? 2. Who
is to be
reconciled, | telligent young man, who in early life
know nothow to escape.
Then let us reason on the other hand God or man ?
was obliged to leave the home of his
and say, Death is the destruction of all
“ How does the atonement effect man- childhood and make his own way in the
our powers, the extinction of our being, kind? We dre told in Heb. 9:22. * With- world. Being from the influence of home,
and the annihilation of our existence. out sheddingof blood is no remission.” with no one apparently to care what be-The dark and mysterious work of death The question might be asked, How can came of him, he soou formed associations
may adorn our speech, and furnish ar- the shedding of blood atone for sin?
of a different character from those of his
gument for our unbelief.
The eye that
No one will pretend to affirm that
former life, and was led on step by step,
sees not, the ear that hears not, the fad- there was any
virtue in the blood of
until, after many months, he had formed
ed beauty, the decaying form, and the those beasts that were slain upon Jewthe appetite for strong drink, from which
voiceless clay, may all adorn the rhetoric ish altars, in itself, hut as a type of the
he earnestly prayed to be freed. This
and the logic of the soul's annihilation. blood of the Lamb of God, it was efficayoung man wus converted the first month
That no soul returns and converses with cious. As a type, the blood of those
in the year; was for months a faithful
the living; that no spirit assumes a bodi- beasts was used to cleanse every thing
worker
; united with the church in the
ly form, and thus communicates the state pertaining to the temple service, even to
spring, with an earnest determination to
of the dead; that the soul,all unconscious
the temple itself; not a single thing esdo the will of the Master. In a few
of being, never returns to favor mankind
caped the cleansing of” blood.
weeks sadness filled the hearts of the
with a revelation ofthe beyond and the
That was the type, the anti-type must
future; all these things may conspire be used in like manner. And yet no one church and of his friends. In an evil
and fill the soul with doubt and leave claims that the anti-type is to be carried hour he had fallen. The news spread
man no immortality, no future life, no out on the same plane as the type. To like fire. With the old appetite revived
for drink, the confidence friends had
state of being beyond the grave.
The affirm that, would be to affirm the city in him shaken, what was to be done ?
good man feels sad, and heaves a sigh of of the New Jerusalem to be made of
There were in the church young men
disappointment : the wicked feel relief, bricks and mortar, constructed by men in that felt God was saying to them, * Help
and rejoice at this as the way of their es- the flesh, as was Old Jerusalem, with. a that young man, he is your brother ; help
him with your pre ers, your counsel, your
cape from their sins. But a voice more temple, built in the manner and size as friendship ; make him feel that some on
potent than the speech of the dead, and that of Solomon.
isin earnest in his behalf, and that you
more enduring than the ery of an angel,
are his friends.” The work was don
Paul tells us in 1 Cor. 15:46, * Howsays to us, Man shall live again, That beit, that was not first which is spiritual, the youlfy ‘brother saved, and to-day Is
that is telling great:
which decays is dust—that which is cold but that which is natural; and afterward ‘she ing a influence
ly for
Christ.
and speechless is made to die; but the that which is spiritual.” By this we may
Brothers and sisters in Christ, Help
thought and deeds of the soul, are made determine that the anti-type of this blood that young man.
You will find him 10
nearly eyery church in our land.
to live. They are my thoughts, they are cleansing, is to be in a spiritual sense.
You know his felling , his weakness.
my acts, and I shall meet them all ‘again.
In 1 Cor. 8:16,17, we are told that,
Watch over him, give him words of en
No man, however skeptical, can reason
‘¢ Know ye not that the temple of God, couragement, make him feel you are his
himself out of the thought of immortality. and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in friend and he your brother. How often
Life is areal entity and no one can rea- you? If any man defile the temple of have we heard sorae poor, fallen brother
member
son himself out of existence.
In spite of God, him shall God destroy ; for the tem- say, “I was once a Christian, a
of the church. I made a misstep an
all his efforts the idea of a future life will ple of God is holy, which temple ye are.” brought a reproach on the cause of Christ.
possess and control his thoughts and ac- If, then, we are the temple of God, we Members of the church as they met me
looked at me with no lookof pity,
tions.
He may resist it, he may reason are te anti-type of the temple of Soloagainst it, and yet it will abide in_ his mon; and so the anti-type of the blood no word of counsel, no helping han
me how to regain the confidence.

ty, and proof beyond computation can be
PUD
SW 4
40+
adduced to show that many who have
Steps have been taken in Indiana to-’ gone down to drunkards graves and
{| ward- the establishment of the Sunday- many who are living as sots of the most
schools for the thousand children in the
mind a fixed conviction, a positive “and
alms-houses of that State. It would be degraded type, began with cider in their
an instructive, but we fear not gratifying homes, and, our cheeks burn with shame, controlling influence through all the stagIt is a conchapter, that should tell what Christian- and our hearts ache with pain when we es of his his earthly life.
.ity; as represented in the churches, is remember that these homes toe often scious and abiding sense of the soul,
doing for the inmates—old and young—
which no human thought can extinguish,
: inal our poor-houses. Have you ever were, and are to-day, Christian homes, at
and
which no human reason can evade,
least
by
profession
and
connection
with
carefully looked into the one in your own
Whence comes it? of God or of man?
‘town, reader ?.
the church. There may have been a time,

cleansingis to be fullfilled in us.
the anti-type is to be, as Paul says,

And
in a

spiritual ‘sense.
Blood signifies life, that is after it has
entered the lungs and is purified by the
air which we breath, or draw into the

lungs.

After this, it enters the heart,

to shdw
of those that I truly loved, and since thet :
I have drifted onward with the no! 2
feeling that no one cared for my sou’.
Let us help the weak ones ofoure urches,
andwe shall see strong young

the poorest of them, that shall
to eat.

ter.

men from

be an honor

and the cause of the Mas-

Help that young man.
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THE TEMPERANCE REFORM.

iniquity.

be shut out, because they work
(6) Many will be saved.

6.

Sabbath- School Lesson.--Oct.

but in the light of the present” it can

of redson or of revelation? Is it a creature of the soul's untaught-self ? oris it
a matter of education? These questions
may interest and form matter. of speculation. But after all; man naturally, intuitively, and irresistibly feels himself

gd

All will sometime want admission, how(5) Some are sure to
ever careless now.

doubtless has been, when the ‘sin of ignorance,” in this matter, “God winked at,”

Poti

S$. S. Department.
QUESTIONS

Communications,

to bow, and strive to enter, it is now. (4)
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Selections.
OUR

above.

A thousand

LOST.

sweet memories are holding them

fast
;
To the places they blessed with their presence and love,

The work which they left and the books which
they read
;
Speak mutely,though still with an eloquence
rare
And the songs that they sung, the dear

that they said,
;
Yet linger and sigh in the desolate air.

And oft when alone, and

words

of her husband's

as oft in the throug,

A whisper

comes

And we eel that our weaknessis pitied
gh.

to weep.

rejoice that their heaven is
sweet,
d
’
And one day for us all the bitter will cease.

religious worship,”

gone,

Our sun will go down in the beautiful West,
To rise in the glory that circles the throne.

ough
have
cilia-

8. It
God's
hrist

pe of
in us
leasation
thus

Paradise

.They have passed beyond sight, at the touching of death,
But they live, like ourselves, in God’s infinite care.

— Margaret E. Sangster.
S-0-O-0-0
>

at

THE FULTON STREET MEETING.
A recent session of the Fulton Street

in the

and

best every time.
“IT have found out the secret of safety
for every tempted soul,” another said.
‘I was one of the tens of thousands of
drink’s slaves. . I felt my» condition very
keenly, for I had occupied respectable
but

again, as I would hope for rescue,

I was

and again

and

I

(drawn down beneath the flood. I attempted, over and over again, to reform ;
but failure was the speedy end of ever
such attempt, for each one put for
was made in my own name and strength.
Then I heard of Christ as the helper of
just such men as I was, and in fay dread-

ful slavery I turned to him, and he broke
the chains and gave me liberty. When
I had become a Christian everything was
.changed ; temptation lost its power 1n the
pressive of Christ, and by his strength
was enabled to overcome the habits
that I never before could rid myself of.
Seeing my changed condition, friends
gave me u position again; and, in Connecticut, where I am

iving, my

heart

:

-A mechanic from Hartford, Conn., said
that he had been a child of God since last
January. For twenty-five years he had
wandered

ations
f his
step,
rmed
which
This
month
ithful
nthe

ion to

a few

through

the

land,

spending

the. money he earned and much of his
time in dissipation, but with an everpresent sense of dissatisfaction
and a sad
want of rest. During the month of January curiosity led him into a meetin
where the gospel was: being
preached,
and the word spoken —_— his attention, and was, in God’s mercy

made

the

‘means of leading him to Jesus, He
.could say that the twenty-five
years of
his former life had

not

given

him one

hour of the joy that he had experienced
months of since he became a follower of
the Lord Jesus Christ.
Prayer was sought for a dying
young
lady, so far a stranger to the sin-cleansing Jove
of the Saviour’s precious
blood. A wife saysber husband is in a
labyrinth of debt and can see no way
out. He is a Christian and wants to deal
honorably with all men, The promises
of guidance to those that seek it are
many and blessed.” God’s Word abounds
with them.

The following come from a Christian
worker across the water: ¢“ Your earnest
‘prayers are asked that a Gospel Temperance work begun in the east end of Glasrow, Scotland, may deepen and extend.
n about five weeks over eight hundred men and women have heen enroll
ed. Pray that many of them may be led
to embrace Jesus as their Saviour.”
A very unusual request was

this;

prayer-meeting

column

in the

She

‘A

been struggling,

Observer

pray-

ing,
mourning
and sorrowing over
her sins, she says, and finds no peace in

praying.

Much more she writes,descrip-

tive of - the wretchedness of her condition.

goul.”

rches,
from
honor
Mas-

How soon all this might be changed if
her heart but looked to Jesus in simple
faith in him as her only hope of salva-

tion.

Peace comes in believing.

At the McAuley

Mission

meeting,

a

sailor stated that but for the prayers of
his Christian wife and daughter, he
would, he believed, have been long since
In hell. = He had been a slave of the devil, dissipated and, reckless. He laughed
at his wife's assertions that she would
ge see him a saved man, and he treated

i) remonstrances with contempt.
ay,

while

;

becalmed

on

a

the

in

the

same

* strict order"
policemen

just

the

old

a bare recognition.

¢ The sadness of love is love grown cold,”

by

death,

and

you

very tender memory in the place

lost love, but by

some

LA

are

eternal love; and a Holy Spiritin heaven
who will give him a right judgment in all
things ; and a Saviour in heaven who can
be touched with the feeling of his infirmities.— Charles Kingsley.

If these remarks are just—and all acquainted with the facts know they are—it
is fearful to contemplate the account
which the clergy of to-day will have to
confront in the final judgment. Oh, that
all the spiritual guides of the people understood the situation, felt their responsibility, would take advantage of this hunger, and lead the people on to life and
victory.— Harvester.

It Gives Force.

It gives force to familiar truth ‘to have
some competent person say: ‘I have
seen it so and 80.” Dr: Thomson, son of
the author of ¢¢ The Land and the Book,”

once leading a church prayer-meeting,
with the shepherd and the sheep for his
subject, said: ‘ When I was
a little boy
ten years old, I saw a shepherd bring
down his flock to cross the Jordan.
He
waded out half way, and then turned to
call the sheep.
None started,
He went
across and called again.
Same result.
Then he came back to the middle once
more, and called one particular sheep by
his own name several times.
Then that
sheep plunged in, and all followed him
over.”"—Congregalionalist.

pry

THE OURATE AND THE BRIOKA Manchester curate, while walkin
along a street at the dinner hour, passe
a lot of bricklayers smoking their afternoon pipes, and heard one of them say:
“I'd

liketo

be

a

naught to do but to walk
black coat, and carry a
my fist, and get a lot of
Of course there was a

parson,

and

have

along in a long
walking-stick in
brass.
laugh at the par-

son's expense, but he turned sharp around

and replied :

““ 80 you'd like to be parson?

|

How

much do you get a week P”
‘¢ Twenty-seven shillings,” was the rey.
‘¢ Well,” said the curate, ¢* though I'm

only a poor man, I'll give you twentyseven shillings if you'll come along with
me for six days, and see how you like it.
Then you'll be better able to talk about
it.’
The bricklayer tried to back out of it,
but his mates told him :

wrong

act,

have

a

of the
some

that which preceded it, no month, no day

even.

Let us learn,

first of all,

some

time,

and

ex-

tending his hand said: ‘¢ The Lord has
so graciously refreshed my soul that I feel
I could shake hands with a dog.”— Christian at Work.
:

The dews of evening

lie;

« Before thy throne, O ord of heaven,
We kneel at close of day;
:
Look on thy children from on high,

The parson presently turned’ down an
alley, and told his companion that they

—Adelaide A, Proctor.

must mind not to make a noise going up
stairs.
¢ What might the matter be with him ?”
asked the bricklayer.

fever,

and also a house where there was typhus;
and on the morrow there would be a long-

One

Pacific

The Stoics say, ‘Turn in upon yourselves; there you will find
repose.”
Others say, ‘Go forth from yourselves
and seek happiness in diversion.” Neither
is true. Alas! happiness is neither within us nor without us. It is the union of
ourselves with God.—Pascal.
John Bunyan said, * I never had, in all

my life, so great an inlet into the world
of God as now (during his twelve years
imprisonment) ,insomuch that I have often
said, were it lawful, I could pray for even
greater trouble, for the greater comfort’s

inall the churches, are ready for a forward

Father in heaven who loves him with

an

ver, N. H.
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world?
Decorum and conservatism do
net to rashly break the old ties. Certainl
er round.
not rank as the most
needed
virtues
let us not do anything willfully to sever
This floored the bricklayer.
just now.—J. W. Alexander.
chusetts, from Essex to Dukes, ready for old friendships.
Let us guard against
‘ Sir,” he said, “I'll go back to my
the question of their responsibility in those Wings that may give
offense, those old job, if you please, and I'll say no
Christ comes in our upturnings. Vex-|
thus helping to sweep away the sacred- | things that may
3
)
tend to cool
or quench |
{A
re.
you.-par: >
- SERS I CL 1
>
-seH-eon~
the flame of Jove. We may change our
So off he went; and let us hope he fidence to depart. . We live at the mercy-Congregationalist.
surroundings and find the new better than
kept his word, and never taunts the parthe old. But it is a sad, sad thing,through son with having ‘ naught to do but to seat when troubles thicken, and peace
that passeth all understanding filleth mind
any
fault
of
ours
to
break
the
tie
that
binds walk about in a long black coat and get and heart through Christ Jesus.—ChrisI HAVE LEARNED.
us to an old friend. There is the bitter- a lot of brass.”— Sel.
tian Intelligencer.
That was a wise prayer of Agur, the ness of parting and the
—-O--O
* +0
son of Jakeh, who said: *‘ Two things of self-reproach, the sad added bitterness
recollection of
¢¢ The Bible speaks of the Lord’s ‘lovhave I required of Thee; deny me them what might have been.
THE POWER OF THE SPIRIT.
ing kindness’ and ¢ tender mercy,’ because
not before I die; remove far from me vanAn engine is of little practical worth there's so much kindness in the world
And, since all things and relations
ity and lies; give me neither poverty nor change, since ties must be
broken, it is until the steam be admitted to the cylinthat isn’t one bit loving, -and so much
riches ; feed me with food convenient for well for us to learn
to
enjoy
to the utmost der. Then it’ becomes mighty. Vast mercy that is only duty and not tenderme.” He knew his own weakness and our present. The time
power is generated. The wheels begin
he feared lest luxury and vanity should your home ties perhaps is coming when to revolve, and they in turn communicate ness.”
turn his heart aside, and thus being full Enjoy, then, the present must be sundered. motion to others; and thus a whole facrelations. It may
A disputatious spirit is narrow and unand prosperous he should deny his Mak- ke a humble home, and you
tory, with its hundreds of workmen, beer and say: ‘‘ Who is the Lord?” On the for one larger and, to your are planning comes a scene of activity. And so a soul candid ; it sees but half truths, and beimagination,
2)
comes more concerned to establish its
HmroTe-enjoyable, Very wellT only do not
positions than to ascertain truth itself.—
grinding pressure of poverty, he should fail to take all the enjoyment
you can from Spirit of God, is unfitted for the Master's Zion's Herald.
poor and steal, anc take the name of your present surroundin
service. There is in it no impulsive
gs.
Your
friend
God in vain. = Conscious of his own will go to some distant
force in the direction of spiritual results,
weakness he prayed God to lead him with Enjoy his society while place by-and-by. But when all barriers are removed—all
you
have
it.
Your
ADVERTISEMENTS
a gentle hand, to give him neither pover- children, while they will always be your obstacles of pride and selfishness taken
ty nor riches, but to provide a moderate children, will neverthele
ss grow up and away—and the Spirit of God is admitted
supply for his wants, that he might be
go outfrom the home-nest. The ties that and allowed full sway within, the dorJust
Published
kept from the sins that he feared.
bind you to their youth will be severed. mant energies begin to be awakened.
here are others of deeper religious Enjoy
them while you have them with The power of God is feltin the life, and
experience whose fuller knowledge of you. Itis
well for us to plan as wisely the man is qualified by a divine energizthe Lord as their portion and their all, as may be for
the future; but it is folly ing to enter upon active, effective Chris- “Precious Gems for the Saviour’s Diadem.”
has prepared them to endure and over- for us to seek our
itr the future. tian work, and to communicate a quickcome such temptation. = Said the apostle Let us enjoy whatenjoyment
“The Sure Mercies of David.”
spiritual impulse
to others.
now, for ening
Paul: “I have learned, in whatsoever | ‘‘ change” is written onwe all have
our transitory Every one feels its influence. Christians Uniform with Mrs. Sliiplows Previous Works, Makstate I am, therewith to be content. I
ing in all Ten Volumes.
16mo.
Cloth
mutable life. It will be only when realize a new stimulus. Backsliders are
76 cts. Paper covers, 25 cts.
know both how to be abased, and I know aad
recovered. The cold and distant are
bind
that
bonds
last
the
sundered
have
we
how to abound: everywhere and in all us to this life that we shall be where there warmed into new life, and the impenitent
We take pleasure in announcing two new books,
things T am instructed both to be full and is do more breaking of ties, no more re- are made thoughtful.
now ready, from the
pen of the gifted and popular
to be hungry, both to abound and to sufMRS. ANNA SHIPTON.
The
It is difficult to estimate the Tower for Christian writer,
but
gone,
are
that
pleasures
over
grets
¢
Precious
Gems”
are
sketches
newly revised by
fer need. 1 can do all things through sweet enjoyment of an eternal present.—
good of a soul thus thoroughly endued the Author, and now first collected
in
one
volume:
Christ which strengtheneth me.” Phil. | Il. Christian Weekly.
with energy from on high. Its influence, —a valuable aid to impress religious truth, and en4: 11, 12, 13.
Christian effort in Mission Work.
though it may be quiet, is yet like a si- courage
“The Sure Mercies of David” is the latest and
It is a blessed.experiénce to rise supe>
lent. mighty current. And when a body best book of Mrs. Shipton’s, having occupied sevrior to all these Vary considerations ;
of Christians, when a whole church, is eral years in its Préparation. The spiritual maturTHE HUNGER OF THE CHURCH.
ity and breadth of the work, with its fresh and deneither dismayed by adversity nor bethus baptized, nothing ean withstand its vout
spirit, will give fresh and renewed satisfacSoul-hunger is everywhere leadiug the might.— Congregationalist.
uiled by prosperity, but strong in the
tion to her numerous and, appreciative readers in
0-0-0
rd and in tho power of his might. churches to remarkable activity in the
America.”
oe
One of them, (the New York religious corespondLet those who have this joyous fellowship different departments of religious labor.
ent, *“ Vidi”) writes: —
THE STRENGTH OF A CHURCH.
rejoice and triumph in the Lord, but let Under the stimulus of this hunger the
“I have scanned the devotional literature of
If a church has a large and wealthy former
those who have not attained thereto, pray flocks are ready to follow their shepherds
and present times with a gold-washer’s
Let the membership, and a fine edifice, and elowith the wise Agur thatthey be delivered to any work and to any sacrifice.
eed of the treasure and impatience of the rubish.
And
of all that I have over explored or
from the dangers which might overcome pastors suggest that what is needed is a quent preaching, and fine singing—if it
Mrs. Shipton is the one incomparable
them, that they may have neither poverty fine church edifice, and the members gen- maintains the best forms of religious touched,
ietist for me. With her, the faith.life and loveife in Christ ig all; embracing equally the greatnor riches,but may be kept by the power erally, are ready to give all they can, and worship, and goes through the motions
est and the least concerns. At the same time, the
and providence of God from forgetting bear the more annoying burden of hope- of religious life in the finest style—we special
is her remarkable freedom from
are inclined to call that a prosperous two faultswonder
less indebtedness, to secure the needed
him in the midst of wealth and comfort,
to which
pietists are prone: the rash
Assumption
of
revelations,
scriptural or personal,
and
strong
church,
without
stopping
or murmuring against him in times of object. Pride may undertie the action of
and
spiritual
presumption
gensoriousness. She
a few, but soul-hunger moves the mass to ask how much spirituality there is is far too finely sensitive to orspiritual
poverty and toil.—The Christian.
short-coming,
behind its stately ceremonial. Its num- ever to think of an assumption of personal holinese
of the membership in the enterprise.
PUP SIN
or
perfection.
Published
by
Let the church leaders intimate that bers may be kept up not by conversions,
THOMAS Y. CROWELL,
SILENT WORKERS.
fine music and fine ‘preaching are the but merely by the influx which wealth
744 Broadway, New York.
Look where we may, the silent work- wants of the church, and all possible ef- and fashion will draw ; it may give little
ers are they who instruct the ignorant, forts and sacrifices are at once made to or nothing to missions;
the tone of its
Matchless — Unequaled,~FRANZ LISZT.
care for the friendless, feed the hungry, secure them.
And these address the piety may be low; it may be doivg very
give water to the thirsty, visit the prison- wsthetic in human nature, excite intellect- little towards building up the kingdom of
er, pray with the dying, and thus carry ual pleasure,and afford a kind of gratifica- Christ in the hearts of men; and yet ifit
the Christ spirit to the néedy and the per- tion, which many mistake for religious is externally prosperous we are apt to
ishing. ‘What is styled church work is experience, and from what they see and call it a strong and prosperous church.
sometimes very deceptive and impoverhear, they conclude that these are the And regarding the « Feeble” church, we
Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;
ishing.
Fairs and picnics, and brilliant highest pleasures which the gospel offers. may often desire for it rather the strength
Santiago, 183753 Philadelphia,
1876;
conventions, where oratory blazes and Knowing of nothing better for their souls,
of numbers and of wealth than the powHAVE AWARDED THEIR
reporters fill their horns, may be necessa- they continue from year to year to bear er which lies in piety.—Ez. & ChroniHIGHEST HONORS
ry in a sense to keep up public spirit, but these heavy burdens for the privilege of cle.
|
TO THE
the work of Christ and the salvation of feeding upon these things, proper, in their
DN _. L
souls has its seeding place in the closet place, but dry and worthless husks to
MINOR SELECTIONS.
where none but God can hear.
souls famishing for the bread of life. The
Skeptics.
It grows in the obscurity of humble same may be said of all the other, enterThere
are
skeptics,
I believe, who think
homes, reaches the young, the neglected,
prises of the church, which should have
to find excuse for the skepticism they perthe sorrowing, and thus prepares sweet their proper place, but which have been
Demonstrated
Superiority,
summer. for those who have been in the unfortunately, in too many cases, substi- sist in on the ground that ‘‘ one of the
NEW STYLES at reduced prices, from $54 uptwelve” was a skeptic like themselves. wards. Cash Prices; FIVE OCTAVE, DOUBLE
darkness of hondage or enchained by the tuted for spiritual religion.
but if his Reed, $100; NINE STOPS, $108; in ELEGANT Uprigors of unbelief. It is not for us to
When some one,
full of faith and the And so he was, for a time;
CASE, NEw STYLE, $126; in JET AND GOLD
speak in censure. Yet it is plain that we Holy Ghost,” enters these congregations skepticism had not yielded to the evi- RIGHT
BRONZE $135. Sold also for installments or renthave in all denominations far too. many and preaches the gospel, not with entic- dence, or in other words, if he had con- ed until rent pays. A small Organ of best quality
be obtain:
by payment of $7.20 per quarter,
who must have flaunting banners, and ing words of man’s wisdom, but in dem- tinued faithless or unbelieving, Judas may
for ten quarters.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and
bands of music, and crowds of admiring onstration of the Spirit and power,” the Iscariot was not more certain to be eject- PRICE LIST, free.
hose MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,
spectators to help them on before they people immediately discern their true ed from his apostleship than he.
will consent to do battle for the Lord or wants, and the nature of the hunger who think themselves innocent and safe,
St., 25 Union Sq., 250 Wabash Ave.,
to work in his vineyard. All such forget which has stimulated their religious la- because they begin as the apostle did, 154 Trémant
BOSTON.
NEW
YORK.
CHICAGO.
that they who seek their own honor first bors. As soon as they get a taste of the must take care that they end as the aposs
tle
did.—Dy.
James
Walker.
can not be real believers in the only name
GOLD PLATED WATCHES, Cheapest
pure word of life they crowd the churches,
$3: the known world. Sample Watch Free to
by which the church can gather the not to be entertained by the beautiful ‘in
Agents, Address, A. COULTER & Go., Chicago.
spoils of victory. O ye who in the composition, or the eloquent in diction, or
Good for a Man.
BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
strength of humility and in the spirit of the cultured in music, but ‘to behold the
Itis good for a man to be checked,
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin
self-sacrifice seek to do your Lord's will, beauty of the Lord, and to enquire in his crossed, disappointed, made to feel his
for Churches, Schools, Fire
Alarns, Farms, ete. FuiLy
do not faint nor grow weary, for ye temple.” And if their leaders will go be- own ignorance, weakness, folly; made to
WARRANTED.
Catalogue
seat Free, VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati,
shall share with the angels in sthe final fore, or even get out of the way, the body feel his need of God 3 to feel that, in spite
reaping !—Christian Intelligencer.
of the churches will march up out of the of all his cunning and self-confidence, he
4-0-0
49-9
wilderness: and pass over the land of is no better off in this world than a lost
SMITHNIGHT’S Asthma REMEDY
The only sure remedy.
1s sold under a positive guar.
promise. God's people all over theland,and childin a dark forest, unless he has a
Children have more need of models
antee. Price ¥1 a package. Bample pkgs free. Address
than of critics.—dJoubert.
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And hear us while we pray.

were going to see a sick man, and that he

is a
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The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
give the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their

The shadows of the evening hours
Fall from the darkening sky;
Upon the fragrance of the flowers

the curate, amidst a roar of laughter.

Freewill Baptist Publications,
The Mornin

David Marks,

2

thou mun go with the parson, chap.”
So he put on his coat and started with

family were down with the scarlet

Way in Which.

speaking terms for

cruel act it may be. Where the cord of
affection is snapped there is a stinging
smart. Itis scarcely possible that the
Small-pox,” said the parson.
broken tie should be knitted up again.
¢ Oh, then,” said the man, “ll just
It can never be, atleast, just the same as A wait outside for you,sir ;for I've not had it
if it had not been broken.
myself, and I've gota wife and children
So it comes to pass that as we look back to think of.”
over our experience we recall many and
¢¢ That's exactly my case,” replied the
many a tie that once held us in its plea- curate ; *‘ for I have not had it, and I have
sant clasp, now sundered forever. The a wife and children depending on me.
familiar scene is beheld no more ; the old But you agreed to come with me wherefriend has gone away from our compan- ever I went.”
’
:
ionship ; the old associations have been
The man of bricks began not to like
exchanged for others, just as pleasant it it, and after a moment's hesitation, he
may be, but not the old ones nevertheless. asked:
:
The ties that hold us to our surroundin 3,
¢« And where are you going next ?”
our ‘‘environment,” to use the popular
The parson told him they would have
philosophical phraseology of the day, are to visit another house that day where
continually breaking. No year is. like the father lay in his coffim and all the
‘What then?

The

Remember it is the way in which you
do a thing after all. Even shaking hands
with an enemy can be turned into anything but a friendly proceeding, as it was
by an old sinner who once went to a
neighbor with whom he had not been on

¢¢ Nay, man, thou said’st thou'd like it;

says the poet. It is one of the saddest
cases of broken ties when thus affection is
lost, not because the loved one has been
called away

hour

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS for

for many years, asks prayer for herself.

has long

and

his well-being,

intimacy is perforce gone, the old ties are
sundered. You became a member of a
church, learned soon to love your pastor.
But now he has gonc—called
to another
charge; perhaps forced away by the inconsiderateness of some of his congregation. At any rate the ties that had been
growing strong between you were snapped. You are forming an attachment for
the new pastor, but it is not just the same
as Jf the old ties had been permitted to
old.
Sometimes, and this is saddest of all,
ties are allowedto be broken thoughtlessly, recklessly, even criminally.
Some
hasty word is spoken, some hasty deed is
done, which mars sadly or destroys a
friendship. You must see him who “was
once your friend pass by you coldly with

the wants of the

Joshuas, to give orders and lead the way.

[ARLE CEEIBITION
of BELZNT YEARS,

middle-aged Irish Roman Catholic lady
requests the prayers of this meeting for
God's blessing. Having read about the
wonderful answers to your prayers, she
~ believes God will hear and answer: your
rayers
for
her. Please remember
er.
Al
A lady, who says she has read the

idence.
y then:
world
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TWO NEW SHIPTON BOOKS

is

given to the work of rescuing
those lost
as I was, when grace ronchod me. Pray
for God’s blessing on our work, brethren.”

time,

outside the camp-lines.
Very likely, the ministerial managers
do not arrange for these Sunday trips
and trains—at other seasons of the year
they preach and petition against them;
but they seem to expect them to run in
the month of August, and to bring thousands of patrons to their grounds. That
is their best day!
The selectmen ‘of Nahant have bravely prohibited the coming of Sabbath excursions to the town. Are the Christian
ministers and churches of eastern Massa-

ment

positions and held oftices of trust;

same

steamers, of cars and of omnibuses,

Lord that I might have grace to say,
‘ Thy will be done ;’ and yet I wanted the
answerto my supplications to come in my
way, and not till, with all my heart, I
said to God, ¢ Thy will and thy way,’ did
I get help in my trouble. Brethren, God

fellinto the maelstrom,

instruc-

do not prevent smoking, swearing, drinking, riding, boating, nor traffic of all
sorts, nor the coming and going
of

felt, then, that the burden of my prayer
must be changed, and so I asked the

will

the

around the speakers’ tent, but

incident

Father's

religious

way.
Extra police may keep

at the McAuley Mission meeting :
Our leader at the Fulton Street meeting said : ‘ I was in, great trouble during
the past week. Where to get help I di
not know. I applied to friends for aid,
but in every case I was refused. Then I
went to God and asked him to assist me.
1 virtually prayed, ¢‘ My will be done;
and so I got no light upon my path. I

is our Father, and the

or

show, to take a ride, to see the crowd, to

Pd

an

of

get a chowder, to have a good time ; only
they would not attend those gatherings
on Sunday, but thisis allowable ; this is a
camp-meeting!
.
Occasionally such
Sabbath-breakers
may be awakened by the exhortations of
the meeting and be led to repent of that,
as well as of other sins. But as a rule
they seem no better than before; some
do not attend church again till next year

Untilthen we are bound by our love and our

New York Observer, as also

now and then of

tion—they pass churches of every kind,
not far from their homes. Most go rather as they would to a circus or a cattle-

‘We, too, will go home o’er the river of rest,
As the strong and the lovely before us have

prayer meeting is thus reported

converson.

mid-week, but over the holy day, and
drawing to them on that day great numbers from all the region round about.
The real object of the attendants is not

We

in

movement;

the

olden time, through two or three days

We toil at our tasks in the burden and heat
Of life’s passionate noon.
They are folded
"in
peace.

air;

to

Perhaps the saddest element of the
present alarming stage of Sabbath desecration in New England—the stage of
Sabbath excursions, boldly advertised
ahd largely patronized—is the strong
sanction lent to it by our Christian organizations.
We mean, by their annual
camp-meetings, not protracted, as in

on

Inthe dew-threaded morn and the opaline eve,
When the children are merry or crimsoned
with sleep,
‘We are comforted, even as lonely we grieve,
For the thought of their rapture forbids us

faith
To the saints who are walking

aloud

SABBATH DESECRATION.

gently, “ Nay, do not the

rong,

it

-b-O
+++0-0

Or when evil allures us or sin draweth nigh,

) :20.
3 for
you
d be
Rom,
mies,
leath
iled,
d not

SEPTEMBER

How many there are in every human
experience! How many even apart from
others sneered, ‘those that death occasions! Your memory
but his heart was touched. He soon goes back to the home of your childhood.
sought pardon from God for all his sins, All its belongings became, as it were, a
but peace did not immediately come. part of your nature. You recall the familHe found one—just one—Christian bi iar surroundings. Your interests were
O=board, to whom he stated his case.
bound up with them. And then the time
gether they prayed, and etre the voyage came when those ties must be sundered.
was over the Sun of Righteousness shone You went forth from the old home into
into his soul and chased away the dark- new scenes. You found new ties binding
ness of sin. Upon arriving home, he themselves about you, but the old ones
found his wife upon her dying bed. Her were broken.
prayers were answered, her husband
And so it has been all the way along.
assed - triumphantly You became attached to a person, and the
saved, and
she
away, thanking God that her last mo-, shifting scenes of life carried him away
ments were cheered with the knowledge from your vicinity, and though- yeu hear
of his’ shipmates read
crew.
Some laughed,

They never quite leave us, our friends who
have passed
3
Through the shadows of death to the sunlight

it is

STAR,

BROKEN TIES,

Ocean, an old, soiled religious tract was
found somewhere in the vessel, and one

———
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on business, remittances of money, &c., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
Editorial Oficeis at 157

Dearborn

A serious thing to contend against in
attempting to legislate for the public good
is the self-interest of those who enact the
laws. We have known several important
measures, of a philanthropic and at the

ness, and public and social life, is this
ruling disposition of men to take their
shops into their public duties.
A venerable pastor of a New England
Congregational church hints that possibly
some ministers refrain from preaching
the need and grace of honesty for fear of
argument,

in the words of one of the mionthly magazines, runs
like this:
*¢ Unitarians
preach honesty ; Mr. Smith preaches hon_‘esty; therefore Mr. Smith is a Unitarian.”
Now if preaching honesty involve a suspicion of having embraced even the most
radical Unitarian faith, even then we
should hope that honesty would be unflinchingly preached. For it would not
require much effort to show that it lies: at
the very center of a practical Christian
fife. It is because so many professed
Christians are not honest,

and because so

borne

in

mind,

as

he

is, and denounce his act as it deserves.
Preaching is rarely too specific, when religious sinners are hd ones addressed.
le a

TWO ARTICLES ON GIVING.
‘We print two articles this week on giving,—one ox the first page, the other on
the page that follows this.
It is likely
that both willbe read. - We wish that
“the spirit of the second one especially,
-4 The Measure.of Giving,” might enter

into the heart
‘that

the

of every

measure,

Christian, and

which is

the

Lord's

measure, might
be filled in every case:
< Freely” we have received from’ God
all these things that make life blessed
and desirable: ¢ freely” he asks us to
give to all those who lack these blessings. That is ¢kc measure of giving. It
‘bears God’s seal.

But our attention has been more particularly directed to the article on the first
page. Our correspondent withholds
his
name, but net, we are assured, from any
unworthy motives. Let us consider the,

case as he puts it. It is but natural that
he should feel perplexed over the question, where to give his five dollars.
With so many actually needy interests on

correspondent

ern department conterhplates greater effi-

holds any other opinion regarding those
efforts.
Perhaps they have followed

ciency rather than less in that feature of
the paper. Mr. Huling is added to the

know

that

our

each other
a trifle too closely to insure
the greatest success.

But there is cer-

of the - foreign mission debt, the need
of native helpers; a person might, if
ever, give ‘his money indiscriminately
‘whenit is to aid these objects.
At the
: same time there are different opinions as
to which of - these special objects is the
. most worthy of help, and it would be contrary
to human nature, even if it were
pretty well sanctified, to expect it to be

otherwise.

.The thing todo is to accept

‘that as a fact, regardall asa part of God's

work, and all -seek to aet harmoniously
in carrying forward the various divisdons of it. For the present we need only
refer to an-expression or. two in eur

cor-

respondent's article that seem to us to
call for a few words further. .
The Bible school fund has not indeed

been secured, as Dr. Phillips explained
in a note in ‘a recent issue of the Star.

But we regard the prospect of securingit
- as favorable, and
do not

‘believe

oughtto be regarded in any
failure.

If there be any

that it

sense

as a

who so regard

it, we trust that they will not fail to assign the true reason for it, namely, the
failure to redeem pledges that have been
made towards

it.

As

for

‘the

school project” being *‘partially
laid
—perhaps

that is a true .enough

done.

words as these and to eall such speaking
by all sorts of unenviable epithets. To
soberly and observantly compare
the
manner.of living of our people with that
of any and all other countries in the world
will make it apparent that politics has had
notia little to do with the happy contrast.

it

We do not

list of Editorial contributors, and we shall

expect the usual amount of matter from
his pen. In addition to that it is hoped
that a larger amount of more strictly denominational matter may be secured for
that department, and thus the paper be
made more valuable to each of its readers
in that locality. The same remark applies to the whole denomination : it is the
purpose to make the Star more than ever
a denominational %ews paper, and not a
degree less a moral and wholesome religious family paper. But this can not be
done if our friends stand back with folded
hands, and indifferently say, ¢ Let's see
you do it.”
So that the work which we propose for
us all is one of activity, zeal und earnest-

shortness, not in

this

mined way, but in the

or

that

Lord’s

The

Are they members in any

Western

We are

ness in

putting

the

Morning

Star,

sense,

Ifwe

could

see

a

settled,

united

purpose to do all three of those things—
pay the debt, reinforce the mission and
complete the endowment of the Bible
school—nothing in that line would give
us greater joy.
As for its being poor policy to trust the
intention of Yearly Meetings and other
local organizations to support missionaries, until the interest of money actually
raised is sufficient therefor—we do not
know about that. That is the very policy, only on a larger soale, by which all

area from which support

is to be

drawn

and you increase the sense of responsibility. On that ground we should say
that the policy of so-called ¢ local support” of missionaries would be quite as
likely to succeed as the one that more
commonly governs that support.
Finally, the extracts that accompany
our correspondent’s article only show the
opinions that exist as to the relative importance of different branches of our foreign mission work. It was a cordial recognizance of the justness and value of those

were

reached,

were

agreeable

to see

way,

A Catholic priest in one of the wards of
Philadelphia
has publicly
arrayed himself
against the public schools and enjoined it on
Catholic parents as a duty to withdraw their
children from these schools and send them to
his new parochial school, Like good Catholics,
many of them have done so, and a large falling
off in the attendance in that ward is the conse.
quence.
Itis, however, gratifying to know
that a large number of parents care more for

of

the matter.

‘ny.

——Ir is well pointed out by the Congre-.
gationalist that ‘it is a poor business

the meeting, and indicate something, we
trust, of the energetic accord with which
its plans will be pushed to execution.
———

where a man

TOPICS.

THE Alliance has given to the public
some facts about church attendance in
Chicago which are very suggestive in a
good many ways.

That

paper

sent

out

reporters on a recent Sunday to count the
congregations at twenty-four of the principal,

represéntative

churches.

of

different+efféctively

denominations, and gives the result, comparing the actual attendance with the
seating capacity in each case. The percentage of attendance to capacity varies
all the way from 11 to 92 per cent., the
average being 42 per cent. ; 4. e. less than
half the seats occupied. The five largest
Protestant congregations
were
Prof.
Swing’s (1650); Rev.- Dr.
Kittredge,
Presbyterian, (960) ; Rev.

Dr.

do

better

Editor's report, Penney,
Curtis.

dance of Protestant churches is about 50,-

by

receipts

There are some of us who

one great end, that we shall win the best
suceess.

boldly reduced the subscription price of

the Star to $2.20,—in reality a reduction
to $2.00 per year for the paper, since the

twenty cents includes only the actual sum
paid out at this office for postage and incidentals connected therewith. This is
in obedience to a request that has come

up to the Board from all parts of the denomination, and in making the reduction
the Board is aware that it assumes a risk
that can only be safely assumed by every
friend of the paper rallying at once to se-

cure new subscribers.

It now remains to

great part to the large German population,
who throng the beer garden instead of
the sanctuary on Sunday, and whose influence tends to give to the Ameriean
youths, and even church members,

notions of Sabbath observance.
be interesting to have a similar
Boston.

loose

It would
count in

tion list of the

of

justice can

numerously assured us that they could

temporary success, however.

scarcely have

more

than

a

far from blessingd; but a sober thought

{ will soon téach the doubter,

that

politics

Bible

any one may safely take into the account

state-

We have referred somewhat at length

48ide” in making up a list of family reading.

and manliness which has enlarged their
minds and broadened their sympathies.

amount

increased interest among Freewill
missionary and benevolent work,

in
;

Baptists

It is a suggestive comment on the popular
ery that ¢“ the Chinese must go” that these
forwarded from San Francisco

We realize that it is easy to ridicule

such

yellow fever sufferérs at Memtheir own countrymen in that
have escaped the scourge entire:

list,

and

church

Pedo-baptists

to

Chronicle
do

SESSION.

1878.

The

delega-

meeting was full

A union of programmes

by

the occasion.

A

much to the usefulness and enjoyment of
new

constitution

and

code of by-laws were adopted, in which
the number of delegates from the Q. Ms.

was reduced from 58 to 32, and the Y.
M. assumed its former name—‘ R. I. &
Mass. Y. M.”
;
lev. E. W. Porter was chosen Moderator, and Rev. Lewis Dexter assistant
clerk.
Papers were read on the follow-

ing

topics;

reading:

discussion

The

use

following

of church

the

history

in

judging creeds, by Rev. C. D. Dudley, of
No. Scituate, R. I. The rclative importance of conversion, by Rev.

G. 8.

er, Lowell,

punishment,

Mass.

by Rev. J. M.

Future

Purkis,

Rick-

Chepachet,

R. I.,

and Romanism and our duty respecting
it, by Rev. B. D. Peck, Carolina Mills,
R. I. Sermons were delivered by Revs.
L. Dexter, A. Given and A. L. Gerrish.
A stirring address was given on Wednesday evening by Rev. Dr. Phillips.
It
was mainly directed to the clergy. Their
daty in establishing and perpetuating the
missionary . spirit among the churches
was vividly set forth, and the sin of neglect

in this as

in

any

other

duty

an

increase

was

faithfully portrayed.

eral

Conference favoring

of

delegation to that body and making it
binding that a portion of the delegates
shall be laymen.

The presence of Rev. W. H. Bowen,
D. D., from the Me, Central Y. M., and
Rev. T. Spooner, from the Me.
Y. M,, of Revs. Smith Baker,

Cong.

church,

Court,

of the

Lowell,

and

Presbyterian

Western’
of the

1st

Rev.

M.

church, Low-

ell, and Rev. Mr. Wright,
the earnest and encouraging

Cong., and
words they

indebtedness

is more than

some

on

member-

mot regard

Resolutions were

for the

$8000.

ed:
:
Resolved,

Jesus,”

are guaran

price of
per year
If not
$2.50,

re-

Resolved,

insert-

cent.

The one desire of the Board was to
conduct the publication of our papers so
as to meet the wishes of their patrons,

field at its old price.

Mission work,
were read.

religcan-

Can it be that any

of our people would wish

the

Morning

Arrangements are to

be

made by

the

Executive Committee at the earliest day
practicable for a general canvass for sub-

not

se-

1
Del. to

The ladies held a meeting on Thursday P. M., in the interest of the

can be

thus

of itis

in the limits of the Western R. 1. Q. M.

{| ious papers made a failure not long since,

went through bankruptcy and

all

and Rev. L. Dexter, to Vt. XY. M. Chose
Rev. G. S. Ricker committee to collect
statistics in the Y. M., for the Sundayschool union. The clerk was directed to
locate the next session of the Y. M. with-

The publishers are now obliged to prepay the postage, and ‘it is believed that

celed its debt of $60,000, and is still in the

recommend to our

N. H.Y. M., A. Given to the Me. Central, R. M. Purkis to Maine Western;

They would have been

One of the cheap New York

are so soon

cured. —ED.]
Chose Rev. G. J. Abbott Cor.

glad to put the Star at $2.00 only; and
that indeed is the price as we now offer
it, compared with the costtwo years ago,
when every subscriber paid for the paper
and twenty cents additional for postage.

put.

That we

ed, or promised, but

and at the same time advance the interests of the denomination,and the cause of

the price is as low as it in safety

stitution ; that

churches to adopt and faithfully carry out
the proposed plan of paying the debt on
the Foreign Mission by the subscription
of twenty cents per member throughout
this Y. M.
’
Resolved, That we learn with joy and
gladness that the subscription for the
ible school in India has reached the sum
of $26,000.
[ It ought to be borne in mind that this
last resolution refers to money subscrib-

ed in their place.”
The compensation of all employes in
and out of the office, save those who
work by the day, is reduced ten per

Christ generally.

en-

to be re-inforced.. We thank God for the
enlightening influences of His Spirit, and
earnestly exhort that we seek his continued favor in prayer.

Resolved,
That the names *‘‘ Boston
and Chicago,” on the title page of the
Morning Star, as the offices of
publication, be removed at the close of the presbe

by the

that our missionaries in India

the Star till Jan. 1, 1880."

ent volume, and Dover, N. H.,

should

privileges which

as a citizen in Massachusetts, that the
intimidation and murder of a free citizen
in So. Carolina is as wicked as it would
be in Rhode Island; andthe
government
that does not exert all its might and power to maintain these rights of the
ple
is weak and wicked and should be denounced.
og
Resolved, That we are gratified that
the interest in the mission cause is deepening among our churches and people and

reduced

may

and

a citizen in Mississippi shouldbe as free

one year.”
;
It was also voted that, ¢ After Oct. 1st,
ceive

sh
le of this

land, whether black or white,

including postage.
Without payment,
no paper shall be continued more than
new subscribers sending $2,20,

paper currency;

That we the

joy all the hi

various

be

irredeemable

and of thanks to the Paige St. church in
so cordially entertaining the Y. M.
The following rosolutions were pass-

¢* Register,”

paid in advance, the price will

prinand

resist the policy and those who ask it to

*‘ Wouder-

800;

re-afirming

denouncing
repudiation in any and
all its forms; calling upon our Govern
ment to keep its sacred promises and te

By

Books have been printed as follows:
“Treatise” 2,300 copies; *‘‘ Psalmody,”
¢¢ Story of Jesus,” 300;

passed

our adherence to total abstinence
ciples;
favoring
hard
money

the

Star conducted on that principle ?

infant baptism as related to

ship, says that

our

work, and action was taken cn
points suggested.
The price of the Star is to be
in accordance with this vote:
‘¢ After date the subscription
the Morning Star shall be $2.20
IN ADVANCE, including postage.

-omit-

as
an

&

YM

Institute connected with
the Y. M. itself added

The report of the Editor presented his

port of the missionary meeting of the ladies
in the Rhode Island Freewill Baptist churches. .

replying

the

the Ministers’
the Y. M. and

6,000.

NOTES.

Congregationalist

of interest.

issue an

ful Works of

We are obliged to defer till next week a re-

The

& Mass.

Mass., Sep. 10—12,

action of the corporators at this meeting,
the Star will hereafter be discontinued
to those who owe for it one year or more;
they being previously notified, and requested
to make payment so as not to
compel us to discontinue.

500;

becoming subseribers to it. A fresh illustration just comes to hand.
We give

Several late Quarterly . Meeting reports,
well as Yearly Meeting reports, speak of

of their

Morning Star

{IZ MERELY putting the Morning Star
into the hands of persons who were unacquainted with it has often led to their

strictures of the Kxaminer

Island

tion was small, but the

the cipculation
The increased

were thus taken from

Baptist family, and a wholesome teacher has been a blessing to this country, not- people have
in any household. Every other paper of | ithstanding all the blanders and crimes " $1,200 to the
its grade, With only one or two excep- and difficulties which beset its path. Uni- phis, though
tions, now averages. about one dollar versal suffrage has brought into the lives stricken city
higher than the Star—a consideration that of our people an independence, dignity ly.

and

i | the time; had names-removed-from-|
will
their
| spoke
to us added not a little to the interthe list, except those who secured pay- est of the oceasion.

In the article in last week’s Star on ¢ Lay
secure many new subscribers at these re- |
Delegation in the General Conference,” the
duced rates will make good their repre- ——I~ these days, we do not stop to think expression *¢ Ten advisory or legislative bodies
sentations.
:
;
of the inestimable blessings of politics to are as small as our General Conference”
In doing this, the managers do not pro- us as a people. What! some one is sur- should have read * Few advisory” &c.
pose to reduce the value of the paper, but prised to ask, are the Ben Butlers and
It is proposed to hold a convention in New
rather to increase it. The plans that they Denis Kearneys and rings and lobbyings York the last of October of representatives
have laid for the coming year are enter- and briberies and the like—are these a .from gll those denominations that believe in
prising, comprehensive, and such as we blessing to the country? No; these gre the second coming of . Christ, to discuss that
«doctrine.
A
a

are sure will continue to make. the Star
a-paper that ought to be in every Freewill

work,

FORTY-SECOND

but there

bor,—for all scientific books piled pone up

BRIEF

Christian

The above named Y. M. convened with
the Paige St. F. Baptistchurch in Lowell,

smaller than

ment at an early date by special arrangement. More than five hundred names

ting names : -

our

Rhode

books,

a wife or husband, of a friend or neigh-

it in the words of a correspondent,

in

SO
-40
*4+0-4+

.

receipts for the Star may be accounted
for by the persistent efforts to co
payment from subscribers sovorst yen
in arrears; all of whom, that were two
years or more in debt for their paper at

not exchange the remembrance of a sweet
life, whether it be of a parent or child, of

tyranny lies, howevet, mainly in the fact

be seen whether the persons who have so

is

has been an increase in
of the Lesson Papers.

ed preéminence in the legal persecution
of the Chinese. =A law has been enacted
requiring every Chinaman within the ter- America, and the fruit of, that decision
ritory to pay a special tax of forty dollars is the inclosed subscription.
Friends, a thousand of you could do a
a year in quarterly installments for the
poor privilege of living in that land, similar thing, if every opportunity were
whose “natives” or their fathers were faithfully improved. Is it not a good and
themselves importations. The law also’ useful thingto aid in" bringing a family
fixes a heavy penalty on every citizen who of even a single person under the influemploys a Chinaman not in possession of ence each ‘week of a good religious
his license to live among his kind. The paper?
main practical significance of this legal
that California and Oregon propose like
action, and a Successful attempt in the
forth-coming Legislatures is likely to be
made for the banishment of the Chinese
under the cover of a legal tax. Such in-

papers

ligious papers in the country,

Prof.—— has been studying several
years in Leipsic, Germany, where he became
acquainted with Mr. —, and
through him with the Morning Star. He
was so much pleased with it that he decided to subscribe for it on returning
to

——To British Columbia is to be award-

for advertising, job work,

ested

last year, as is true of almost all other re-

of these is the hight of profanation. If the
has probably led to the communication
e population of Chicago is not far
that we have been considering. It raises from 500,000,the church attendance,count- medical fraternity can not be supplied
questions, both of‘a general and a specif- ing both Protestants and Catholics, is with ** subjects” from legitimate sources,
ic nature, that ought to be kindly met, about one to every five and a half of the and if it is necessary that they should be
intelligently and impartially considered, population ;—of Protestants, one to ten. -supplied, as some professor. recently deand answered with due regard to the The Alliance thinks that ‘a comparative clared, we believe, then let them cast lots
right-of-beliefof every other individual estimate would show a smaller percentage and cut each other up; but to rob the
as well asone’s own. It is only as we of church-goers to the population in Chi- graves of our beloved, is it not almost fitsettle down upon that basis, resolzed to cago than in any of the Eastern cities,” ting that they should be hung to the nearest limb ?
carry forward our foreign mission work which is no doubt true. This is due in

as something required at God's hand, ignoring minor differences and seeking the

and

or of their

treasury not suffer from the reduced price
of the Star.
I. D. STEWART, Secretary.

ness of the Establishment has been about
the same as heretofore.
The subscrip-

on another, and to desecrate the graves

40,000.

inational and Christian work,

&e., have been very:much against us.
The Agent's report shows tht the busi

us there are things ‘more precious than
science

Brewster
=

is better than last year. The inability to
collect many bills, and the falling off of

To
all,

this may seem justifiable, but to most

and

condition of the Establishment, so far as
investments and liabilities are concerned,

medi-

cal students, or for medical students.
those who make science their all in

Page

The current receipts have equaled the
current expenses, so that the financial

shed
the-ones
}
ORCS—WwWnto

this-as-to-be-

read of graves being despoiled

Thomas,

Sabbath ; of Catholics,

or

——1Ir is with shocking frequency that we

as the basis of further estimate, and the
conclusion is reached that the total atten-

sacs

light

shall see that the right thing.is done, no
matter how many in the church and society, who, being unable to appreciate their
work, yet attribute to them selfish motives.

Methodist, (750) ; Second Baptist, with-"
out pastor, (650) ; and Rev. Dr. Goodwin,
Congregationalist, (635). The general attendance average, taking all the churches
counted, is 496. Taking the actual count

opinions, although they be variable, that 00

better

judgment than his neighbor, and shows it
only by holding him in contempt, or by
talking slightingly of him.” Sound and
shrewd business men in our churches
have something better to do than to sneer at
or even to slight the loose way the church
business is often transacted. If they are
Christians they are to deny self, and there
is, perhaps, no way in which they can so

ere

CURRENT

has

Treasurer's report, Fernald,

Anthony.

the important position of

own responsibility in regard to. its effi
ciency. And the fact that only four persons are members of the Board to-day,
who were members eight years ago, led
them to feel a personal interest in doing
promptly what they thought was for the
best; and now will not the ministry and
the laity do the best that they can, and
place the Morning Star in twenty-five
hundred new families when the next vol.
ume commences? By so doing, an additional number will become more inter.

That preserves the idea of unity, or common
parentage primarily, But why not say the
Indian or Malay is to be coupled with Adam
at the start?

ducted that sinners are convicted and converted and Christians edified. Can we
not with safety again adopt some of the
phrases of the fathers? To speak or keep

of

impressed with

the Printing Establishment in our denom.

Christian Advocate attempts

After a strong pressure the managers of the
Chicago exposition
this year consented to
open the Art Department to Sunday visitors.
The experiment has proved, we are glad to
say, substantially a failure. Although the admission fee has been merely nominal, the attendance is so small as to make the Gallery
look lonesome,
The people who are habitual
Sabbath breakers are not of the class who admire and appreciate fine paintings and statuas
ry. The beer gardens are good enough for
them,

:

Never did the Board seem more deeply

by different lines, from an ancestor who lived
in pre-historic times and was the ¢ first man.’ ?

our

features

tional news.

and,

anxious

Denominational Hlefos.

ers.

scribers, and the collection of denomy,

in any
commun-

to define Prof. Winchell’s position on the’ preAdamite race and says, “ He holds that the
Biblical Adam and the negro alike descended,

that all religious services will be so con-

silence as the Spirit moves, is the root

them to full

if 80, in what sense?
the answer,

predeter-

own

of the church

ion.”

——ALTHOUGH the danger most generally lies in the direction of too long sermons
and prayers and exhortations,
yet they may
be too short. Five or seven minutes arbitrarily taken from a sermon may rob it
of its chief value. In the midst ofa prayer meeting a stanza is as much as can be
profitably sung, but sometimes the whole
of a hymn may do more good than all the
other exercises put together. But who
can lay down rules? Not man, surely.
When the. Spirit moves, it is not length or

;

The action with reference to the West-

children as “ members
such sense as to entitle

——ONE of the greatest advantages of
leaving home for a season isthe relish with
This
Sunday-school and Lesson papers before which we come back to .it again.
the efficient education of their children than
the greatest possible number of those who sentiment is as true as it is old. The heart for the dictum of the-priest, and continue to
do not now receive them. Pastors, lay- of those who have ever been away from send to the public schools.
home will never cease to sing that there
opinions: the one is, that‘‘thereis a better men, all--will you help in this work?
It will be seen that the words ** Boston is no place like home. Curiosity is satisuse for missionary money than to pay
the outfit and passage apd salary of new and Chicago,” as indicating the places fied for a time in observing strange sights,
missionaries,” the otheris that it is un- where the Star is published, are to .be and being among these who differ from us
wise to accept offers of ¢¢ local support” discontinued at the close of the present in their habits, but the life is only satisfied.
Corporators' Meeting.
by home usages. Even so slight a matThe familiar words, * Dover,
of missionaries until there is enough volume.
The corporators of the Printing Estabmoney raised and at interest to yield a N. H.,” will then be restored. This will ter as the pronunciation of a word may
lishment held their annual meeting here
sure salary.
We do not contest the accord with the actual facts in the case, make the home-loving heart homesick.
But the Star Many are constantly grumbling about the last week, and twelve of the thirteen
points.
In present circumstances, itis and will save all confusion.
will
be
ncne
the
less
cosmopolitan,
nor manners and customs and disadvantages members were present. The Committees
not strange that so important considerations as the payment of the Society's any the less identified with all sections of of their homes, and seem to be ever think- to whom the several reports were refering that they would be better satisfied red were as follows:
debt, the need of the Bible school, and the denomination, for that change.
elsewhere,
but we can hardly believe this
On Executive Committee's report, SinThe full attendance of members of the
the urgent call for more
missionaries,
is
more
than
surface
talk.
They
can
not
clair,
Bates, Stevens ‘and
Waterman.
Board—there
was
only
one
absent—and
should each find its advocates, to the
seriously mean what they say.
Agent's repordlayes, Mills and Anthothe harmony with which its conclusions
temporary exclusion of either of the oth-

denomination and out of

ests’that our correspondent mentions are
needy interests: the Bible school, the
need - of re-inforcement,
the payment

because

touches a vital matter. It appeals to the
loyalty of every friend of the paper to
do the utmost to make up this diminished
income by an increased subscription list.
It can bie done by faithful work.
We believe that the action of the Board will be
appreciated, and that the work will be

WORK FOR US. ALL.
The official repart of the Clerk of the
it, a man would be heartless who could
give his money indiscriminately,—as the Board of Corporators of the Printing Es«clouds give rain, for example, whether it tablishment, which appears beyond,shows
fall upon the just or the unjust.
Let the nature of the work planned. Tt is of
every person, with even a penny to give, a vital and important character. It is
answer: to his own conscience and to practically a new departure. In the face
of the times, with almost every religious
God.
We do not need to emphasize the fact paper in the country failing to hold its
rthat.these specially denominational inter- subscription list, the Corporators have
all hands, in the

to this feature of the meeting,

mg

be

many of them are allowed to remain in
the church unrebuked from the pulpit,
idbat the Christian religion endures its
greatest reproach in certain quarters.
Preach honesty, if you do it honestly,
whateyer suspicion it involves. Use plain
“ferms. Spare no hypocrite. If a man ‘our foreign missionaries are supported.
- is cheating in trade, or is taking undue We do not require the denomination or
-advantage of his fellowman to fill- his own the Foreign Mission Society to have cash
purse, or is using for his own profit even actually in hand before it ventures to
a peray of money intrusted to him for send out missionaries. You narrow the
- safe-keeping, then call him a thief,

|

a

to

tainly no ground for any intimation that
recently for the simple reason that the: either project has been abandoned.
We somehow get the impression that
proposed legislation, although it was in
our
correspondent implies a usurping of
the interest of a large majority of respectable people who were bearing unjust authority, or perhaps, exercise-of an unburdens, would operate against the busi- just discrimination,on the part of the Forness interests of a dozen men who were in eign Mission Board in the matter of select“We
the position of law-makers.
In contrast ing and sending out missionaries.
to that spirit what a noble rule of action do not know whether there is any founwas hinted at by Ex-Governor Talbot, of dation in fact for any such suspicion or
. Massachusetts, the other day, when in re- not. We do not believe that. there is.
ferring to his former action on the ten hour That work, as our correspondent intilaw und the popular belief that he would mates, is ‘ the Board's business,” and
oppose it because he was a manufacturer, they oughtto be free to perform it accordhe said, “I do not take my shop into my ing to the best of their ability, directed hy
public duties.” We need a host of such heavenly wisdom, and sustained by the
men as leaders. There would then be an prayers of the denomination.
There are two other points, at least,
end of partisan jobs, and the beginning of
some wholesome work for the people. raised by our correspondent, at which he
The curse of the times, in morals, busi- will be met by those holding different

The

1878.

a

but it ought

we think, that it was not laid aside until
it was shpposed that enough ‘money. had
been pledged to complete the fund. Moreover, it is a most commendable thing that
the Corresponding Secretary should then
devote his energies to the payment of the
Society’s debt, and that that effort should
be attended by another to raise money
and find persons to re-inforce the Mission.

same time highly practical nature, to fail

being called Unitarians.

25,

a
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All
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communications designed for publication
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Woman's

at which several papers
A. L. GErrisH, Clerk.

Ministers and Churches.
REV. J. BURNTIAM DAVIS closes his
at Pittsfield, Me., the first

to correspondence.
REV,

hoping

that

Open

Ho

J. FRANK LOOKE has gone

apolis, Minn.,

labors

of October.

‘the

to

Minne-

climate and

other influences there will aid him in regaining

his health.

Bro. Locke is well and favorably

:

—Ee

;

y
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Shannon is a recent graduate of Hillsdale College.
E. O. DICKINSON, Chairman.

known among our New England churches,
and his continued inability to undertake pas-

Southern

need of having every valuable worker in active service. We sincerely hope that he may

on

debt shall be paid

We must

in Nov. next.

have

have $600 more, to secure what we now

On the 6th of September,

fail in saving this interest to our people. The
members seem willing to do all they car in re-

church, consisting

all

doing

Iam

Fer-

of $80

a Freewill Baptist

money may become the discharge from individual labor. We
are never to forget that

of thirty-seven

new

money is worth nothing for its own sake

mem-

bers, was organized in the north-west

part

Rutland township, being the result of the recent revival in that vicinity. A week after its

need and distress! Please send us your pledges
Or money as Soon as you can.
J. S. BURGESS.
:

Brother Cephas Chase, a licensed preacher
in Rutland, was ordained, September 15, and

organization, eleven more converts

obligation to bestow.
The Almighty has laid
a great task upon the people of his choice,

which

tism to eleven persons.
On Sept. 1, Rev. Luther

brains of educated intellect, and hearts

of fer-

vid zeal to accomplish.

to the

:
Hecox,

a veteran

appear in the

Star.

There

now

remain

Yearly

Meeting—S.

H.

W. J. Fulton, and Cephas Chase.

But several

of the churches are supplied with preaching
from ministers of other Quartely Meetings.
There
are now three
Freewill
Baptist

ohe

B.’

THE MEASURE OF GIVING.

ness, sadness, and decay, with none to care for
them.
Houses closed, places without Christian meetings, mice, bats and spiders burrow
within the walls, which once. resounded with
praise and prayer to God! Where great and

BY

BEV.

C. F.

PENNEY.

Many readers of the Star

for

belongs

or conditions

of

Chris- |

Now each one can abide in his own home,
and there stir up for profit his best gifts; and
the church hires its messengers, and supports
them while in active service.
Thus the prineiple of division of labor into
church enterprise is introduced.
Thus the
work is not only more easily done, but more
perfectly done; and skill and experience go
band in hand as helpers of the gospel.
;
Here again this principle touches the point
of personal consecration.
The relation of
every Christian
to Christ is feudal. His

bers, and some of them were large, prosperous

and of great moral worth. Thousands have ris‘en'up to call them blessed ; now they are in weak-

This

energy,

an apprenticeship in the study and the pulpit?

of

which numbers 270 members.
During
the
past year there has been a good revival interest, and noré than one hundred have been

hopefully converted.

of active

the last few
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a perfect cure (or
Warranted
‘money
returne-l) for all the

Hu OR

|frue diseases of the Skin and

worst forms of Piles, Leprosy,
Serofula, Su Bheurh Flam

[1 Ae

206.74

N.BROOKS, Treas.

H.

table.

Manchester, N. H,

stonishing cures.

Married

!

Messrs.

13!

AxprrsoN

Co., Ky.

Feb. 10, 1873.

Cyaddock & Co.:

GENTLEMEN

:(—Please

send

me

twelve

bottles of Cannabis Indica, one each of
Pills and Ointment, for a friend of mine
who is not expected to live; and as our

medicines cured me of CONSUMPTION,

some three years ago, I want him to try
I gained fifteen pounds while takthem.
“ing the first three bottles, and I know it is

Respectfully,
, just the thing for him.
bic
eV HULL.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Dr. H. James’ CANNABIS INDICA, or
East India Hemp, raised in Calcutta, and
prepared on its native soil from the green
leaf, has become as famous in this country
as in India for the cure of Consumptign,

Churches.

S

Pam

yi

LAWRENCEBURG,

Died

VARY

/

Send for

CONSUMPTION.

InNewton Center, Mass. Aug.28, of typhoid dyrentery Arthur Ashton. youngest son of D 8. and Mary
Farnham, aged 5 years 3 months and 16 days,

Nearly all the F, Baptist Quarterly Meetings of
Towa having voted” for the consolidation of the two
Yearly Meetings of the State, and appo inted their dei

a Bottle.

| AM ONE WHO WAS CURED

In Biddeford, Me., May 28, by Rev .James 8, Potter,
radford Comins, Mr. Loren=
at the residence of Mr,
zo T. Hills, of Lyndon, and Miss Eunice ¥,Comins,
Sept. 7. in South Waterboro’, Mv Luther E, Langley
and Miss Hattie A, Ricker, At the same place, by
Rev . Mr. Sanborn, Mr. Wilbur Ricker and Miss Lucy
en,
At St.Johusbury,
Vt,, Sept.3, by Rev, C. 8, Frost, Mr,
A, N. Hollister,
of Vernon, Wis., and Miss Emma F.
Bickford, of Danville,
Vt,
Sept. 14, Mr.James E.
Batchelder and Miss Emma J. Stickney, both of St.J.
In West Woodville, O,, Sept, 8. by Rev. J, A. Sutton,
Mr. Dennis Foster and M iss Rachel Pu Price. At the
ministers’ residence near Blanchester. O, Sept, 8, Mr.
James M. Runyan and Miss Susie (, Campbell.

THURSDAY, OCT.3.

to Iowa

XH

meric

81-2 A.M. Meeting ofthe Executive Committee o
‘the Education Society.
9,
* Service of Prayer and Praise: led bv Rev. J,
W. Burgin.
9 3-4, * Recess.
10,
* Annual Meeting of the Educational Socie=ty, Public Services;
Report of the Corresponding
Secretary,
Rev. E. N. Fernald, and
addresses by
Prof.J. A. Howe and Rev.J. L. Philllps.
11-2 P. M., Meeting of the Executive Committee of
the Home Mission Society.
2,
“Meeting for Prayer; led by Rev, MI, Atwood.
2 1-2, Annual Meeting of the Home Mission Society.
, Public Services; Report of the Corresponding Sec-.
retary, Rev. A. L. Gerrish, and addresses by Revs. J,
M. Brewster, C. 8. Frost and G. F. Mosher,
Esq.
7, P.M, Praise Meeting, led by Rev. E, W. Porter.
71-2, Annual Meeting of the Sunday=-school Union.
8, Public Services, Report of the Corresponding
Secretary, BE. W. Page,Esq., and addresses by Rev. A.
L.Gerrish and Rev, G. C. Waterman.
Notice

Hassett

Pmuvilie

** Anniversary Sermon, by Rev. P. W. Perry.

x

i

”

Weare Q M per F M Richards
Sutton N H
*
outfit

Hillsboro Iowa per Mrs T C Decker
Beaver
id
3,00 of it on debt per

WEDNESDAY, 0€T. 2.
9, A, M,, Service of Prayer and Praise; ledby Rev. A
Milliken.
9 3-4,
88,
0,
** Annual
Meeting of the Temperance Union,
101-2, ** Public
Services; Addresses by Revs.J. J.
Hall, C. D. Dudley.
11-2, ».M., Meeting of the Executive Committee of
the Foreign Missionary Society.
a,
** Meeting for Prayer; led by Rev. J. Woodman,
212, = Anal meeting of Foreign Missiondry Society.
x
* Public Services; Report of the Corresponding Secretary, Rev. J. L. Phillips, and Addresses by
Revs. L. A. Crandall, J M. Pease.
6 1-2, P, M,, Annual Meeting of the Woman's Mission
oclety in the vestry.
3
7,
Praise Meeting; led by Rev. G, M. Park.
71-2 * Convention ofthe Benevolent Societies, Re=
>
Rost of the Financial Secretary, followed by
iscussion.
8,
“Public Services of the Woman’s Mission So=
ciety, Reports of the Secretaries, Mrs, J. A.
Lowell and Miss L. A DeMeritte, and addresses by
Mrs. DD, ¥, Smith and Mrs, G. C. Waterman,

tians; but to all alike. The printing of Bibles
and their distribution, the manning of missions, require downright hard work, and this
is the duty of every one to furnish.
But what
if each had to do mission work in person for
five years? What if every man had to serve

Barrett,

churches in the township of Rutland,

the hands

ple; not to any class

but

three ministers in this, the oldest Q. M. in the
Ohio River

it takes

whole church; not to pastors, nor evangelists,
nor missionaries, not to poor nor to rich peo-

minister of the Meigs Q. M., died at a very advanced age. Further particulars will hereafter

mem-

efficient

it is labor which the children of God are under

on the same day administered the rite of bap-

Maine.

They embraced

add-

ed to the newly formed church.

Mission work should be earnestly
Home
The call for help in some portions of
pushed.
the State of Maine,is quite asurgentas the ringing appeals of Bro. Phillips,for his native land.
Within several months, we have learned more
.of the wants of our Zion in Eastern Maine than
ever before. The visible life of more than a
hundred churches, with some whole Q. Meetings, is to-day in imminent peril. Unless
something liberal and solid shall be done soon,
the opportunity of saving churches and sinners
These
by us will have passed forever away.
«churches in other years were well established

and located.

were

even’

when put into a contribution box, or into the
hands of accredited agents.
Money
never
built
a church, established a school, or cons
verted a heathen.
Money means work.
Now

of

in my power in raising funds, but we can not
Friends
make gold and silver, or greenbacks.
of the cause of one Master, and one church of
Christ, you must help us in our time of great

Eastern

8,

are certain great benefits flowing from this
plan which show its wisdom. One is, that

two interesting addresses, and upward
was raised for missions.
:

promised and liquidate all claims. This sum
must come outside of the church, or we must
lieving themselves from debt.

Rev, E. N.

Sa

309
5.39

per J Rand

Somerville Mass on outfit

SUNDAY -8CHOOL UNION.
The annual meeting ofthe Freewill Baptist Sundayschool Union for the choice of officers and the transaction
of other business, will be held at the Freewill
Baptist church at Lyndon Center, Vi., on Thursday,
Oct, 3, at 81-2, A.M.
L.L. HARMON, Rec, Sec.
Hampton, N. H,,Sept. 9
2t

Grod have conceived some plan of distributing |!
PRREONS paying full fare to attend the anniversahis many favors except this of employing
ries will receive free return passes over the Passumpsic, Boston, Concord and Montreal. and she Portland
stewards? Why does he not help the world,
and Ogiehshure railroads.
W. L. NOYES.
and support it, and bless it, and evangelize it
t
directly, and save human beings the duties of
Anniversary Programme.
giving? What were the divine reasons, cherTUESDAY, OCT. 1.
ished beforehand, for any method of working
7, P.M., Meeting for Prayer; led by Rev. 8,Curtis.
God chooses, it is not wise to say; but there
71-2, ** Anniversary Convention.

Quarterly Meeting was held at Rutland, which
was largely attended.
Here the mission spirit
was revived, Miss Nellie M. Phillips gave

entire

the

that

condition

teresting sessions ever held.

in-

Immediately after the Association, the Meigs

$1500 to ¥ards paying a debt of $2100, on this
meeting-house,

most

nald, of Maine, was in attendance.
Nearly or
quite $100 was raised and pledged for Foreign
Missions,

some

raised

now

have

We

of the

=

1

he himself asks of God.
But some one asks impatiently, Cotild’ dot

The Ohio Association, held the first of Sep-

be blessed with returning health, and be in
due time restored to the work of the ministry,
which he so much loves.
DEXTER, ME.

Ohio.

tember, in Cheshire, was one

“

freely. And when a Christian grows impatient because of the multipheation- of causes
presented to him, let him rei#eiiher how much

hn

the

work has been a grief to all who feel

toral

.

\

:

\
weeks, touched by the appeals for substantial
Bronchitis, and Asthma.
egates for the purpose.
A meeting
for organization
{
is called at Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa, to com|
aid in carrying on the benevolent work which
A
« We now inform the public that we Lave
mence Oct. 1, at 2,
P.M. The delegates appointed are
made the importation of this article into
:
\
precious revivals of religion swept over the we have pledged ourselves as a people to sus- prince is at war and summons him to the requested to be present without fail.
the United States our Specialty, and that
Personal endeavor is his obligation.
tain,—appeals too earnest and persistent not | field.
country, calling dead sinners to life, all is now
The F. B.IowA EDUCATION SOCIETY, at its last
in future the afflicted can obtain. these
Of this money becomes the representative.
to command
attention,-—have
been asking
meeting in Aug., adjourned te meet at Wilton at
the
desolation and death!
remedies at all first-class druggists.
As
same time. Come up this once, and do good work for
It is all in the interests of the Christian that
the cause,
2t
E. TIBBETTS.
A small remnant only remains to speak in themselves, What shall be the measure of my
Ld
we have, at great expense and trouble,
giving as a Christian?
g
his King permits him to purchase freedom
which
That
Unbecoming
Yellowness
groans and utterance choked by grief and
in India
arrangements
Rhode Island Association.
made permanent
tinges the skin and whites of the eyes of billious
It is no small yelief that the Great Iead of with tithes.
for obtaining ¢ Pure Hemp,” gathering it
tears, of times past, and God's glory, and spirsubjects, as well as the constipation, nausea, vertiREVIVAL MEETINGS,
the
church—too
wise
to
leave
a
question
of
so
The
work
of
the
church
on
earth
must
-be
at the right season, and having itextracted”
go, furred appearance of the tongue, and dyspepitua] refreshings, and quickenings now no
green leaf
The Executive Committee of the Rhode Island Asso
the
soil from
its own
upon
much importance to the fallibleness of our
tic symptoms which
trouble them, are entirely
done by hands and heart and brain.
But not
‘ more.
And what has wrought this great and
make
the
following assignments
for Three
Days
and speedily removed by
by an old and experienced chemist (said
Revival Meetings:
Auburn, A. J.
Kirkland, S. N.
disastrous change? Removals to other locali- judgment, has in a sentence given both the ‘every one has gifts for special service; who
Barney.
Blackstone,
A. Lovejoy,
A. J. Eastinan.
chemist being a native), we know that we
motive and measure of giving,—* Freely ye
like Saul of Tarsus could make his trade of Barneyville, M. W, Burlingame, W. Crouks. Carolina
ties have been going steadily on for many
Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.
:
:
LJ
have the genuine article,
Mills,
L.
Dexter,
W.
Pierce.
Farnumsville,
C. D.
have
received,
freely
give.”
Here
we
have
an
tent-making serve him an excellent purpose
years, largely decimating the ranks of these
Dudley, G. H. Child. Georgiaville, S. S. Barney, F.E.
Which
is moreover
economic, convenient and
obligation laid upon us, and in the same breath
IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,
Davison.
Johnston, B. D. Peck,C. S. Starkweather,
when he became Paul the Apostle.
churches.
Deaths have been frequent, among
pleasant.
New Shoreham, C.D. Dudley, C. S. Starkweather,
are
shown
its
reasonableness.
Christian
beand feel that we are entitled to credence
Most
Christians
must.
be
content
to
choose
especially the aged and official members, not
No. Scituate, 8, D, Church, T, D. Wilder. Omeyville.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
238 | when we say that Cannabis Indica will do
nevolence, then, is no new thing under the
one calling. Christians are like citizens in J.M. Brewster, J, T, Ward. Pascoag. A.J.Kirkland,
excepting the very ministers, in many cases,
G.J. Abbott. Pawtucket,A. Given, A, J. Eastman.
all that is claimed for it, and that one
sun.
It is not sprung upon us as a discovery.
monarchical countries, held to military service.
Roger Williams, A. Lovejoy, G. H.Child,
Pond St.,
who were the fathers, and upon whom these
bottle will satisfy the most skepticalof
S. D. Church, E. 8. Straight. Park St.,A, L, Gerrish
Itis no
invention of priestcraft.
It is not. The government allows them to commute in
churches depended for their spiritual bread
J.D. Veney. Greenwich St, F. E, Davison, B. Pheits positively and permanently curing
the offspring or instrument of ministerial in- money.
lon. Rehoboth, W. Pierce, W. N. Patt,
Smithfield,
They do notestimate the value of
and support.
Others have left for regiments
Consumption, Bronchitis, and Asthma.
L. Dexter, T. G. Wilder. South Kingston, J. M. Brew= |
genuity.
It
is
a
plain
duty,
and
takes
all
its
unday
School
line,
to
their substitute, but their own.
Their contriand colors not their own.
These several dester, B.
D.
Peck.
Taunton, G. J. Abbott,
J.
Instead of devoting a column to the
binding
force
from
Him
who
had
both
the
D. Veney.
Tiverton,
A.
L.
Gerrish,
E.
S.
butions, their giving, measure the value they
partures, some for the West, some for the
merits of this strange and wonderful plant,
Straight. Warren, J. 7. ‘Ward, A. R. Bradbury. War=right to give the command and to fix the meashold themselves at. It would be a profitable
we remain silent and let it speak for itself.
wick Cemtral, A. Given, H, M. Gilman,
West Greenworld, some for héaven, and some others into
wich, Geo. Wheuler, H. M. Gilman.
The churches
through other lips than ours, believing
thought always for every one as he lays his
the infirmities of age, largely
account for ure. Neither is the contribution of a liberal
will please arrange the time ot the meetings with the
Qunday School Libraries are made a that those who have suffered most can
portion of our possessions to Christian work
visitors, By order of Ex. Com,
destitution, weakness and decay.
Can these
offering in the box—or places it in the hands
J.M, BREWSTER, Sec.
better tell the story, as the following exof the appointed agent,—**There,that registers
feeble churches, with the blessed cause of grounded in mere reflex advantage, although
Providence, Sept. 12,
tracts from letters verbatim will show: @
pecialty
at
a
liberal
discount.
it
has
a
blessing
in
its
train;
nor
on
the
expectwhat
I
am
worth
as
a
worker
for
the
Lord
in
Christ they represent,be saved?
Our reply is,
|.
etn
2.
¢
SIT
VIA
wn
a
=
a
GAYOSO
PEMISCOT. ,
this
direction? ———————
Mo., Nov. 18, 1877.
SQ
M
e
w
withthe]
~——HANCOCK-&
>
3
.
Yes, they can;
3
church at Terre Haute, Henderson Co.. 11, on Sept.
She § Time-Saving Library Record | Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
according to covenant promise, but on the fact
J, S. DINSMORE, Clerk pro tem.
By the union of two or more of these church. But the meaning of this military figure is
27,at 7, P. M.
GENTLEMEN :(—] must have more of
that what we have has bgen put into our hands
es in one,
settled over by good, devoted
not exhausted, until the Christian brings into
Price, $1.50.
:
your invaluable medicine, and wish that
HoULTON
9%
M.will
be
held
with
the
Patten
church,
for
this
very
purpose.
pastors.
(2.) By evangelistic labors distributremembrance the history of his conflicts with
you would place it here on sale, as the
Oct, 11-13. The Ministers’ Conference will meet at
EBEN SHUTE, 52 Bromfield St., Boston.
The motive of giving is based on the fact
the church, Oct. 11, at 9, A.M.
ed all through this country.
(3.) By funds
God, his subjection by omnipotent grace, and
cost of delivery is too high to individuals.
F. H. PECKHAM, Clerk,
4tthendteow27
Previous to using the Cannabis Indica, I
mostly ‘contributed outside of this region. that we have * freely received.” What is that his subsequent restoration te favor.
had used all the medicines usuall B the Christian has received so freely? Let
We have the whole remedy in this’ form:
the
He who was once accursed has now become
ADAMS & WAUSHARA Q. M. will hold its next sesscribed in my son’s case (CONSUMPTION)
every one count up his mercies, and then
sian with the Lincoln chnrch at the school-house near
union of churches contiguous to each other,
a son.
Mr. Edwards at Pleasant Prairie, commencing Dec.
1 had also consulted the most eminent
Every man is just a conquered rebel, making
settled pastors over them,
Evangelists trav. answer.
6, at 7,P. Mc
W. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
physicians in the country, and all to no
FOR
THE
FALL
TRADE.
Put
in
the
inventory
these
plain
providenterms,
There
is
recorded
in
Roman
history
eling and preaching * everywhere,” sustained

Send for anything wanted in the

SHUTES § S. SUPPLY STORE,

BOOKS

MUSIC

by churches of some or more

ability,

nection with funds raised where
bestowed.

All earnestly 2}

giving, and always
Spirit for immediate
he

most

difficu

con-

the labor is

fork,

generously

depehding on the Holy
and permanent results.

part

o

h

it out, is the money part.
tions and pastors

in

are

plan

n carrying

Evangelists,associa-

more easily

found

than

the needed funds. We have men of means in
Maine. All are by no means poor, and none
so poor as the

illiberal!

Ob,

if such

of

our

brethren as have earthly goods, would but
see their duty and blessed privilege, in the direction we have jndicated, how many poor,
discouraged, if not dead churches would arise,
and leap for joy ! how many precious souls for
whom Christ died, would press into the kingdom of God! Money transmuted into some-

thing more precious than gold,even the eternal

salvation of men! I feel all through my soul,the
importance of raising and saving many churches in Eastern Maine. When we consider what
many of our aged ministers have sacrificed
and

tial blessings,—blessings so constantly bestowed that they have become commonplace,—
forgotten, because never missed: this Christian land,—our Christian homes,—the Christian church.
What wonderful blessings are

all these!
There is a. story of an artist, whose long
years of yearning anticipation were at last
gratified, so that he stoed in the galleries of
Italian art. He solemnly resolved to give

OAKLAND Q. M. will meet with
the Green Oak
church, Oct, 11-13. Rev.E.O.Dickinson will preach
the opening sermon Friday evening, commencing at
7 o’clock.
E. O. DICKINSON, Clerk,

temples and our dwellings; we put our all into

‘session. The meeting will doubtless be protracted,
and the brethren are requested to pray and labor fora
revival ef the church and that a glorious reformation be
the result. Christian workers are invited to be present. Brethren in the ministry, come up to this conference. The programme
isas follows and each one
having assignments-is requested to present a written
essay, time limited to ten minutes,
viz.; every minis~
ter present sketch ofa sermon. Shristign Experience,
D.
Waterman, Doctrine of Holiness, 8. (!.
Kimball.

the hands of the imperial general.
Then, as under solemn covenant, they were
received. But when the army entered, it was
proclaimeéd— Let every man keep his own,

himself up
to
meditation there for
one
hour each day on the simple theme of his

and use it as before; only let him remember
hereafter he is a loyal citizen of Rome!

happiness in the company of such masters as
these. It is neta Christian thing to let the

To every one, his Maker and Master
faithfulness of God force us into forgetfulspeaking from out the innermost glory; ¢
ness.
yourself and your allto me; choose me
Besides all this general benevolence of God,
your God; covenant to my service all
it needs
to be specially noted that the very possessions; and I will become your God
possessions of whieh we are summoned to | your portion forever.” ¢ Freely ye have
give
a portion, are as evidently the gift of ceived, freely give.”

divine love,
as our salvation is the gift of his
grace. In fact, these two are closely linked
together.
:
There was a time when every Christian was
accomplished in years past, and others working and sacrificing still, while some of the best spiritually bankrupt. He was hopelessly involved under sin, and admitted his liabilities
and bravest of God’s elect are now honorably
and joyfully * home at last;” when we con- before the divine law. Solicitous, burdened,
sider, too, the love, labors, and sufferings of utterly helpless, he offered to renounce himJesus for these same churches,

and

dear

sin-

self and consecrate his all, if enly the

Saviour

Graciously
he was taken

at his word.

fullness

perpetual sin, can we withheld prayers, and
tears, and labors? Can we withhold our money
in aiding such good and faithful ministers, as
are willing, with even a very slender support,
to place their strength at the service of these
important intérests? Why not raise a dollar a
member for Home Missions in Maine, if mot
elsewhere? It can easily be done, if we will
but take hold of it in earnest, and hold on till
done. * Then we have $14,000 in Maine alone

that day

to do God’s great work with,

Shall we try?
J.8.B.

ip

writes that the mission-

ary spirit in the O. R. Y. M. ison the increase.
Rev. W.

Palmer,

of Flemington college, re-

ports ten dollars already raised and more will
be done by our very worthy co-laborers in W.
Va.
:
WE learn that Rev. J.

his labors with the

F.

Tufts

Grand

has

Prairie

closed

and

Big

Island churchesin the Marion (Q.) Q. M. and
removed to Wright's Corners, Ind., taking the
pastoral care of several ¥. B. churches in the

Ripley, Ind.,

Q. M....Again

Q. M. and particularly the

his

gladness

verse

of a

hymn:

RATES

These lines did not seem extravagant, but
the most positively literal expression of his

state of mind he could conceive.

He

volun-

teered the covenant, and was perfectly sincere.
He gave himself and all he had over into God’s
hand for time and eternity. Then later came

has the Miami

Pleasant

Plain

F.

B. church met with a sad loss by the relentless
hand of death,in the person of Rev. D. V.
Ross, who departed this life Sept. 7. Brother
Ross, though young in years, was highly esteemed for his many virtues, and was ever

abounding in the works of the Lord.

solemn covenant in the presence of the
ple, when with one of the tenderest but

binding of oaths that the human tongue can
speak, he engaged to put his whole future life,
and possessions, and gains, into the hands of
his God, and said from henceforth he would

live only for him.
Thus it is that all a Christian

Te
is or has be-

longs to God, transferred to bim under his own

Received thus freely, God

now

says freely

give.
It seems hardly possible to state any rule for
contributing, which will fitly fix the amount

for all persons alike.

The terms

our. Saviour

uses are carefully chosen, however.
« Freely” answers to * freely.” If God has
poured out of his treasuresliberally, our ex-

ample

is set.

In

business

y

.

phraseology,
lent

us

what
[

where they will find conveyances to take them to the
meeting.
J. 8. HARRINGTON, Clerk.

Iowa

Notices.

a

FARE.

Grand
excursion to the Anniversaries over the
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R., through the notch of
the White Mountains. Cars leave Portland at 7.15, A.
M., reaching St, Johnsbury in season to connect with
the train for Lyndon. Fare from Portland to St.Johns=
bury and return $4.50, From all other stations on the
,one fare for the roundtrip, Tickets good 10days.
Persons going over this route will be enterfained in
Portland, Monday night,Sept 30, free of any Sipense by
addressing R.Deering, Portland. Me. ,stating the number. Please notify me by the 25th inst., that I may
make arrangements with the railroad.
RU¥US DEERING.
FOREIGN

MISSION.

\
a
The annual meeting of the FREEWIL BAPTIST FOREIGN Miss. S0C., for the election of officers and for
the transaction of any other business that may legall
come before the meeting, will be held in the
Freewill
Baptist church, Lyndon Center, Vt.,, on Wednesduy,
Oct. 2,at2 1-2, P. 3. (See legal notice in the Lewiston,
Me * Journal”).
CHAS. 8. PERKINS, Rec. See.
Portland, Me., Sept. 4, 1878,

it

HOME

MISSIONS.

The annual meeting of the Freew!ll Baptist Home
‘Mission Society, for the cheice of officers and the
transaction of any other business that. may come before it, willbe held in the Freewill Baptist church in
Lyndon Genet, Yt, Thursday, Oct 3, at2 1-2, P, M.
G. F. MOSHER, Sec.
at. 7
Dover,N. H., Sept. 6, 1878.
EDUCATION,

The annual meetingof the Freewill Baptist Eduea~tion Society, for the choice ofoflicers and
the trans
action of any other business
that may
come before it, will’ be held in the Freewill
Baptist meeting-house at Lyndon Center, Vt., on Thursday, Oct. 3,
1878, at 10, A. M.
G.C. WATERMAN, Rec, Sec,

Dover,N. H.. Sept. 11, 1878.

_ ining Bro. John Shannon in: reference to his
call to, and qualifications for the gospel minis.
i
ex .
1
and ) creditable
by thorough
ry. After a very
try.
amination, Bro. Shannon was set apart by the
following programme: Prayer, Rev. S. A.
Currier,

of

Davison;

Sermon,

Rev.

we

:

of fellowship,

S.

A.

Collegiate

Institute.

By vote of Iowa State Educational Sogletr, aMass
Convention ia interest of Wilton Collegiate
Institute will convene at Wilton Junction, Iowa, Oct, 1,
1878, Business ofimvortance will be transacted and a
full attendance is desired. Allin any way interested
in the school are invited,
ER ORDER,
TDLONG PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION will hold a
meeting at Lynaon Center Vt., Oct. 3, at 9, A. M.
2t
W. HM. BOWEN, Sec.

and

or

Chistian labor is a

more

.of it

every
col y newi
for giv-|
Divine call
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Together
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generally,

8

lected music,

matter,

8 reading

(312

pages per year,)

Woman's Mission SBoclety in the vestry of the | I H Foss 8 Haneoek * We per
16“il the church, y Rev. Rev, E. Ii, O. O. Dicki inson, of f Wix- Wix- | ing which no Christian is at. ; liberty ever : to | F.of the
B.church, Lyndon Center, Vt. Tuesday, Oct.1, | ¥rsA Abbott
“
J. A, LOWELL, Cor. Sec. | A friend
r. x.
, and benedigtion ‘by the candidate, Bro. | refuse. We are to give as freely as he gives | at 61-3,

i

+
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m

,

OW Young
“
5
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hotties

Cannabis Indica, box of Pills and pot of
Ointment. Mother has been suffering with
BRONCHITIS for twenty years, and tried
most all kinds of medicine, and says the
is the only

Indica
)

Cannabis

AAS

that

thing

8 i.

pages

se¢

$2 per year

in

Teachers of Sin| ging Classes will please examine
mnward.”
($7,50 per dozen,)
L. O. EMERSON’S
similar to the ¢¢ Emcove,” so widely known. Or
AN. JOHNSON'S ¢ Method for Simging '§
dozen) or: EMERSON
Classes,” ($6.00 per
« Salutation,”

dez.)

per

($12

for

Deep

RIVER, PowesHICK, Towa.

GENTLEMEN :—I have just seen

r

about the Cannabis
Indica. Fifteen
ago itcured my daughter
of the AST!

3

advertisement in m

r;

she had it very bad

I know all

for several years, but

was perfectly cured, and I used to keepthe

medicine on hand to accommodate: my
friends. I have taken a cold lately, and
as I am fearful of it settling on my lungs,

you will please send me'a $9 box of your
1
Jaen
| medicine. Respectfully,
TROUT.

JACOB

y

and

Choirs

io

thal
Consumption
cE
of
SIM
Retail i Price i
a fresh
break
will your
and it Ask
cdy will not dissipate,
Baits
Ge for Beta] Boston.
S11Bresisens Dost
druggiet
hours.
twenty-four
in
cold
|
OLIVER DITSON & C0.,
‘for DR.
JAMES' CANNABIS

.
ils

«
E. Ditson & Ce.,
J.B
922 Chestnut St., Phila.

tf16

5 YEARS to PAY FOR A FARM.
$4 to $10 PER ACRE.
Beech and Maple Land in Michigan, in the Million Acre Grant of the Grand Rapids
and Indiana Railroad Company.

Strong Soil,
Sure Crops,
Plenty of Timber,
No Drought,
No Chinch

No ‘‘ Hoppers,”

Ayers Cherry Pectoral.
For Diseases
of the Throat and Lungs,
as Coughs, Colds, Whooping
. suchCough,
Bronehitis, Asthma,
ND

CONSUMPTION.
Perhaps

marvellous

Ready Markets,

Completed
he

through

™

Grant.

Centre

of

NEW NEW-ENGLAND HOME.
This Land and State are specially suited to the
habits of the THRIETY NEW ENGLAND
FARMER, and is the qest possible opportunity
for placing soms and daughters in & new home,
witb a far better beginning than that of their Fa
thers.
Send for pamphlet, English or German.
Address 'W. 0. HUGHART,
Land

~ equalled

ever

cures,

that

by any other

medicine.

It still makes the most

of Coughs,

Colds, Consumption, that

effectual cures
can: be: made

by medical skill. Indeed, the CHERRY PECTORAL
has really robbed these dangerous diseases of
their terrors to a great extent, and given a feeling
of immunity from their fatal effects, that is well
founded if the remedy be taken in season. Every
family should have it in their closet for the ready
and prompt relief of its members. Sickness, Suf

fering and even life is saved by this timely protec
tion.
MANUFACTURED

DX

R. P. HALL & Co., Nashua, N. H.

Commissioner,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Title perfect

one

8 have won for it a confidence in its virtues,never

Schools.
Railroad

no

secured so wide a repn
tation, or maintained it
80 long as AYER'S CHERRY PECTORAL.
It has
been known to the public
about forty years, by a
#-long-continued series of

Bugs,

Running Streams,
Pure Water,

em-

DICA, and
if they fail you, send to us direct.
One bottle will satisfy the most skeptical. $2 60
er bottle, or three bottles for $6 60.
Pills and
intment, $1 25 each. Address,
CRABDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St, Philadetpiia.
NN. B—~CIRCULARS FREE.

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
em

[No. 1]
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:

pins
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advance.

Forwarded.
BY MAIL.
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Abbottfamilies
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of Managers | A friend Pishon Ferry
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DITSON & CO’S MUSICAL RECORD.
commences
New Weekly
Musical Paper,
Sept. 7.
A wide-awake paper for Music Teachers and
their Pupils, Organis , Players and Music-lovers

Rev HF Worn Randall Atagemy Corlin'’X Roads 0
KanN Y.
WarrenCo Co
Bo lton Cloud
H Divs Fannie
W(' H Hungate

Miss MB
Col ol by
er

60

A

Money Letters Received.

ee

ENTS

Catalogues

;

ini

;

D

: LOVRLACEVILLE, BaLLARD Co., Ky.

lat-

§2 00.

Teachers &c., are invited to sendfor

Mrs W G Bettes—C G Bean—J Baker—dJ GChase—~O
Calkins—=J H Darling—J. H Dodge-P Drake—J H
Dexter—A D Guthrie-=T 8 Grimes—B A Gurney—J
Hoddon-W, Harttord—L Hildreth—M H Kimball—
Lee—S F Mathews—S Mc¢Gooden—R Mitehell—D
W Moulton—J R Niles—W L Noyes—T T Prince—0O
Randlett—N
Ramsdell-W
Russell—Gt 8 Ricker-J
Smigh—D C Sanborn—Mrs W J Stanton—F W Straight
—J M True—A J Wood—W
Williams-=W Walker—
Mrs Dr O P Warren,
des
V
Books

selectthe

best,
large lists of the
containing
Circulars,
d
most sete aid newest books for their use the | gives her relief. JANE

N H.

of the Free Baptist church, Lyn- | J A Marston and Marths A Marston Pine

2
myere will bea meetng of the Board

Complete $2.50; Vocal parts, each

Addresses.

Rev OD Augir Crystal Lake Fla,
Rev Moses
Folsom Center Effingham

and English words,

quisition to the listof Male Quartet books.

MASS, Q. M. will be held with the
Boston church
(Freeman Place Chapel), Wednesday and Thursday,
Oct, 16, 17, commencing Wednesday at 9, A.M,
Itis
expected that the session willbe one ofdeep interest.
2t
GEO. 8. RICKER, Clerk,

Some say there | carriage. We desire to give free entertainment tall. | + ¢ Morrill ki Haverhill N H

everyyy year.
pri Sud the : Sponing fe of
fil

This is an entirely new book, music well

ed, and with German

Mrs § E Jones Addison NY,

ENTERTAINMENT.

John | pose this is what the church wants him to do. | held in the ory

son:
i
Charge and
M. Correy, of Davison;
Bay oo
Currier; Address

Wilton

| is no end to the * calls” for money. Most | but can not. Jiosse Hose who full to Rive ueoes | EdJM Gurduer Niangua Webster Co Mo,
¥ oti Siohiona
i
a
| likely there never will be unless Christians |. Lyndon Center, Vt... .3t
etterSOCIETY.
td SONAR
Dallecy Missions.
¢olfax Ill per GWoreign
ONAN
praying. The world over, there are Pp peo- |
| stop p praying
Zion Hii per J C Printy
| ble who never cease imploring God to open | .
| new fields of usefulness. He scems to sup- Nanas meetin IL ie ee Saptiss Wong's franklin’; J;

Rodgers, of Green Oak; Ordaining prayer, | And he certainly does more

;

BRETHREN OF IOWA :—~Notice has appeared in the
Star, of a meeting at Wilton Junction, Oct. 1, at 2,
P. M,, for the purpose of effecting the consolidation of
the two Y. Ms, of the State,—Iowa and Iowa Northern, The delegates appointed we hope will come without fail, Atthis meeting the F. Baptist preachers of
the State ought‘to organize permanently into an Institute, for mutual benefit,
Will not every one be
present, if possible? Will not the churches see to it
that their
pastors are aided and enconraged
to be
present?
We must do more work and better in Iowa,
The meeting of the Education Society at the same
time aud place, is perhaps the most important meeting the Society bas ever called, and every person interestedin the school, and the interests of the denomination should come. Come one and all.
0. E. BAKER,

t37

On Aug. 22d, the committee appointed at the | have © on call.” And that happens'to be the | ,y, persons purposing to attend the anniversaries
at |
the undersigned
to notify
arerequested
by rail or
also whether
convenience;
earliest
their 1-3,
Inst session of the Oakland: Q: ‘ M., i) met w with | Word we use,Casiand the word 1 withS whieh most | Oct.

the Highland church for the purpose of exam. | refusals are irritably pointed.

Yearly Meetings.

Post-Office

covenant.
That it stands in his name, as a
steward appointed to manage and ‘“ occupy,”
is proof of God’s generous love,

would be fair to say,he has

Ordination,
.

the
peomost

OF

Preaching, D. L. EagerNeal,
K.W. RICKER, Clerk.

North Adams on the D. H, & 8. W. R.R. on Friday,

The Great South American Remedy for all spe
cial diseases, discovered in the great valley of
the
Amazon,
ag a restorer of the nervous and vital
forces; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
full information, send self-addressed envelope to
Hex. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., be
at
N.
X.
y

Anniversary

-

HILLSDALE Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Wheatland church. Opening
sermon by Rev. G.
R. Holt, Friday evening, Oct, 11, Parties coming by
rail please notify
the clerk at Hillsdale, and come to

Potices and Appointments,

¢ Were the whole realm of nature mine,
That were a present fur too small;
Love so amazing, so divine,
Demands
my soul, my life, my all!”

the baptismal vow, the first communion,

Western.
Rev. I. Z. HANING

of

Munsey.
xtemporaneous
iy. Pastoral Fidelity,J.S,

The Harmonia.
FOUR-PART SONGS FOR MALE VOICES.

Condi-

Eph. 5:11, 12,J. Baker. Home Mission, ¥. Reed, Foreign Mission, E. G. York. Church kinance, J. G,

A CARD.

would forgive him.
In the

Christian Faith, Whence Derived, E. Tuttle.

Business Fotices,

ners, to be found by these same agencies, or
lost, it may be, forever in the wilderness of

he sang that wonderful

NEW DURHAM @, M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE will
hold its next session with the Bow Lake
church,
ed Wednesday, Ozt. 9.at 1, P.M, and clos[1
Ing IK

tions nece
to a Revival, H. P. Lamprey.
r-"
ation from the World, C. C. Foster.
bristian
Fellowship. E. W. Ricker.
Ex
s of 2
Cor. 5:1, E.
True. Church Amusements,
D, H. Adams. Pastoral
ork, P. Chesley.
Training
of Converts,
— Plum=mer, Ministerial Finance,
J. C. Osgood. : Church
usfe, E. Blake. Sunday-sehool Work, A. L. Morey.
Methods of the Fathers,
— McDonald, Exegesis of

says,
Give
for
your
and
re.

purpose; but just as soon as he commenced using the. Hemp Remedies he
began to improve in health until I regarded him as about well.
HENRY W. KIMBERLY, M.D.

U

the tale of a great city, entering into the
final
stipulations of surrender.
The =
was
asked of those who came out of the gdtes for
conditions—What do you deliver up? They
replied—Ourselves,and our city; our families,
| and our fields, our water, food, and fuel; our |

an
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THE

Pact.

kitchen I met father,

THE HOLLOWOF GOD'S HAND.
PY

ADELAIDE

STOUT.

I found a bird, and it was sorely hurt

id

=

And wakened all its latent powers to beat
The walls so soft and warm

:

That moved with love’s desire to take it in

that they - were

As “4clef¥” in the firm rock.
In pity, lo, He made * a hiding,place”
Our soul, until its folded wings found rest,
And we *‘ thought” of the * grace”
That maketh for the loved—the wounded soul—

So safe ¢ a hiding place.”
S-0-0-0-b
*+o-re

THE UNSPOKEN NAME.
G. RAMSEY.

And Jacob asked Him and said, Tell me,

1 pray

And he said, Wherefore is it that

- thou dost ask after my name ?...Gen. 32: 29.

O wondrous guest, divinely fair, and bright!
Behold I open wide my door to thee.
My soul hath wrestled with thee through the
night,
:

And owns thee conqueror by divinest

right—

Reveal, I pray thee now, thy name to me.
For my repentance thou hast waited long,
Returning only love for scorn and hate;
And though I did thy matchless grace such

:

And made the bars of sin so high and strong,
Yet hast thou lingered at my guarded gate.

How oft, reclining on my restless bed,
I heard thee knocking, knocking evermore—
I knew the cold, unpitying dews were shed,
The midnight dews, on thy unsheltered head,

O sleepless watcher at my bolted door!

more

must

part.
»
!
Thy love hath won me, I am wholly thine,
The branch, the blossom, thou the living
vine!

To me the fullness of thy grace impart!

Tell me if mortal lips have formed a word
powers

of

heaven

are stirred,
‘When that divinest utterance is heard—

laid for invited

was ready for

them to be summoned into the dining‘room.)
I gave a parting glance at my
well-arranged table, and felt proud. and
pleased. J knew that the dinner was

well-cooked, and the feeling of satisfaction which possessed my soul more than

ensated me for the extra labor and
care I had had in preparing it. "I seated

mysweetlittloin hergirl five
years old, fresh and
clean, starched dress, in her
high chair, and was about to turn to go
into the parlor to call ‘them to dinner,

when
4 sudden cry from her made me
J

by

some terribly

at, overturned a’ tureen of

ie greasy liquid was rapidly

spreading itself over the table. My temper rose in a twinkling, and an angry ex-

clamation
rose to me lips.

I was

over-

wrought with work and excitement, for
the dinner party was not a common occurrence in our quiet household, and our
guests
were those of whom,

to

truth,
I stood somewhat in awe.

tell

the

A min-

ute before, everything was so auspicious
—and now, what should 1 do! It seemed a

drop too much for my tired nerves—many
drops too much for my table-cloth.

I was

about to jerk my child down angrily from
the table, when a blessed

influence

held

me. ITcaught the expression on her face.
Such a sorry, frightened,

I never saw, and suddenly

appealing

a picture

look

of

. the past came, and stood out vividly before my mind’s eye. My child's face revealed feelings which I had “experienced
twenty years before.
:

in

eC SS

I saw, myself

a little

breast.

Then he whispered,

“ Never mind,

little

voice

now:

daughter,

we

all

know ’twas an accident, but I hope you
will take the small lamp when you gd
down cellar again.” Oh! what a revul.
sion of feeling I experienced. It was
such a surprise to me that I was suddenly
overwhelmed with feelings of love and
gratitude, and burying my face in his
whiskers, I sobbed as if my heart were
breaking.
No punishment could have

nervous girl,

about éight years old, in the happy home
of my childhood. It was a stormy afternoon:in winter. It was when coal-oil
lamps were first introduced, and father

had bought a very handsome ome. The
now had drifted up against the kitchen

in

the

we chilkitchen, to

keep the noise and confusion’ away
her.

ground of cultivation in good -manners,
do for children what the church does. As
a priceless family bond, too, parents should
accustom their children to attend with
them their own church.
The household,
by this excellent habit, will be knit more

closely, its integrity preserved, and the
circle will in time, in all probability, become complete around the communion
table.
Good manners imply absolute govern-

ment of self.

This is easily proved by

the contrast between the behavior of educated and uneducated persons in times
of excitement or grief. The former are
restrained, controlled
The latter gesticulate,

and considerate.
shout, weep vio-

lently and attract observation by their
vehemence. They have never learned
the stern beneficence of self-repression.
Allied closely to refinement in manner
is that delicacy and care which insists that
we shall make an agreeable and suitable
toilet for home as well as for company.
Collars and cuffs for Sophie, and smoothly arranged hair at breakfast; and for
John, his coat and his necktie,

and

clean

or more from

too formal.

half as

much,

now,

and

because,

nothing

moved

by

the same God-given impulse that stirred
my father’s heart in that long-ago time, I
was able to press the little frightened

thing to my heart and tell her kindly that

helped to-day? Oh!

how

parents to estimate

the

been

impossible
effect

of

for

these

seemingly little evepts!
.
If it had taken #4
for this to pass
through my mind as it has for me to tell
it, my dinner would surely have been
cold, and my guests tired of waiting.
But it was all done in a twinkling; and
buoyed up by a new and sudden strength,
spread a thickly-folded clean

one

over

as if un-

seen hands and an unseen. presence had
helped
me through it all.—Christian
Weekly,
4904

The manner is an index to the character, an interpreter

of the

life

influences

fations of
the persons to whom it belongs.

It is as

inseparable from the lady or the

gentle-

man as is the perfume from a flower, and

as intangible. Butitis the product of
careful training through those first years
when it is natural to be boisterous and to

give free rein to'impulse., Little children

Of that we

may

be

sure.—

M. E. Sangster in Christian Intelligencer.

‘I WILL MAKE YOU REPENT IT!”
|“ The following story was originally told
Dr. Percival of Manchester; but we give it as

peated by De Quincey
Sketches.”]

by
re-

in his ¢‘ Autobiographical

A young officer (in what army, no matter) had so far forgotten

himself, in a

moment of irritation, as to strike a private

soldier, full of personal dignity (as sometimes happens in all ranks), and distin-

guished for his courage.

The inexorable

laws of military discipline forbade to the
injured soldier any practical redress,—he
could look “for no retaliation by acts.
Words only were at his command ; and,in

the tumult of indignation,
away, the soldier said to

he would ‘* make him

as he turned
his

repent

officer

that

it.”

This,

from

I was feeling very important, help-

remorse ; and thus the irritation

between

the two young men grew hotter than
before.
Some
weeks
after
this a
partial action took place with the enemy.
Suppose yourself a spectator, and looking
down into a valley occupied by the two
armies. They are facing each other, you
see, in martial array.

But itis

no

more

than a skirmish which is going on; in the
course of which, however, an occasion
suddenly arises for a desperate service.
A redoubt, which has fallen inte the

ene-

my’s hands, must be recaptured at any
price, and under circumstances of all

but hopeless difficulty.

A strong party

has volunteered for the service; there

is

a cry for somebody to head them; you
brought up in homes where everybody is
see a soldier step out from the ranks 'to
polite, acquire polite - ways insensibly,
assume
this dangerous leadership; the
and yet every mother knows how often
party
moves
rapidly forward; in a few
she has had to remind her boys to take off
minutes
it
is
swallowed
up from your eyes
their hats, to shut the doors quietly, and
in
clouds
of
smoke;
for
one-half hour,
to

speak in low and pleasant tones.
Equally, girls need this quality of precision in

their

education,

and

‘in these

however

thorough

days there sometimes seems to be danger of forgetting, for both sexes, that
mere study of books,

and extended, will not impart ease and
grace, familiarity with social usages, and
attractive bearing in the parlor.
How pleasant it is to invariably be
thanked for an act of courtesy, and how
awkward to render thanks and to find
them received as a mere superfluity.
How delightful it is to come in from the
world with its friction, its bustle,

and

its

inevitable confusion, and find in the home,
a haven . of rest, of quiet, of peace; a
place of low tones, and tender words,
and unselfish
mutual
consideration.
This can not be where, in all the house,
there is no sacred spot kept apart from
children’s play, as a withdrawing room
for conversation and company.
A parlor
where tops and kites bivouac on the so-

fas,

where

little

sticky

fingers leave

marks on the books, and where the piano

windows, so, although it was not yet is open for the incessant untutored drummight, the lamp was lighted. Mother ming of lawless individuals of six and
eight, is not a refuge for the weary father
was sick in bed up-stairs, and
dren were gathered

hearts must ever be,it
only the supplement to the regular sanctuary services,
and it can not, even on the purely lower

can ever efface the memory of it from my
mind.
How I loved my father to-day, as the
sight of my own little girl's face brought
itall so freshly before me. Will she
love me as dearly,I wonder, twenty years

affected me

and mother:

Neither is a household

in

which children are privileged to tear
wildly up and down, shouting, hurrahing

and quarreling, a successful educational
ing get supper ; at any rate, I imagined I institute. From so
rough a chrysalis,
washelping, and, in my officiousness, I
the
delicate-m
annered
young lady or the
seized that lamp and went down cellar
for some butter. I tried to set it on the polished young man can not emerge.

shock that gave me.
paralyzed.

I seemell almost

I didn’tdare to go up-stairs,

effect on good manners,

ground

and

of its

setting

al-

together aside the high claims of
duty
and of spiritual growth, itis an excellent
to makeit worse, I heard father's voice |
in the, kitchen. He had cautioned us ‘all, thingto take children to church. The
again and again, to be careful of that enforced self-control which they necessarily learn by the behavior
and I was afraid to stay down there,

and,

1amp, and now, thereit lay, smashed to
pieces! Bu
hist
voice seemedto give
me

the impetus I neededto go up, and meet

the scoldi
or whippi
ng ng, or both. which

1 felt sure awaited me, and which I really
felt I deserved. So 1
crept up over the
dark stair-way,
mr

and

as

I entered

the

there, is an advantage to

all future years.

obligatory
them through

The habit of listening

25,

1878.

LS

¢¢ The best meal I ever ate was

in Au-

dersonville prison.”

4, * Why, Frank, how was that ? I thought
you did not have much high living in
that place.”
‘You'd better believe, Aunt Mary !”
““ Well, then, do tell me

how

it came

about.”
had

been

out—four

men of
US—getting our wood (we were
trotted out about once a fortnight, under
guard, to pull our wood from the swamps,
and bring back what we could. We were
too weak to carry much of a load, and
generally had to drop half we started

with), and we came across a fellow who
had some dried apples to sell. We wanted them awfully; so we offered such
treasures as we had—things we had man-

aged to conceal when we were stripped
before entering the prison—and got a few,
maybe two dozen pieces. What a luxury
they seemed to us! ‘We debated a good
while about what to do with them. You'd
have laughed to hear us. Congressmen
are not more eager about the passage of
their favorite bills. We wanted to make
the most of those apples, I tell you,

Aunt

Mary, though every one of us longed to
eat them just as they were. Well, we
concluded to put them and our rations all
together and boil them.”
*¢ What were your rations, Frank?”
¢¢ Oh, Indian meal—coarse

stuff, full of

cobs, and stones, and lumps of dirt; but
we picked out the worst of it, and stirred
in plenty of water and tied it up in a bag,
and hung it over the fire ina pot of hot
water.”

‘How came you to have a pudding
bag? You did not often boil pudding,
did you?
:
“I guessnot. But'I had an old coatsleeve that made a first-rate bag for us.”
““ Was water so plenty with you? There
was great lack in some of the prisons.”
+ That was after the spring broke out
within the very walls of that great prisonpeti. That spring, Aunt Mary, was about
as good as the one Moses started out of

the rock in the wilderness; and I think

‘twas as great a miracle as that was.”
“I don’t know but it was. I saw an
account of that, and have wished I could
hear of it from one who had seen it.”
“I've been to it a hundred times.
‘Twas a clear, cool spring, and never
failed while Andersonville was a prison.
I don’t know how ’tis now.”
‘ But had you utensils for cooking, and
| | for holding water?”
““ Qur wits furnished us’ with about

everything we had.

Ope of the fellows

had a boot-leg that we fitted up and made

a first-rate water-bucket.

Few

others

had anything so good as that.”
“ Well, the pudding?

How

long

did

you keep it boiling?”
“You may as well think ’twas hard
work to wait for that. We humped down
around the fire and watched the pot;
some of the boys wanted to take it out before it was

half

used all my

cooked.

I talked,

and

elog

others to let it stay. I told them the
longer it boiled the better it would be. I
tried all kindsof games
minds;

Lire’ oF MME.
DE LA ROCHEFOUCAULD,
Duchess of Doudeauville, Founder of the
Society of Nazareth.
Translated from the
French.
Boston: Houghton, Osgood & Co.
12mo. pp. 336.
One can not but admire the estimable piety
of the subject of this memoir,although one may

wonder at the credulity

“ Why, our mess

to divert

told marvelous stories

their

about

my

mountain life : got them to pitch stones,
and play odd end even—everything I
could think of; but our mouths watered
for that pudding, and some of the boys

thought they should die if they did not
have it soon. But I think we boiled it
two or three hours.”
¢ Poor fellows! I wonder you
wait.”
:

could

sympathize

exercised,

and failto

in the.forms of belief.

Yet, Prot-

estants, in their zeal for active work, would do
well to often pause and ponder over the faith
of the Catholic church.
Mme. Rochefoucauld

was brought up from childhood under Catholic influences. The severity of her home led
her to regard a convent as

a blessed

lieved, and

at liberty

to

return.

the river you see it ascending.

From

The

to remember that, but I've had all the
Indian meal I want, if I live five hundred

plume-crested officer in command rushes ‘years."— Zion's Herald.
0-0-0
forward, with his left hand, raising his
+o
hat in homage to the blackened fragments
SOME INTERESTING
of what once was a tlag whilst,

with

his

:

DATES.

right hand, he seizes that of the leader,
though no more than a private from the
ranks. That perplexes you not; mystery
you see none in that. For distinction: of

Dates are generally dry reading; but
there is sometimes a significance in the
mere grouping of dates; and the reader
will find such significance in an attentive
consideration of the following events, all

order perish, ranks are confounded,

occurring, he will observe, within the lim-

‘‘high

and low” are words without a meaning,
and to wreck goes every notion or feeling
that divides the noble from the noble,

or

the brave man from the brave. But
wherefore is it that now, when suddenly
they wheel into mutual recognition, suddenly they pause? This soldier, this officer,—who are they? O reader, once before they had stood face to face ; the soldier
it is that was struck ; the officer it is that
struck him. Once again they are meeting, and the gaze of armies is upon them.
If for a moment a doubt divides them,

in

a moment the doubt has perished. One
glance exchanged between them publishes
the forgiveness that is sealed forever. As

accounted dead, the officer sprang forward, threw his arms around the neck of
the soldier and kissed him, as if he were
some martyr glorified by that shadow of
death from which he was returning;
whilst, on his part, the soldier, stepping
back and carrying his open hand through
the beautiful motions of the military salute
to a superior, makes this immortal an-

to what is above their easy comprehension is an estimable intellectual disei- swer,—thaf answer which shut up forever
pline. Iisa very great pity that so the memory of the indignity offered to
many American families appear to regard him, even whilst for the last time alluding
toit: Sir,” he said, “I told you bechurch-going
as intended only for adults. |
fore that I would make you repent it.”

its of litile over a century: Post offices a
were first established in 1464; printed
musical notes were first used in 1473;
watches were first constructed in 1476;
America was discovered in 1492;

the first

retreat,

and she would gladly have devoted her life
to its seclusion, but the commands of her
mother summoned her into more public life;
so reluctantly she yielded to the voice that

covery of the true system of the universe
in 1517; Luther was summoned before
the diet of Worms in 1521; Xavier, the
first great missionary of modern Christianity,

Albert

planted the cross in India in 1526;

Durer

gave the world

of future wood-engraving

a prophecy

in 1527; Jer-

gens set the spinning-wheel in motion in
1530, the germ of all the busy wheels and
looms of ten thousand future factories.
Henry VIII. of England finally and forever broke with the pope in 1532; Ignatius Loyola founded the order of the Jesuits in 15635; Calvin founded the university of Geneva in 1537; modern needles
first came into use in 1545; the first knives

were used in England, and the first
wheeled carriages in France in 1559;
Torquato Tasso wrote in 1560 ; religious
liberty was grantedto the Huguenots in

France in 1562, and was followed

massacre

of St. Bartholomew

by

the

in 1572;

Cervantes wrote Don Quixote in 1578 ; the

first newspaper was published in England
in

1588;

telescopes

were

invented

in

1590 ; Spencer, Shakespeare, Bacon, Kepler, Tycho Brahe were contemporaries in
1590—these are some of the more important headlands of European history within a single century.—ZLyman Abbott in
Sunday Afternoon.

Four papers that will attract attention in the
October Atlantic are ‘“ Abuse of Taxation,”

‘ The Relations of Labor and Capital,” the
first of a series of sketches of *‘ The Home

Life of the Brook Farm Association,” anda
paper discussing ¢ Certain Dangerous Tendencies in American Life,” The last raises
many grave questions.

It portrays very strik-

ingly certain evil facts and tendencies

all good citizens deplore,
resulting from

which

depicting the evils

the civil war;

extravagance,

nation; the disintegration of religion, and the
uprising of a large class that is indifferent to

revolution came, her husband was forced into
exile, her mother-in-law was kept in prison for
a lorg time, and her sister-in-law was executed, but, by her courage and wisdom, she preserved her estates and children in safety.
Under the reign of Napoleon the family was reunited. Her sister, Mme.
de. Montesquiou,
was appointed governess to the young king of

science, law, or religion, and aims at political
control.” This danger is very forcibly stated,
and just now it is of the utmost importance
that itbe understood.
The various instrumentalities that should be employed to set the

Rome.

Mme. Rochefoucaald met trouble and

the death of her nearest friends
with Christian resignation, but

and relatives
ever mindful

of her early inclination for a cloister

life, she

decided to erect a convent and make it also a
place of burial for her daughter and motherin-law.
Thus was founded the order of Nazareth.
The various political dangers of France
affected materisily the community,
but Mme.
Rochefoucauld deprived herselfof all luxuries,
and even comforts, that she might be able to
contribute generously for their support.
As
she became aged she whelly lest her eyesight,
but she bowed humbly to the affliction, saying

that it was the way God had taken to draw her
away from the things of this world.
in 1849, at the sage of eighty-five.
The translation is very literal, and

culiarities of the French

She died
the

language

pe-

are often

preserved,but only sufficiently to attract attention without
embarrassing the text.
The
more we study such characters as that of Mme.
Rochefoucauld the better we shall understand
the power of the Catholic religion and some
of the causes which have kept it alive through
‘so many centuries.
Also, by contemplating
such piety and devotion, we shall be led toa
more tolerant spirit towards those of different
beliefs. In her self-sacritice and consecration
Protestants will find much that is worthy of
imitation.
:
Some
papers on Chrigtian
Baptism,of
which Rev. John G. Fee, of Berea, Ky., is the
author, and which have already
appeared in

the weekly

Witness

and

in

and

by thie author in book

They ake

form.

ficiency of the prevalent
worship to energize the

times right, are
people thinking.

published

a

16mo volume of 198 pages, and are concerned
principally with a discusdion of the action and
subjects of baptism.
The author maintains
that the word bapto means to dip or immerse,
and that immersion in water is the only Scriptural mode.
He takes a strong position against
infant baptism, although he passed the first
years of his ministry as a Pedo-baptist.
His
book presents for the consideration of others
the train of reasoning that led him to his pres-

ent belief on the subject. It is easily read, and
will be found useful to those who wish a simple and straightforward presentation of the

alleged inef-

religious
moral

ideas and

forces

of the

indicated sufficiently to set
The article on taxation crit-

icises severely the finaneial policy of Boston,
and may fit other cities as well.
The paper
on the labor question is a thoughtful and temperate discussion of a subject that imperatively
demands attention. The
remaining contents
include poems, a story by Harriett Beecher
Stowe, installments of Mr. James’s and Mr.
Scudder’s serials, a paper on * The Meaning
of Music,” by Richard Grant White, and the
well filled departments of * The’ Contributors’
Club” and
* Recent
Literature.”— Boston:
Houghton, Osgood & Co.

The Sermonizer, which is a monthly

mag-

azine devoted to homiletical literature, contains in the September number one full ser‘mon, outlines of sermons on the International Sunday-school lessons for the present quarter, sketches of seven
sermons by different

preachers, a collection

of miscellaneous arti-

cles on homiletical topics, and an editorial arti-

cle on ‘* Ministerial
Pa.: Rev.

Exuberance.”—Lebanon,

J. C. Hornberger,

The September number of
American History (A. 8.
New York, Chicago and New
its appearance with its usual
leading article is an elaborate

the Magazine of
Barnes
& (o.,
Orleans) makes
regularity.
The
sketch of one of

the celebrated houses of the State of New York,
entitled. ““ An Old Kinderhook Mansion,”
and drawn by the loving hand of the veteran
antiquarian, Henry Cruger Van Schaacks This

building was erected

in 1774

by David

Van

Schaack,and is one of the most imposing structures in the historic village where the Sage of
Lindenwald grew cabbages and taught democ-

racy.

the - Christian

Standard, have been collected

The exterior and interior are describ-

ed with

minute

accuracy,

from

the

massive,

mahogany battustrades;
black av ebony, With
age and fingering, down to the Scriptural

which garnished the

tiles

old-fashioned open fire-

place. Mr. Van Schaack, ina pleasant and
gossipy manner, tells many anecdotes of the
old place, its inhabitants, and its visitors—
magnates
of many Jands.
The article is illustrated with a capital picture of the house. The

publication of Mr. Loubat’s sumptuous Medallic History

of the United States

has

aroused

Mr. T. Bailey Myers to tell us what he

of Our National Medals.

William

knows

L.

Stone

_contributes an article on the Moundbuilders;
and hints not only at their Egyptian origin,

but at the possibility of their occupation of the
argument for immersion in water as the true
“baptism, withr adults, or those who have come |
points to the peculiar character of some Into the years of understanding, for the subdian antiquities recently found at Seneca Falls
jects.
=~
and Saratoga. Lake, drawings of which are

It is in order to talk about * the solid Quar-.
terlies” when you come to the Princeton Re-

view.

Although it

is not

a quarterly

at all

but a bi-monthly. Neither is it solid in the
sense of heaviness. It is full of timeliness, It
is the best exponent of the most interesting
phases of thought in theology, philosophy,
polities, science,

have.

literature

Neitherare

and

art,

that

we

its contributors limitedto

this country, but comprise the best writers in
Europe as well. Whatever may be its financial condition, it is certainly making headway

Forest University, contributes a paper on “J.
S. Mill and
the Destruction
of Theism ;”
Principal S8hairp,of the University of St. Andrews, writes of “The Aim of Poetry ;” Prof,

John Venn,of the University of Cambridge,
discusses
The Foundations of Chance;” Ex-

President
Mark Hopkins has
a paper on
“ Faith ;” ¢ The Political Outlook in France”
is the subject of a paper by Rev. Dr. Robert L.
Stanton, of Cincinnati; Arthur Arnold, of London, has an article on “ The Cost of a Landed
Gentry,” and the Rt. Rev. the Lord Bishop
of Gloucester and Bristol discusses: *‘ The An-

glo-Catholic Movement.”—New
Princeton Review.
Sunday

Afternoon

York:

The

presents its accustomed

up to the standard that characterized it at the
beginning, and is exercising a wholesome in-

dis-

He also talks’ about

of the same faith as herself.
She was an ornament to the court of Louis XVI. When the

in 1493;

his

modern commercial life.

fluence..; The opening

It keeps

article in the

October

number, “ A Workingman’s Story,’ is one of
the most forceful presentations of the laborquestion that we have seen.
It is both a
graphic account of personal experience as a

tramp, and a forcible statement by

an

unem-

ployed workingman of that problem which
stares 80 many of his fellow laborers in the
face now, viz.: How to. keep starvation from

their families.
and also true,

It is timely and

suggestive,

In the form of a pleasant sketch

about “ Mrs, Barnard’s Church sy’ Mary A. E.
Wager-Fisher

states

the

reasons

for

and

against women as ministers. Those wishing to
be posted on the subject should read it. “Will
or Environment?” by Rev. Dr. J. T.Tucker,

of Boston, discusses in a readable way whether

a person’s will or his surroundings have’
most influence in shaping his character. “The
English Reformation?”is treated by the compe-

tent pen of Rev, Lyman Abbott.Mrs. Clara B.
Martin, of Boston, in * Modecai Cohen and
Emanuel Deutsch,”

the well-known

sketches

Modecai

the

original of

in Daniel Deronda,

He was a noble character. E. E, Hale’s serial,
the ¢ Chips from a North Western Log,” and

4 Fishers of Men” are continued.

* Judith

is concluded.

Mary

A.

P.

Stansbury

has

also given. The Original Documents are peculiarly interesting. First, we have for the first
time printed the Report of General Petrus
Stuyvesant of his Journey to the Esopus in
1638, to look to the affairs of that outlying
settlement; then comes the order for the
attack of the allied forces under Count D’Estaing and Colonel Laurens upon the City of
Savannah, in 1779. For a reprint the Rditor
supplies a translation of an account of: La

Salle’s Exploration of the Mississippi in 1681,
from the second volume of Margry’s French
Discoveries and, Settlements, copies of which
yet await the order of Congress for distribution. Notes, Queries and Replies, and elaborate literary notices of recent historical puplications, complete the number,
‘A contract has just been

a

signed

by Messrs.

Claxton, Remsen& Haffelfinger, publishers in
Philadelphia, and a well-known editor and
author, for the preparation and publication of
a series of books

suitable

for counting-house

libraries,to be known as the * Business Library
Series.”

The leading object

of this

series

is

to collect together for the benefit of the young,
the “ learning touching

negotiation

or busi-

ness” which Bacon deplored had not been reduced to writing, and consequently men must
spend half their days in finding out what

should have known

in the beginning.

they

These

volumes will be of convenient size, of about
400 large 12mo pages each, and though prepared by different authors , will be under one
editorship.
One. of the
volumes,
entitled

“ Common

Sense in Business,” by

Edwin

T.

Freedley, will be issued early in September;
and this will be followed by another entitled
‘“ Home Comforts, or Things Worth Knowing in every Household,”
in which
young
wives are instructed how they may save, by
good management, a portion of the money; the
other teaches their husbands how to edrn.

Such books are greatly
their publication will
agement.
.

needed; and we
meet

sufficient

hope
encour:

The Prayer Meeting and ts Improvement,

published by W. G. Holmes, Chicago, has
run through its first edition rapidly, and a second edition,revised and enlarged by the author,

has already

A

appeared.

néw

edition

¢¢ Speeches and
Shepard’s.

of Wendell

Phillips's

Lectures” is ready at Lee &
3

.

MUSIC.

Amorig other recent

publications

O. Ditson

& Co. (Bdston) send us sheet music

with the

following titles: ¢ Maiden’s Flower Song,” by .
Pinsuti, and ©“ Maiden May,” by Gatty. “Caw!
Caw!” imitation of crow music; ** Domino
Grand Waltz,” by Carl Bohm; * Minnesota
March,” by Carrie Varney, and an ¢ Irre-

pressible Polka,” by Johnston. A Mr. Allen
contributes a new quartet arrangement of the
¢ Star Spangled

Banner.”

Glorious Tidings is the title of a new Sun-

day-school singing book recently published by

White, Smith & Co., Boston. It is prepared
by H. 8. Perkins and W. W. Bentley, and gu
contains a large
songs and music.

and Judah,” by the author of ‘“Tom’s Heathen,”

.

‘* Work for the Unemployed,” and **Expounding Providences,” and has the usual *‘ Notes,
on Current Events.”
:

greed for money, dishonesty; the

excellence and variety of contents.

announced

story, and there is another, * Tramps and
Agents.”
The poets of the number are Paul
H. Hayne, Lucy Larcom, Caroline Leslie, and
M. E. Bennett.
In‘ Preaching Honesty” the
editor urges the need that® Thou shalt not
steal” should be translated into the terms of

seemed to say to her, * No—in the world,
against all thine inclinations.” = She was soon
married to a young man who was fortunately

printing-press was set up at Copenhagen
Copernicus

See

\

Riterary HBebieko,

AN ANDERSONVILLE PUDDING.

from behind these clouds, you receive
‘“ Well, we smelled it while ‘twas boil- in point of literary and moral excellence. The
hieroglyphic reports of bloody strife, ing, and when it was taken up in the September number opens with a paper by
fierce repeating signals, flashes from the steam of it made us almost crazy, and we Henry Calderwood, LL. D., of the University
of Edinburgh, in which he discusses ¢ The
guns, rolling musketry, and exulting hur- weren't slow in getting some into our Problem
of the Human Will;”
Prof. Henry
rahs, advancing or receding, slackening mouths, hot as it was. ButI never, be- Coppee, of Lehigh University, writes
of
or redoubling. At length all is over; the fore or since ate anything that began to | ‘‘ Art as an Interpreter of History;” Judge
redoubt has been recovered; that which taste so good as that did, nor ever shall.” Pitman, of Massachusetts, the well-known
temperance jurist, considers the “ Taxation of
was lost is found again ; the jewel which
“ Why, Frank, I will make you just
had been made captor is ransomed with such a pudding, leaving out all the cobs the Liquor Traffic;” ¢ Science and a Future
State’” is the subject of a paper by Balfour
blood. Crimsoned with glorious gore, and dirt, any day.”
Stewart, F. R. 8., of Owens College, Manchesthe wreck of the conquering party is re- . *“ No, I thank you, Aunt Mary. I like ter, Eng. ; President Daniel 8. Gregory,of Lake

Awkward, clundsy, boorish and insufferaI didn't give it ble
young folks must be the result of
room enough, and down it went on the
half-barbarous childhood.
;
cemented floor. 1 never shall forget the
one who recovers a brother whom he had
Merely on the one lower

hanging shelf, butalas!

SEPTEMBER

Precious as the Sunday-school is, and excellent as'its work on oa
minds and

hands are matters of course in a wellbred family. Nor will Nettie, if she be
a polite young lady, finish her dress in
the street, by so much as the putting on
of her gloves.
All will be finished at
home before she appears in public.
We
are in far more peril of too, lightly esteeming conventionalities than of being

ly, that I couldn’t help feeling

A REMINISCENCE.

look back. She had,

close to his

oh! so kindly, I can hear his

STAR,

| ner. Strange to say, the awe I had been |
wearing the shape of a menace, naturally
feeling for my guests was gone. I felt
rekindled the officer's’ anger, and intereasy and tranquil, and such a remarkable
cepted
any disposition which might be
spirit of happiness and sociality pravailed, and everything passed off so smooth- rising within him towards a sentiment of

Family | @ircle.
guests, and. everything

child’s

the place, and called my company to din-

~—— Speak it to me; and make my joy the saine.

My dinner table was

in my

I quickly wiped off the soiled tablecloth,

So sweet, so holy it may be thy name—
and

saw

it, when she is a mother, as I have

Reveal thy name to me, O friend divine,

thrones,

1

face to-day. In a minute he had lifted
me in his arms and was hugging ne

and that I knew she would be more care-

Is radiant with the glory of thy face.
no

con-

ful another time? Will she be helped by

Within my heart, unworthy of thy grace,
For all terrestrial beauty fades beside
Thy beauty, and the solemn eventid e

I know the

that

I knew she didn’t mean to spill the gravy,

But now I pray thee, enter and abide

henceforth

for

fused and sorry that I couldn't speak.
But upon glancing again at father I saw
‘| the angry look die out of his eyes, and
one of tenderest pity take its place. 1
doubt not that he saw the same look in
my face, then, that

‘Whose closing seemed to Li

For thou and I

horror-struck,

As for me, I felt so frightened, so

And to ourselves we seem shut in a * cleft;”
‘We move our soul’s strong wings
To beat the walls; but after weariness
The tender knowledge brings
That it is God who makes his hand to be

wrong,

stern:

lamp had been the subject of too much
talk and wonder to be smashed without
creating a sensation.

From the mid-summer storm.

thee, Thy name.

a

father would do, and I saw by their faces

On a bent twig, our hands shut over it,

BY V.

such

stood silently around, waiting to see what

And drooping filmy-eyed
And it was terrified;

with

look on his face that I was frightened. I
saw that theré was no need to tell him
what had happened. He had heard the
crash, and if he hadn't, I guess my face
would have told the story, The children

MORNING

variety of fresh, sparkling,
- It will prove attractive andi

“useful in the Sunday-school.
Cow

I

|
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own | has secured both

his

knows

he

when

ad- | Times.

vance. Her route toward the Hindoopowers.— Oriental Proverb.
Koosh has been traced out for her by the
|
ca_ love abandon only when natures are
able of the extreme reverse.—Margaret Ful- | passage of Gen. Abramoff as his brother-

.
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:
50 New Parlor Games,
30th thou.
‘01 Py “his

Iam going to tell you ofa trip to the
envoys; and should she open herself a|
second gateway into Afghanistan from | mountain of Texocosingo, famous in
the west, the future will offer to England | Aztec days as being the pleasure-garden

mairy.— Fuller
The manner of a vulgar man] has freedom |
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The Utica Herald says that at a recent cyenlarte
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AN INDIAN POET KING.

:

as

Commercial College.

each.

of civil engineering.
kand om the east and Khiva on the west | will be Central Turkey's 2gain.—N. Y. | ent SHbragches
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RD
of Russia's

*

pdb

conquest of Kho- | fluence that what is Southern India’s loss | struction’to perfect themselves in differ-

The

stroke.of death.

:

Lk

Eoncatronal,

of in-

four years

position has been removed forever by the | and such has been the gentle maiden’s in- | in France are to have

:

seldom fails

One

ui

sent to

years and then ser
two
In a week they | land study
they are margied, | two hii 8 the British Navy. 2 Those

to secure himself against that of Great |love almost at sight.
Britain. *¢ Yakoub Beg’s” vigilant op- | were engaged, now

Memory always obeys the commands of the

heartompivarol.

i
Chinamen

young

)
of a | England an nd Foang 1
aggression of Russia; to-day he is eager | lands, when he met the daughter
and the two fell in | complete their education, those in Engmissionary,
to ally himself with the Czar in order | Turkish
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News has just been received that a very

Hetos Summary,
‘OURRENT EVENTS.
Politics in the Bay

last graduating
‘class numbered
ten, one
a ltdy—all of whom entered Bates.
During
the four years that he has been here, forty
young men have completed
the course of
study, ‘and thirty-eight of these have entered

de-

structive tornado and partial tidal wave swept

State.

one

Last week was an unusually interesting

over the island of Hayti on the 3d, 4th,and 5th
inst., demolishing a large number of public
and private buildings. + At Aux Cayes, 434
houses were destroyed inlessthan three hours.

At St. Louis and Cavaillon

Bates. The first time that the $300.00 mathematical prize at Bowdoin College was awarded,it Was givento one of Mr. Baldwin’s grad-

only four houses

were left standing, and men, women and chil
in the politics of Massachusetts. The Democratic State Convention was preceded with a dren were swept into the sea and drowned; at
good deal of commotion in political circles of various places, houses were carried out to sea
the party.

The State Central Committee fear-

decided

ing the power of the Butler delegates

to outwit then in some manner, and planned
not to admit Butler men if it was possible” to

At five o'clock, Tuesday morn-

keep them out.

ing, however, some of the Butler delegates
forced an entrance at the rear door of Mechanie’s hall in Worcester, where the Democratic

remained

Convention was to be held, and

the hall, and did not finish

till they

day

the

in

had nominated Gen. Butler as the Democratic
of the

Some

candidate for Governor.

Demo-

cratic leaders repudiate this action and are to
hold what they call a convention in Boston
this week. But having a majority of the delegates and holding the Convention at the time
and place called, there seems to be no
but that Ben Butler is the Democrati®

nee.

ht

question
nomi-

But it is thought that the tactics used by

him to capture the Convention has materially
lessened his chances of being Governor.
One
paper has well suggested there need be no
further comment than to imagine such a crowd
in the Massachusetts State House next winter
as that which enthusiastically hailed the General as their standard bearer at Worcester.—
The Republican Convention held in the same
city on Wednesday, was a quiet and honorable meeting, nominating Mr. Talbot for Gov-

ernor.

The candidate is known

as

a temper-

ance man, among his other fitting qualities for
the office, and will get the temperance vote
generally.
The
Republicans have a strong
ticket in the field.
The

Maine

Election.

Since we did not have a copy of the Constitation of Maine at hand while speaking of the
State election in last week’s issue, we could
not state just what it said in regard to the
matter when there was no election of Govern-

or by the people.

We are indebted

to a cor-

respondent for the words of the Maine

Consti-

tution in regard to this:

.

But if no person shall have a majority of
votes, the House of Representatives shall, by
ballot, from the persons having the four highest number of votes, on the lists, if so many
there be, eleet two persons, and make return

of their names

to

the

Senate

of whom

Senate shall, by ballot, elect one who
declared the tovern or.
Machine

the

shall

be

Ld

~~

and dashed in pieces,and at Coraille the American schooner: Warden was lost, the crew es
caping.
The distress occasioned by the disaster is said to be fearful.
The coffee crop of
the island is nearly ruined, and at Jacmel half
a million pounds of wool were swept away.
The loss of life is not yet fully known; but is
supposed to be very great.

it has the very

tion of Mr. Hanson,

branch of the

government

together with

a liberal

these between $25.00 and $35.00 per term. The
remaining third spend from $45.00 to $55.00
per term.
These figures include all expenditures except clothing and traveling. expenses.
Two years ago I Jooked up some facts relative
to this
school and reported them in the
Star. Itisnow
a pleasing task to pencil the
indications of growth aud prosperity which
have come and are coming to this fitting department. One can not converse long with Mr.
Baldwin without feeling his deep interest in
the scholars individually as well as the school
in general.—E. A. S.
:

Dean Stanley of Eng., occupied the pulpit
of Trinity church, Boston, last Sunday, speaking on the points of combination of the west
and east in true religion,
and the historical
proof that Christianity isto become the universal religion.
In Missouri 23 greenback papers are
ing war on the ¢ bloated bondholdey.”

Notwith-

endowment and an English course, makes ‘the
institution at Waterville what itis.
As the
Latin School grows,
it more and more needs
a new building. Now a few words as to the cost
to students of attending this school:
About
ofte-third of the students live in Lewiston and
Auburn, and, consequently, board at home.
About one-third board themselves, and it costs

Rumors have been afloat that the government is purposing to recede from its policy to
resume specie payments on the 1st of January.
Over his own signature, Secretary Sherman
declares these rumors to be unqualifiedly false,
and that there will be'no change of position go |
far as the executive
is concerned.

best of teaching.”

standing his severe exactions as to scholarship, Mr. Baldwin is liked by the students.
* The boys all like Mr. Baldwin,” was a remark I heard.
If I remember rightly it has
been four years since a serious case of diseipline has occurred, and the last boy expelled
is just now a defeated candidate for the State
Senate on the Greenback ticket. The current
receipts for ‘tuition and room-rent have increased more than a third during the past
four years. At present, Mr. Baldwin has the
largest number commencing
Greek that he
has ever had, as the present is also his largest
graduating class.
As a fitting school this
stands second in the State in the number of
its graduates.
The long established reputa-

One of the most beneficent kind of charities
is that ofthe free evening classes in science
and art at the Cooper Union, New York city.
Applications have been received since Sept. 12,
and 995 students have been admitted to the various classes, and applicants will continue to
be received this week.
There are still vacancies in the classes of algebra, geometry, trigonometry, analytical geometry, descriptive geometry, calculus, mechanies, natural philosophy, elementary chemistry, analytical chemistry and mineralogy and geology.
Vacancies
also exist in the classes for perspective, ornamental and industrial drawiog and modeling
in clay.

wag-

At Sacramento, Friday, Postmaster-General
Key and party were received at the Capitol by
Gov. Irwin and the State officers. The Governor added to the address of welcome some observations in regard to the question of Chinese
immigration and urged upon Gen. Key, asa
member of the Federal Administration, to do
all in his power to mitigate the evil.
Gen.
Key, in reply, said the subject had been
deg

bated in Cabinet.

Politics.

The people despise machine politics, it is
said constantly.
Do those who proclaim these
words give due credit to one of the most potent
causes of machine poliics? The N. Y. Observ-er in speaking of the efforts of Dr. Crosby and
his co-laborers in their attempt to enforce the
. license law of New York, says: “ The more
men licensed to sell it, and the more who sell
without license, and the more intemperance
there is, the easier it is for trading politicians,

uates. As to the character of the scholarship of
the students,said a member of the college faculty
to me, * We never knew of any students fitted
any better than he [Mr. Baldwin]
fits students.” While speaking to another member of
the same faculty asto the prosperous condition
of the Latin
School, he remarked,‘‘ There
is no reason why it shouldn't be presperous,

Hural

and Domestic.

SOUTH-WESTERN IOWA.

He was divulging no "State

CROMWELL, Iowa. Aug. 80.

secret in assuring the people of California that
the President and a majority of the Cabinet believe with Gov. Irwin that the Burlingame
treaty should be modified, and steps will soon
be taken tu that end:
The *President only
awaited the
Nyrival of the Chinese Embassy to
force the matter to an issue, and some definite
action might soon be looked for.

The

corn

and

vegetable

crop

is

the

harvesting

season;

the

The

yield

will not be much above the average.
It is a good time for Eastern people

to

German

colonies

near

Marengo,

Iowa, were established twenty years ago;
they now own 30,000 acres of land, valued at $50 per acre.

The authorities of the
loupe offer a premium

island

of Gauda-

of $20,000 to the in-

ventor of a process whereby a yield of
more than fourteen per cent. may be obtained from the sugar cane.
In consequence

of the

severe

famines,

the Emperor of China has issued an edict
which prohibits the sowing and ecultivation of poopies, from which the seeds employed for making opium are obtained, as
the extensive cultivation of this plant interferes with the necessary quantity of
grain to be grown.
Plants require two kinds of food, vegetable and mineral, or rather organic and
inorganic, as the former constituents are
also to be obtained from animal matter;
and the inorganic matter is found in the
soil and in the air. Growing cereals must
be supplied with nitrogen, carbon, silica
and phosphoric acid; and without these,
no

profitable

crops

can

be

obtained.—

In tearing down

may

be

scrap-

of great benefit to

put it on their land.
There is
form of lime which they can get

be so valuable, in proportion

and

no other
that will

to

its

cost,

as the old house-plaster; and when their
teams are in town, it will pay the "farmers

the

old

plaster

home

and

put it on their corn and garden patches;
and in no application will it give a better

‘return when put around the fruit trees
and berry bushes.— Maryland Farmer.
An industrious thrifty servant girl labored for thirteen yearsin Davenport,lowa,

and then went West with the money she
had saved, in order to pre-empt and occupy in her own right 160 acres of land.
She selected a quarter:section in Osborne
County, Kansas, built a house and laid out

her farm.

In a letter to her

tress she says:

¢ There

farm and
a rock

former

mis-

is a spring on-

quarry.

No

more

my

need

I say, ‘ No foot of land do I possess.
A
pilgrim in the wilderness.”
My plants. are
doing nicely, especially:
my rasberry plants.

I think that when I get my home
‘fixed
up’ all right I will have the garden spot of
the world.
I like'the country, and think
it is just beautiful.
I want to build a
house for you.” The name of this heroine
.of the kitchen and the
backwoods
is
Lizzie Faller.
She puts weaklings of
either sex to the blush.—N. Y. Tribune.
ee
tree
when unadorned, is adorned

¢¢ Beauty\

the most.”
above when
which

e doubt the truth of the
we see the supurb costumes

appear

constantly

in

‘‘ Andrews’

lady never appears to more
advantage than when dressed in a wellBazar.”

A

made, tastefal

suit

and

the e Bazar”

has

established a standard which has never
been excelled.
Published by W. R. Ancers; “to-get—votes-—The-reports-from- the aflieted-Southern-—sec-| Ty in debt and price of land is depressed: Turéws, Cincinmith——
=
tions this (Monday) morning show a gratifying
for themselves and their friends.”
Plenty of good farms on the market at
change for the better.
The deaths at New
A”
special eorrespondent of the New York
at from $15 to $20 per acre with most of
Orleans, yesterday, numbered40 against 74 on
, Time
Mho is studying
the politieal situation in
the land under cultivation and such imSaturday, and the new cases reported were 67
Pénnsylvania explains the hold which the less.
At Memphis 33. deaths occurred,—a
provement in houses, stables and fencing,
Greenback notions seem to be gaining on the slight diminution from the previous day. The
as a large part our Western farmers are
intelligence
from
the
fever-smitten
cities
and
sober farmers of that State, by saying that as a
y
SATURDAY, Sept. 2i.
towns in Mississippi is alike favorable, and
enjoying.
Soil, water and atmosphere,
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
class they are in debt, and have become des- the death-rate continues to decrease.——The
rchants
and
dealers
in
butter, cheese and
perate over the depreciation of real estate and American schooner, Jere Simonson, from Phil- I do not believe are excelled by any localeggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
ity
East,
West,
North,
South.
Our
cliQuincy
Market,
Boston.
adelphia,
with
2969
casks
of
petroleum,
took
in the price of their farm products.
He says
‘FLOUR.
that ** they see no legitimate way out of their | fire in the harbor of Trieste, was towed outside mate is one of the most healthy any where
and burned, with the whole cargo.——Richard
troubles, and they are ready to clutch at any Grant White has resigned his position in the known. A few months or years at most
The receipts of Flour for the week have been
bbls of all kinds against 50,881 bbls for the
scheme, no matter how wild or visionary, New York Custom House, which he has held would restore to health and vigor the 50,154
corresponding week of 1877, and 43,924 bbls mm
for seventeen years. It was a sinecure, and
which promises help.”
:
greater
part
of
Eastern
consumptives,
1876. The exports for the same time have been
will not be again filled. —It is rumored that
10,626 bbls, of which 4,004 bbls were to Liverpool,
At the Massachusetts Republican Convention | the Bolivian Government hasordered a num= -and-relieve from-chills and fever those |
niwerp,
37
ape de Verde, 45 to Goree,
ber
of
Krupp
guns
from
Germany,
and
made
615
to Hayti, 200 to Madeira, 249 to Fayal, 1,080 to
who
have
suffered
for
years
in
the
mallast week, Senator Dawes made a sound propSt. Pierre, Miquelon, and 3,373 bbls to the British
contracts with New England manufacturers for
osit n in his speech when he said: “ Let me rifles and ammunition. The object is said to rious districts of the Middle and Western
Provinces.
ere is no material change notice
ask you not
to take ‘the promise of any man bederriorial aggrandizement ar the expense of States. The Free Baptist church here in the Flour market. The trade are still holding
back
and
purchase
only in small lots to keep up
eru.
;
made over the ballot-box. If he has no record
numbering about 45 members is holding assortments, but a more active demand is soon
Latest

behind him, take him not. If he has nothing
.buta promise,
to be fulfilled in the future, dis-

_ trusthim.

Take him for what

he

has been,

:
LEWISTON, ME., Sept. 18.
The catalogue of the Nichols Latin School,
which will be issued in a few weeks, will contain over sixty names of students, seven of
whom are
ladies.
The
present
entering
class numbers
sixteen, two of whom are

as. else-

Between two and three thousand persons at-

; tended the Unitarian Convention at’ Saratoga,

«last week. Among representative men present ‘were Ralph Waldo Emerson, Dr. Bellows,

James Freeman

ladies.

of

those

now

in the

Clark, Edward Everett Hale,

churches or in colonies and thus help to
build up our interest. Will ‘do ‘all I can

school

to help this movement by supplying P. O:
addressin any part of the West where
others may wish to locate, and to accom.
plish our object more successfully, we
invite brethren in Western Iowa, Northern ‘Mo., and Kanas and Nebraska
who

is a marked feature of the school. Full half, if

two

not more, of the students are professed

Chris-

young Japanese girls, who have been fitted in tians. During last term there was organized
Conneeticut during the last five years.
The a body known as “The Young People’s Chrisnumbering upwards of
‘Woman Suffragists might do a less effective tian Association,”
_iwenty members.
Its covenant, adapted from
thing than to send a missionary to Japan.
that of the College Association, is designed to
It would seem that the Hon. Alexander H.
include all Christian students. Under its ausStephens is in-quite a serious condition as repices,two prayer meetings are held each week,
gards health. He has had two hemorrhages one on a week day evening and the other on
from the lungs, the first he everhad, and his Sunday afternoon. These meetings are attendfriends are much alarmed at his condition.
ed by a large proportion of the school, averThe Nihilists
in Russia.

A

continue
large

to increase rapidly

number

of arrests

have

been made in Odessa and Kharkov, in conse* quence of the discovery of a plot for breaking
into the state prisons and
lists.

freeing

the

Nihi-

The Memphis Avalanche says that although
parents have deserted their children, and children their parents, and husbands their wives,
in Memphig, not one wife has deserted a hus-

band.

:

Presdent ‘Hayes has been enthusiastically
received in his north-western toyr,and has had
some sensible things to say about national matrs.

The Harvard examinations. for women are
not allowed to pass by unnotieed. Five ladies
* passed the examinations in Cincinnati in
June,
:
g

Mrs. Thomas Mortimer,
the author of

Line

upon Line,” and ‘‘ Peep of Day,” has just died
at Runton, England, aged 76 years.

“ The world can live without Sunday

news. °

‘papers, but it can not live without Sabbaths,” |
says the Congregatiohalist.

The N. Y. Tribune doesn’t go a great deal

out of the way when it speaks of * Butlers
circus.”
|
Indiana has a school fund of over eight mil-'

lions.

State.

+,

This is larger than that of any other
i

The bard ‘times compels Williame
only to poor students.
to offer tuitioir

College

Tt fs truly said that “the telegraph has be-

| tome the great terror of criminals.”

~The death roll continues to decrease at New
~ Orleans.

i

:

5 4 A little girl eleven yours old, while trying to

ilton Co., N. Y.

She was probably

imitating

may

be

interested

in brethren

settling

with them, to send on their address and
location, with price of land, &c., in brief
form.
M. S. HUBBELL.

INFANT DEFORMITIES.
with the learned

English

physician

in re-

gard to this matter, but with all due respect for his superior wisdom in other
respects,
we

ago, a library was started. It now numbers
about 700 volumes. This has been done by the

are obliged to ackowledge that

he seems to be greatly in error upon this
subject at least. We think that any thoughtful and intelligent mother will say at once
that the cause of the deformity called

efforts of the Principal and students.
The latter have issued a paper, one. number a year,
for the past two years.
The profits out of this

paper, called the Nichols Echo, amounting to bow-legs or knock-knees is due-directly
about $50.00, have been devoted to the library. ‘or indirectly to the improper adjustment
About $100.00 in all have already been contributed by the students for thispurpose.
The
most valuable donations have, however, come
from the Principal. , The Echo prettily - says;

of the

child’s linén rather

than

to any

predisposition the little one may

have

rubbing the

together.

soles

of

the

feet

for

The pernicious habit that some mothers
have of crowding two or three and somebut we want a choice one, which shall contain
times even four folded napkins or diapers
every book that a young man ought to use
while pursuing his preparatory studies, and a between a childs legs is simply barbarous
few of the best books on every leading sub- and this we have often seen done. In one
ject.” The Echo itself is a very neatly gotten- instance we saw & young child only about
three months old when prepared for the
up sheet and its contents are eertainly a eredit night, wearing a diaper composed of an
“ We are not ambitious to have alarge library,

to the school and a gratifying exponent of the
ability and training of the students.
The two

old literary societies—the

Philomothean

old bed quilt, this was doubled twice,or so
as to form four folds, and place inside a
linen one which was drawn very tight
around the hips and pined.
Upon remonstrating with the mother for such
cruelty to her child, she quickly asked in
astonishment, ‘Do yon suppose that I am
going to have my good bed spoiled hy
having that child wetting it every night?”
When
we come to think of a child
being kept almost
constantly in such
a position as that for several months and
that too at a time the bones and tissues
are so easily misplaced, is it any wonder

and

Literary Fraternity—bequeathed to the school
by the Maine State Seminary, have

been unit-

ed into one, called “ The Union,”

and holds

meetings every Friday evening during the
term. It is nicely stated that the object of the
society is improvement’in writing and speak-

ing. To the more or less usual methods towards attaining this end, mock trials are occasionally added, having had three during the

past year.

The Echo speaks of the last one as

having cansed ¢ quite an excitement among
the students, and was very well attended by
the public.” The offense was certainly of a

that the child should be deformed ? Nay,

for murder. As many of the readers of the Star
already knew, the Latin School is designed to

ITEMS.

we often wonder
able to walk at all.

grave nature, as one of the Seniors fwas tried

give the most thorough preparation for college.
The course of study extends over three years,
ting

a

the best of work into the school,

faithful

alumnus

of

the -college,

Te is

The

||

that

they are
ever
A. MOTHER.

The color, indigo-blue, 18 now
from coal oil.
i

produced

Milk has been found to contain one part

of iron in 57,000 parts.
Chinese laborers are
into Algeria for timber
ing.

‘looked for.
ere ie a fair demand for low grades
for export to the Provinces, but leading family
brands have moved slowly. For the . favorite
brands of winter wheat previous priees are asked
but outside brands have been sold in some instances at low figures,
continues to be free
arrivals of winter wheat Flour. but straight Minnesotas and choice Patents are still quite scarce
and in smill lots command fall prices. More liberal supplies are looked for at an early
cludee in the receipts of the week are 13,
bbls

Ca

by the Grand Junction Railroad for distribution

in neighboring
markets and for shipment to Enrope. The sales of Patent Wisconsin and Minnesota brands have been at$6 50 @ $3 50 ¥ bbl, and
a few well-known brands at an advance on the
latter rate, | Winter wheat Patents range from $6
@ $7, and this includes all except a well know
brand that would be no eriterion.
.
CORN MEAL.—There is a fair demand §for Corn
Meal for the Provinces, with sales at $2 40 @ $2 50
RYE FLOUR.—There is no change. The sales
have hesh confined to small lots at $3 50 @ $ 4
OAT MEAL.~—The demand is fair for Oat

Meal

and sales at $4 75 @ 85 for common extras and
$525 @ $6 ¥ LDI for favorite and fancy brands,

BUTTER.
The receipts of Butter for the week have been
12,003 packages, including 1,037 boxes and 10,966
tubs, against 10,562 packages for the correspond-

We are very sorry that we can notagree

aging from 15 to 25 each meeting.
The interest in spiritual matters is excellent, and the
meetings are alive with the brightness and
earnestness of true piety. Lessthan two years

a fire with kerosene, wig* burned to with three ferms in a year,
of thirteen wéeks
‘death on
ening, at Hope Falls, Ham. ‘each, Mr. Baldwin, the Principal, is * put.

what she had seen done by her elders.

and
bad-

ren coming West would locate near our

purpose
entering
the
ministry—one in
the Senior class; four in the Middle class and
four in the Junior class. The religious interest

Octavins Frothingham ‘and George William
| Curtis,” ‘1
Among the new students at Vassar, are

Nine

Crops are abundant,
Many of our farmers are

on its way, and we would be glad to have
brethren make a home with us, or near us.
Mi nisters who wish to secure homes for
their families, and cultivate the soil, and.
preach what they can, will find this a
good section for labor. Wish that breth-

Hducational.

and believe that what he has been he will be.”

Character coumts in politics as well

come West.
prices low.

News.

to be introduced
cutting and min-

little better demand,
bu, and with a liget

is firm.

Pea

ing week last year, and 18,592 in 1876. Total receipts since the first of January, 442,150 packages,

have

*

full prices

have

Choice

Nor thern has
obtained

Maine Central at 65 @ 70¢c; and Northern

bushel.

Bangor stock sold

mostly

with some lots a shade higher.

not

be depended

upon

medium

by the hot weather, move off

Fine fresh-made dairy lots

qualities

as

in

slowly

meets

affected

as

of Franklin

ever.

Co., Vt.,

are in demand at 10 @ 20c¢, and occasional fancy
lots go higher, but a good deal of the Butter made
during the past few weeks is no better than some

made during the summer and

will not command

been

weather has been unfavorable

for the receipt of

much choice

and

ib.

Butter,

a fine

lot

of

packed would readily command 15 @ 16¢c ¥

Most of the Western on the market

is

selling

at 9 @ 13c ¥ 1b. The ctock of very poor Butter is
small, as most of it has been taken for export.
The exports of Butter for New York since May
1, footup 13,702,479 pounds against 9,275,523 pounds
same time last year,an increase of4,416,956 pounds.
The exports of Cheese tor the same time foot up
85,672,671 pounds against 76,492,728 pounds last.
year, an increase of 9,079,843 pounds.

CHEESE.®

-

Norfolk at $2, and Jersey at $220
ONIONS.
The

@

sales of Onions have been

$250

at

&

$175

bbl.

&

Apples are being

pressed

upon

Exports

for the week

154

boxes.

Mild

August

Cheese still meets with a good demand, and 8%

@

9c ¥ 1b can be obtained for lots that are strictly
fine, but only a small part of the receipts
comes
up
to this
standard,
For
most
of the
Northern
factory 8 @ 8%c is a full
fange, ‘Western factory is selling mostly at 7 @
8c ¥ 1b, but for a really choice article 8c, could
readily be obtained. After passing the best quality, the market is slow, and all the poorer grades
rule at low prices. We quote:
:
NEW

CHEESE.

Northern factory choice
Fair to good

Common

.....

Choice New
eaasinanene
Western tactory, choice,
Do
do
ir to good
do
common

81% @ 8%
al
Gig

RL

eva

@

esr

8

6

@3y
c@r7
485

EGGS.
There has been*a_fair demand for E
8 since
Monday last and advanced prices are well main.
tawned.

;

in

quantities,and good lots have been selling
$1.
bbl, with $i 25 as an outside price.

at
The

Apples, choice, ¥ Hb]
0, ‘common to good
Peaches, choice, ¥ crate

Do,

common

from $3

@

$6

Deer skins, each
Calf skins, per 1b.
T.amb skins each,.

P

3

:

Northern. ......

seen

dd

v

15

P. EB. Island... cocnininnnsannsnsnssinnnnd0 8 Seic

fear of

H

Blind,

| les,

is the greatest known remedy; Did

Bleeding

or Itching.

It

ly curing when other medicines have failed.
Nippies,

Ague

in

Extract

is

Breast.

Tho

cleanly

and

efficacious, and mothers who Lave once used
it will never be without it.

No phy-

Female Compiaints.

at 87¢., 3,500 bs

25.000

fin

need bo called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used.
The pamphiet which accompanies cach bottle gives
full directions how it should
be applied.

Ore-

Any one can use it without

:

fear of harm.

TM
J
CAUTION.

POND’S1]

EXTRACT

imitated
[un mits.

fias been

cle has the words * Pond’s Extract,” blown in the glass,
and Company's trade-mark on surrenuding wrapper,
It
is ucver soul dn bulk.
Nowe other ix gennine.
Always
insist on having Pond’s Extract,
Take no other pre
paration, however much you may be pressed

Prices

1,25.

Refined and stimulating. A bright and instruc”
tive story for girls.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE,SEND FOR ONE

50c¢., $1.00, and
PREPARED ONLY LY

OND’S
SOLD

BY

$1.75.

EXTRACT

New

&.CO, PUBLISHERS:

i= HELP!

York

ALL

and

CO.

London.

DRUGGISTS,

GET THE BEST

Webster's

FOR THE WEAK,
~ NERVOUS AND
DEBILITATED!

Unabridged.

vy

THE STANDARD.
F

or schools,—recommended by State Supt's of
305 States, and by 50 College Pres’ts.
bout 32,000 have been
in Public
Schools by law or by School Officers.
ontains 3000 Hlustrations, nearly three
times as many

as any

other Dictionary.

he * Dictionary used in the Gov't
Office is Webster's. Aug. 4, 1877.
S

ale of Webster’s is 20

Printing

times as great

as

that

of any other series of Dictionaries.
Published by G. & C, MERRIAM, Springfleld,
Mass.
1139

The afflicted can now be restored to perfect
health and bodily energy, at home, without
the use of medicine of any kind.

roLvmcaciene
| AGENTS WANTED!
GOOD

ELECTRIC BELTS
AND

Let every one
for FALL

any

of

the

general

or

functional

disease?

moping, unfit

er

pleasure, and

from

rheumatism,

for

business

Do

you

suffer

symptoms?

Are

you

timid,

nervous,

It

i des rod,

re

Sabbath Scheols,
The Family

TERMS:
$3.00 per year;
vance, $2,560.

REMITTANCES

THOUSANDS.

Cop-

containing
WORTH

Address,

tric qualities.

Our Pamphlet explains

how to

ROYAL

distinguish the genuine

from the spurious.

in.ad-

in mon-

when

they

order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star goes to Press Tuesday morning,
and communications
for insertion ought to be
here on Saturday previous.
wh

Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.

S. 8. PAPERS.

PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO.,
Broadway, New York.
pgs
pes Avoid bogus appliances claiming elec~

must be made

give both the old and new address

full particulars

212

or, if paid

ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town, and

after drugging in vain for months and years.
Send now for DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET and
Journal,

;
&c.,&c.

It is under the direction and patronage of the
Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is
taken by many of other religious views, because of
its real worth.

flicted themselves, who have been restored to

INFORMATION

Circle,

Literary Review,
News Summary,

cure these various diseased conditions, after

trated

2t39

Literary Miscellany,

aM other means fail, and we offer the most
convincing testimony direct from the af-

and

ee,

Rural and Domestic.

PULVERMACHER’S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS

ies mailed free.

for two weeks’ work,
No capital required.

Ii an able and progressive paper; «devoted largely to Religious culture and intelligence, but. contains departments on
’

or neglect prolong their sufferings.

Illus.

Songs,

THE MORNING STAR

and

large

168

;

Why, then, further neglect a subject so productive of health and
appiness when there
is at hand a means of restoration ?

a

Two Sabbath-school pe
and Myrtle, are published
Lesson

rs, The Little Star

alternate weeks, and

Papers of the International

- both adults and
ly. Payment
in advance.
Sample copies

Absolutely

Address,

Series, for

children, are published monthfor these papers should be
' .
.
sent free,
:
Rev, I. D, STEWART,

BAKING POWDER
Pure.

|

“ROYAL ” has a larger sale than all other baking powders combined—hecause of its unquestioned

Healthfulness and ee
Prepared from GRAPE CREAM TARTAR
imported
expressly
for th peerless
recived
Pustins Uniform
Eh
powder direct
a
rec
0 the Wine district of France, it has hysicians
the indorsement and recommendation of the New York Board of Health, and of eminent
and scientific men everywhere.
No family having once used the Royal Baking Powder will cver be
without it.

ROYAL has taken the place of Soda, Saleratus and Yeast; more convenient, makes third sore
bread never sours nor cakes, never put up in paper packagos. In tin cans only of Grocers.
.

of

& MAIN,

a

in the head, dimness of sight, pim-

ELECTRIC QUARTERLY,

or

00s, Boston, Mass., enclosing stamp for opi

young men, the middle-aged, and even the
old, suffer from nervous and physical debility. Thousands of females, too, are broken
down in health and spirits from disorders
pecullar to their sex, and who, from false

THE

Ciremnlar

ohh PERLE

ples and blotches on the face and back, and
other despondent symptoms? Thousands of

modesty

SALARY

contains

an
id one hid work, or
or $23 for one week's work.

subject to fits of melancholy ?
Are your kidneys, stomach, or blood, in a disordered con-

dition?

on

Our

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

youj

timid, and
? Are
you
spells of
faintfeel listless

use.

BIGLOW

following

feel nervous, debilitated, fretful,
lack the power of will and action
subject
to loss of memory, have
ing, fullness of blood in the head,

for

firmly bound in boards.
Is a’ splendid
Song Book for any School. Send 25
Cents for a Specimen copy.

symptoms or class of symptoms meet
your
diseased cendition ? Are you sufferin
m
ill-health in any of its many and multifarious forms, Sunseueht upon a lingering, nervous, chronic

send

CHAUTAUQUA CAROLS, by Lowry,

READER, ARE YOU AFFLICTED ?
Do

WINTER,

.

BUSINESS

Doane & Sherwin, the Song Book compiled for the Great Chautauqua Sunday
School Assembly, is now published for

and wish to recover the same degree of
health, strength, and energy as experienced
years?

a GOOD

Chromos, and Subscription Books. Ad.
dress D. L. GUERNSEY, Pub. and Bookseller, Concord, N. H.
4139

These noted Curative appliances have now
stood the test for
upward of thirty Jeary and
are protected no
tters-Patent
In all the
rincipal coun
of the world. The
ecreed the only Award of Merit for
Electric
Applishese at
the
t World's Exhibitions
— Paris, Philadelphia, and elsewhere —and
have been found
the most valuable, safe,
simple, and efficient known treatment for
the cure of disease.

former

and

COMMISSION,

~The most learned physicians and scientific
men of Europe and this country indorse them.

in

wanting

NEW MAPS of U, 8. and Canadas, Charts,

BANDS,

For self-application to any part of the body,
meet every requirement.

17¢,

1634

Eastern have been selling at

.
and best lots readily command the outside i
Island and Northern have ruled at 16 @ 17c
dozen, as to quality. The market closes dull.
We quote;
ULE 0 y | PRPDPPORNA RRS | 172 1 | 4

Eyes.

the slightest

For Broken Breast, Sore

& 55¢., 25,000 lbs, spring

DLOTHROP

or Sore

Earache, Toothache,and
.
Ii is a panacea, and
Faceache,
1.5
tr nan
to directions its effect is siminly wonderful.

40

NEW AND DESIRABLE BOOKS
CARRIE ELLSWORTH; or, Seed Sowing.
by IM. O. Johnson.
Large 16mo. Illustrated.

BOSTON;

and

Tor allay.
ing tho

Scalds.

It can bo used without

gon at 23¢. @ 23c. 1,000 Ibs. Michigan fleece, 10 000
s X and above Ohio, 7,000 1bs.,
Wisconsin, 20,000
lbs. spring Texas, 10,000 Ibs low Texas, 77,000 lbs.
Texas, 50 b: ngs pulled, 1,000 Ibs. Georgia, 50 bags
Nol
ulled,
ags extra punlled, 140 bags super
, 10,000 Ibs. Territory and 40,000 Ibs. Oregon.
pull

5.

cleansing.

harm, quickly alloying all inflaruiatien and
soreness without pain
Li

1bs. coarse fleece at 31c.,5,000 Ibs.unwashed at 22¢.,
10,000 1bs. fine Western at 32¢. @ 33¢., 30,000 Ibs. X

1bs. tall California at 12'5¢. @ 17c., 60,000 Ibs,

ing and

and

Inflamed

atdlc., 3,000 Ibs, medium Long Island at 35¢., 3,000
Ohio

is of
:

of accidents.

NEw York, Sept. 14.—The market was quite ac
tive and generally firm.
We pote sales of 20,000
1b X and above Ohio fleece at 37Xc., 25,000 Ib.
combing at 43c. a 45¢., 8,000 1s. medinm delaine

scoured California at 53c.

symptoms

heat and pain itis unrivalled, and should be
kept in every fawily, ready for uso in caso

WOOL.

Ohio at 37c., 1,000 Ibs. XX

)

Burns

a@
50
@
10
@ 75

California at 22c. @ 28¢., 10,000 Ibs, "choice;

of first

The, most obstinate cases aro healed
cured with astonishing rapidity.

ali

a

it on appearance

A

+

6 a6
Ong 6
8 89

j

h roat.

ds
cers, Woun
reds, BrUl
Soan
ing, cooluises. It is heal

HIDES AND PELTS.

Dairy skins, per

Sore

in the head, &e. Our Nasal Syringe
essential service in theso cases.

700 ® 900
300 @ 600

Brighton, per 1b.,...... deliciven
COUNTY. ...vvvrearnsnriniress wo:
Southern, wet salted......
Western,
each........

and

The Extract is the only speCatarrh.
cific for this prevalen
ie
distressing complaint; quickly relieves cold

100 @1%

Pears, Bartletts, ¥ bbl
Do,
various kinds,# bu
Hides,
Hides,
Hides,
Hides,
Pelts,

T

trying

110
8125
ma
BH
200 @ 800

r

Foe

Used as a garglo and also
applied extervally asdirect-

of these dangerous diseases.

season for peaches is abeut over and prices are
nominal.
Pears vary TONS] Sef aoiy ia price, ac.
cording to quality, and it is difficult to
give reli.
able quotations. Choice Bartlett are held steady

at $7 @ #8, but other kinds range
We quote:

Our Nasal and

ed, in tho early stages of the diseases it will
surely control and cure them. Do not delay

bbl,

the market

vicans, dhe

it is always, reliable,

Diphtheria

can

ifdrease.

HEALTH, STRENGTH, AND ENERGY,

The receipts for the week have been 4,797 boxes
against 6,350
boxes for the same week last year.

internal,

male Syringes and Inhalers are material
aids in cases of internal bleeding.

at $2 ¥ bbl,

rebeipts

or

lungsit is invaluable.

at 65¢

These priges

when

or Dowels,

and is used by Physicians of all schools with
a certainty of success, ' For bleedingof the

Sweet potatoes are in liberal snoply, with sales of

dizziness

any higher prices. A few choice New York and
Vermont dairies command 17 @ 18c # 1b. but most
of the dairies that ron into summer make
are
rather slow of sale at 14 @ 16¢ # 1b. Best late made
creameries move off readily at22 @ 24c # 1b,
including Northern and Western, but there are
others that range all the way from 16 @ 20¢, The

head, stomach

speedily cured by the {ree use of the
Extract,
No other medicine will cure as
quickly.
Tor
stanching

at 70c;

forgetful, and your mind continually dwelling on the subject? Have you lost confidence
in yourself and energy for business pursuits ?
Are you subject to any of the following symptoms: Restless nights broken sleep, nightmare, dreams, pulp tation of the heart, bash
fulness, confusion of ideas, aversion tosociety,

coming

ralgia.

are

during

sold

a firm tone, and all of this kind

dairy

eu

external

readily

known

cured by using Pend’s Extract.
H
All nouralgio pains of the

N

Hemorrhages.

been

Houlton

other

this distressing disease in its various forms.

;

The supply of Eastern and
the week,

No

eu
ma
iS
«preparation
has
over performed euch wonderful cures of
Sufferers who have tried everything else
without relief, can rely upon being cutively

POTATOES.
light and

GREAT

ti

@ 150

There is an easier feeling for Peas,and we reduce
quotations 5c ¥ bu. "We quote :
Choice Canada, per bu
Common
do
Green Peas......

THE

w———

Rl

..... Na samenny 246 @ 230
lll vee eins 300 @82

7
5h

=

145

.uvsrreveees

to good.

common

Do

neuralgia or aches and palns? Have you
heen indiscreet in early years and find yourself harassed with a multitude of gleomy

Western

;

ea,
Northern
HP per b bie..oes. Yenana 180 @ 185
h
Husted
8 LT
H P..... i INI
Do Western
COMMODs ssssssareensnsnn 155 @ 160
Do
i ieiiinseiinnes. 155 @ 160
..oe.ce.
Medium, choi

YellowEyes
Red Kidneys

PON'S EXTRACY
PAIN
DESTROYER
AND
SPECIFIC
FOR INFLAMMATORY DISEASES
AND AEMORRHAGES,

at $225 @ $2385 ¥ bu. Red
Kidoeys are very
scarce, and prices are almost nominal. We

against 379,876 packages for the same time last
year. Exports for the week have been 1,296 packages.
For strictly choice Butter the market sustains
with a ready sale, but

\

advauced 5¢ # bu during the week, with sales at
$175 a $1 85
¥ bu, the outside for extra hand picked.
Yellow Eyes have been in moderate demand

large
75¢ §

gardeners

and farmers, if they will haul it home

richly to haul

a

stock at the close the market

GREEN APPLES, PEACHES AND PEARS.
old buildings or

ing plaster off the ceilings, for improvements, a large mass of stuff is furnished
that

.» BEANS.

Mediums have been in
with sales at $155
@1 60

with a fair demand.

Scientific American.

im-

mense in this part of the State this season. Wheat and oats would have been
good but for the damage done by rains
during

The largest flour mill in the world is
Hein built at Niagara Falls. Its capacity
will be about 1200 barrels a day.

